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Jeanne Craig Sinkford

Doctor of Science

Jeanne Craig Sinkford, professor and dean emeritus of the Howard University College of Dentistry and senior scholar-in-residence at the American Dental Education Association (ADEA), is one of our nation’s most respected dental educators, academic leaders, and social justice advocates. Dr. Sinkford, the first woman dean of an American dental school, led Howard University’s College of Dentistry from 1975 to 1991. Born and raised in Washington, D.C., she earned two degrees from Howard — a B.S. in psychology and chemistry (1953) and a D.D.S. (1958). She was Phi Beta Kappa as an undergraduate and first in her dental class. She taught prosthodontics and was a clinician before earning a M.S. (1962) and Ph.D. (1963) in physiology at Northwestern University. Dr. Sinkford returned to Howard in 1964 to chair its Department of Prosthodontics and became associate dean in 1967. As dean, she championed expansion of research and community service components in dental education at Howard and nationally.

Among other leadership roles, she chaired the Council of Deans of the American Association of Dental Schools and the Anatomical Review Board of the District of Columbia. A meticulous researcher, she studied the biocompatibility of root-form implants and soft tissue, worked with the U.S. Armed Forces on wound healing and acrylic bandages, and served on the Tuskegee Syphilis Study Ad Hoc Advisory Panel, which led to policies that protect the rights of human subjects participating in government-sponsored health research. She published more than 100 journal articles, training manuals, and reports. From 1991 to 2011, Dr. Sinkford was responsible for diversity programming at ADEA. She created scholar-in-residence programs for women, the Kellogg Access to Dental Careers Program, and secured funds for other academic/community partnerships. She consulted with U-M’s School of Dentistry on ways to increase the numbers of underrepresented and low-income groups at the school. Dr. Sinkford served on numerous committees and advisory councils, including the Council of the National Academies of Science, American Dental Association (ADA) Council on Dental Research, National Advisory Dental and Craniofacial Research Council, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Health Policy Fellows Advisory Board, the White House Conference on Aging, and the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. She is a fellow of the American and International Colleges of Dentists, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the Pierre Fauchaud Academy, the International Association for Dental Research, and the New York Academy of Sciences. Honors include the ADA Distinguished Service Award (2015), National Dental Association Trailblazer Award (2007), the Association of American Medical Colleges Herbert W. Nickens Award (2009) for promoting justice in medical education and health care, ADEA’s William J. Gies Award for Outstanding Vision by a Dental Educator (2015), and the National Coalition of 100 Black Women’s Candace Award. Dr. Sinkford received alumni achievement awards from Howard and Northwestern universities and four honorary degrees.

Dr. Sinkford, you have inspired change in dental education and the profession through your pursuit of excellence, innovations, leadership, and commitment to social justice. In addition to serving as a role model for students, faculty, and women, you are renowned for your community service, research contributions, commitment to high quality dental care for all, and for expanding the number of young people from diverse backgrounds pursuing and excelling in careers in dentistry. The University of Michigan is pleased to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Science.
Penny W. Stamps

Doctor of Fine Arts

University of Michigan alumna, arts advocate, community leader, and philanthropist Penny Stamps’ support for the arts is fueled by her belief in the critical role artists and designers play in solving complex problems, and the importance of sharing their work and perspectives with the public. Ms. Stamps, who grew up in Chicago, Illinois, and lives in Miami, Florida, earned a B.S. degree in design and a teaching certificate (1966) at U-M. She enjoyed a distinguished career at Herman Miller and Kaplan & Fox, Inc. before heading her own residential design firm in the Boston area for 18 years. More than two decades ago, she and her husband E. Roe Stamps created the Stamps Family Charitable Foundation. It has contributed significantly to the University over the years, beginning in 1999 with funding for the popular Penny W. Stamps Distinguished Speaker Series. She also created the Roman J. Witt Visiting Professor Program in honor of her father, the Stamps Gallery on Central Campus, and Stamps Creative Work Scholarships. In 2006, the Stamps Foundation launched their signature merit scholarship program. Today there are more than 880 current and 700 alumni Stamps Scholars representing 44 institutions throughout the United States. The University of Michigan is proud to have 60 current Stamps Scholars and 141 distinguished Stamps alumni. Her generosity has made possible the Stamps Auditorium on North Campus and the Stamps Student Commons at the Stephen M. Ross Academic Center. In 2012, the Stamps Foundation granted the most generous philanthropic gift ever made to the School of Art & Design. The regents renamed the school the Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design in recognition of her support for art and design education. An enthusiastic and loyal alumna, Ms. Stamps co-chaired the Michigan Difference National Campaign Leadership Committee and is a deputy chair of the Victors for Michigan Campaign. She has served on the President’s Advisory Group and advisory councils to the deans of the Stamps School and the School of Education. Michigan recognized her in 2005 with the David B. Hermelin Award for Volunteer Leadership. She is invested in her community, serves on numerous boards, and provides pro-bono design services and philanthropic support for animal, cultural, environmental, and health-related organizations. She helped build the Grayvik Animal Care Center at Ocean Reef and has served on the Humane Society of Greater Miami board since 2011. The greater Miami & The Keys Chapter of the American Red Cross recognized her with its Sara Hopkins Woodruff Spectrum Award for Women. She also received the 2013 National Philanthropy Lifetime Achievement Award. In 2015, the Council for Advancement and Support of Education recognized the Stamps Foundation with its James L. Fisher Award for Distinguished Service to Education.

Ms. Stamps, through your contributions as a design professional, community leader and volunteer, and as a philanthropist you have championed the role of art and design in developing creative solutions and enriched the lives of Michigan students and faculty and thousands of others in Ann Arbor and nationally. Your vision, generosity, and commitment to the public good inspire all who seek to make the world a better place. The University of Michigan is delighted to welcome you back to campus and present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Fine Arts.
Life scientist and University of Michigan alumnus David Walt, professor of pathology at Brigham and Women’s Hospital at Harvard Medical School, has revolutionized genetic and proteomic analysis with his groundbreaking research. He also is the Hansjörg Wyss Professor of Biologically Inspired Engineering at Harvard University’s Wyss Institute and a Howard Hughes Medical Institute Professor. Born in Detroit, Professor Walt moved to Southfield at age six. He earned a B.S. degree in chemistry (1974) from U-M, a Ph.D. in chemical biology (1979) from the State University of New York at Stony Brook, and did postdoctoral studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He served on the Tufts University faculty from 1981 until joining Harvard in 2017. In 1996, Dr. Walt invented microwell arrays that were three billion times smaller than those previously used to track and screen cells. He subsequently developed random arrays with beads containing different DNA binding sequences. His innovations, now the gold standard for gene sequencing, accelerated the International HapMap Project’s success in identifying human genetic variations. Thousands of researchers worldwide are using the BeadArray platform commercialized by Illumina, a firm he founded, to improve food production, animal breeding, and human health, including determining causes of diabetes and a variety of cancers, among other diseases. Professor Walt also is the scientific founder of Quanterix Corp., which is having a similar impact on protein diagnostics, and co-founder of two other life science startups. He has published more than 300 papers and holds nearly 100 patents. Professor Walt is a member of U-M’s Life Sciences Institute Scientific Advisory Board and Leadership Council and has served on the Department of Chemistry Advisory Board and the College of Literature, Science & Arts Dean’s Advisory Council. He and his wife, Michele May, are members of the Victors for Michigan National Campaign Leadership Board and the New England Campaign Leadership Council. Together, they created the May-Walt Summer Chemistry Scholars Fund to support student research. He was named a Howard Hughes Medical Professor for his initiatives to improve science, technology, engineering, and math education, including programs that encourage undergraduate through postdoctoral researchers to work with and motivate K-12 students to study science. Currently a member of the National Cancer Institute External Alliance Steering Committee, Professor Walt co-chaired the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine Board on Chemical Sciences and Technology and recently co-chaired the National Academies Committee on a Vision for the Future of Center-Based Multidisciplinary Engineering Research. He is a member of the National Academy of Engineering and the National Academy of Medicine and a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering, and the National Academy of Inventors. He has been recognized with the American Chemical Society Award for Creative Invention and Kathryn C. Hach Award for Entrepreneurial Success, among other honors.

Dr. Walt, through your passion for discovery and success in commercializing new technologies you demonstrate the power of science to advance knowledge and improve the human condition. You inspire students and colleagues with your research, entrepreneurship, and commitment to recruit young people into math and science, giving them the opportunity to bring new insights and information to light and contribute to the world’s well-being. The University of Michigan is delighted to welcome you back to campus and proud to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Science.
Charles Woodson

*Doctor of Laws*

Charles Woodson, one of America’s most celebrated gridiron stars, is the founder of the Charles Woodson Foundation and an ESPN sports analyst. Mr. Woodson played 34 straight games for the University of Michigan, where he majored in sports management and communications from 1995 to 1997. As a junior, he led the Wolverines to a national football championship and became the first defensive player and the third U-M player to win the Heisman Trophy. Born in Fremont, Ohio, Mr. Woodson played varsity football at Fremont’s Ross High School and, as a senior, was named Ohio Player of the Year. Among other honors garnered while at Michigan, he was named the Bronko Nagurski National Defensive Player of the Year and received the Jim Thorpe Award, recognizing him as the top defensive back in the nation. Mr. Woodson declared his eligibility for the National Football League (NFL) draft following his junior year and enjoyed a successful 18-season career, starting and ending with the Oakland Raiders. In 1998, he was named the NFL Defensive Rookie of the Year. He played seven years with the Green Bay Packers, including when the team won Super Bowl XLV in 2010. In 2014, he became the first NFL player to log 50 interceptions and 20 sacks in a career. Winner of the NFL Art Rooney Sportsmanship Award for his fair play, integrity in competition, and respect for opponents, Mr. Woodson retired in 2015 and joined ESPN in 2016. He also is co-owner of Charles Woodson Wines. While playing in Oakland, he became intrigued with the complexities of wine making and partnered with one of the industry’s preeminent winemakers, Gustavo A. Gonzalez, to create the first barrel of Charles Woodson Wines, and now produces and bottles vintage merlots, some of which he donates to charity fundraisers. His compassion for others led him to establish the Charles Woodson Foundation, which, since 2008, has provided multiple scholarships to promising Michigan students. He created the need-based Charles C. Woodson Scholarship in the School of Kinesiology and the Georgia A. Woodson Scholarship Fund in the Office of Financial Aid in honor of his mother. In 2010, his financial support helped fund the construction of C.S. Mott Children’s and Von Voigtlander Women’s Hospitals, where the lobby is named in his honor. In addition to volunteering and participating in Michigan Medicine fundraising events, he created the Charles Woodson Clinical Research Fund, which supports teams of clinicians and researchers tackling pediatric medicine’s most challenging conditions, including autism, cancer, childhood obesity, concussions, congenital cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and sickle cell disease. The University recognized his generosity with the first Mott Champions for Children Award in 2011 and the 2012 David B. Hermelin Volunteer Fundraising Award. He also received a U-M Bicentennial Alumni Award in 2017.

Mr. Woodson, you exemplify the winning qualities indelibly linked to U-M’s 1997 national football championship team—mind, goal, purpose, and heart—and forever will rank among Michigan’s great sports legends. In addition to celebrating your athletic prowess, leadership, and sportsmanship, we applaud your business acumen and commitment to improving the lives of others through your generous support of medical research and student financial aid. The University of Michigan is pleased to welcome you back to campus and proudly presents to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Laws.
STUDENT SPEAKERS

Jad Elharake
Senior, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

Jad Elharake of Dearborn, Michigan, majored in biopsychology, cognition, and neuroscience. Born in Beirut, Lebanon, he immigrated to the United States at age seven, and, in 2014, became a William Brehm Scholar and first in his family to attend college. He has been involved in medical research throughout his undergraduate career and currently is assessing the intersectionality of race, gender, and depression among medical interns. He is a co-founder and member of the Islamophobia Working Group and an undergraduate adviser for the Arab Student Association and PILOT, a U-M leadership development organization. Winner of a Martin Luther King, Jr. Spirit Award, he is applying to medical school and working next year on health disparity and access issues at Michigan Medicine’s Office for Health Equity and Inclusion.

Nadine Jawad
Senior, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy

Nadine Jawad of Dearborn Heights, Michigan, a first-generation college student and the daughter of a Lebanese immigrant, has served Central Student Government as vice president and in other roles. She also has led nonpartisan student voter registration campaigns and worked to elevate Arab and Muslim communities, including uplifting the voices of Palestinian students. She is founding executive director of Books for a Benefit, which has collected and distributed more than 50,000 gently used books in resource-limited communities in southeast Michigan. She received a Martin Luther King, Jr. Spirit Award and a Harry S. Truman Scholarship. This fall, as a Rhodes Scholar, she embarks on a M.B.A. and public policy program at the University of Oxford. She plans to pursue a career in international emergency medicine.

Sara Lebow
Senior, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

Sara Lebow of West Hartford, Connecticut, the first student to declare a gender and health major in the Women’s Studies Department, minored in medical anthropology in the Honors Program. For several years, she has written for and edited The Every Three Weekly, a tri-weekly student publication that satirizes campus, national, and international events. As president of the student organization Voice Your Vote, she spearheaded voter registration drives and helped create policies that make it easier for students to register. As a U-M Museum of Natural History docent, she has presented programs about prehistoric life and other topics to thousands of museum visitors. In August, she joins the healthcare software firm Epic Systems in Madison, Wisconsin. Eventually, she would like to become a comedy writer.

Alexandria “Alex” Swift
Senior, Stephen M. Ross School of Business

Alexandria Swift of Southfield, Michigan, is passionate about exploring the intersections between education and technology, inclusion, and social justice. She is a resident adviser in the Multicultural Housing Community at West Quadrangle and has worked for ResStaff for four years. She also has worked as a research assistant at U-M’s National Center for Institutional Diversity, as a Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Symposium intern, and as a seminar assistant/mentor for the Preparation Initiative, where she helps first- and second-year students apply and transition to the Ross School. She served as vice president of EnspireRED and production manager of the student group’s annual charity fashion show. She will join LinkedIn’s Business Leadership Program in July. Her long-term goal is to improve education through curriculum and classroom innovations.
The flags behind the platform are arranged in the order in which the schools and colleges they represent were founded. As the audience faces the flags, the arrangement from left to right is the following:

| College of Literature, Science, and the Arts | Faith Cole |
| Medical School | Martin Michael Gruca |
| Law School | Phillip K. Turner |
| School of Dentistry | Kaitlin R. Boe |
| College of Pharmacy | Phillip M. Rzeczycki |
| College of Engineering | Caitlyn Hines |
| Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies | Johanna L. Heureaux-Torres |
| A. Alfred Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning | Rebecca E. Labov |
| School of Education | Charlie Held |
| Stephen M. Ross School of Business | Javonne M. Barrett |
| President’s flag | on stage |
| University flag | on stage |
| Regents’ flag | on stage |
| School for Environment and Sustainability | Natalie Gail Payer |
| School of Music, Theatre & Dance | Maxwell Morrison |
| School of Nursing | Rebecca Ann Singer |
| School of Public Health | Yongwen Zhuang |
| School of Social Work | Vina Hadyanto |
| University of Michigan-Flint | Marquetta Hall |
| University of Michigan-Dearborn | N’Kenge Gonzalez |
| School of Information | Sabine Anne Hutter |
| Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design | Beth Reeck |
| School of Kinesiology | Ahad Amin Bootwala |
| Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy | Gloriela Raquel Iguina-Colón |
**THE UNIVERSITY MACE**

The University’s mace, a symbol of authority, is carried at the head of academic processions on such important ceremonial occasions as commencements, convocations, and inaugurations. The mace being used today was given to the University in 1968 by the Senior Board, representing all the undergraduate schools and colleges. Crafted of red oak and trimmed with silver, the mace features the seals of the University and of the State of Michigan. Also engraved on the mace are the names of the University Presidents.

**ACADEMIC COLORS**

The colors of the various disciplines are as follows:

Architecture and Urban Planning  
Business Administration  
Dentistry  
Education  
Engineering  
Environment and Sustainability  
Fine Arts  
Information  
Kinesiology  
Law  
Literature and Arts  
Medicine  
Music  
Nursing  
Pharmacy  
Philosophy  
Public Health  
Public Policy  
Science  
Social Work

- blue violet  
- drab  
- lilac  
- light blue  
- orange  
- russet  
- brown  
- lemon  
- sage green  
- purple  
- white  
- green  
- pink  
- apricot  
- olive green  
- dark blue  
- salmon pink  
- peacock blue  
- golden yellow  
- citron

Mingled colors distinguish combined curriculums.
ACADEMIC DRESS AND CUSTOM

The colorful gowns and hoods worn by faculty members at commencement and other academic ceremonies represent the degrees, disciplines, and alma maters of the wearers. The American academic costume tradition, imported from England, dates to Colonial days.

**Gowns**

Bachelor’s or master’s degree gowns traditionally are black, as are many doctoral gowns in the United States. Some universities prescribe that their graduates wear gowns of another solid color such as blue, crimson, or green. Gowns differ in sleeve cut and trim. For example, the bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves while the master’s gown has oblong sleeves. Doctoral gowns, with their distinctive bell-shaped sleeves, feature velvet panels down the front and around the neck, as well as crossbars of velvet on the sleeves. Colored trim denotes the field or discipline in which the degree was earned. Usually only a single degree from one institution is indicated by a garment. If more than one degree is held, the gown and hood of the higher or highest degree usually are worn.

**Hoods**

The hood most precisely describes the wearer’s level of degree earned, the major field of learning, and the alma mater. The level of the degree held is indicated by the hood’s shape and size and the width of its velvet or velveteen trimming. The bachelor’s, master’s, and doctor’s hoods are 36 inches, 42 inches, and 48 inches long, respectively. The velvet trim is two, three, and five inches wide, with the narrowest being for the bachelor’s hood and the widest for the doctor’s hood. The color of trim on the hood, as on the gown, identifies the major field of learning in which the degree was awarded. The hood is lined with the official colors of the college or university conferring the degree.

**Caps**

Caps vary in style from the traditional black mortarboard to eight-, six-, and four-corner tams, and Elizabethan-style caps. The mortarboard may be of any appropriate material, such as cotton, poplin, rayon, or silk, to match the gown. Velvet is reserved for holders of doctorates.
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OF THE UNIVERSITY

The order of presentation is by the year of founding.

**College of Literature, Science, and the Arts**
The College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, founded in 1841, was the first duly constituted college of the University of Michigan. Today, with more than 15,000 undergraduate and 2,000 graduate students, LSA is the largest of the University’s schools and colleges, and it is still the heart of the campus. Distinguished in the humanities since its earliest years, the college became preeminent in the natural sciences during the early 20th century and went on to become a world leader in social science research. The college has always been dedicated to providing a richly diverse liberal arts education that prepares students to lead fulfilling lives as responsible citizens within a wide range of professional careers.

**Medical School**
Since opening its doors in 1850, the Medical School has been a leader in medical education, patient care, and biomedical research. In addition to its professional doctor of medicine program, the Medical School offers master’s and doctoral degrees in the basic medical sciences. The school established the nation’s first university-owned and -operated teaching hospital and created the first departments of pharmacology and human genetics in the United States. It also played an important role in the development of the electrocardiogram and in the development of iodized salt as a goiter preventive. The Medical School was among the first major American medical schools to graduate women and African Americans; today there are more practicing M.D.s from the University of Michigan than from any other medical school in the United States.

**Law School**
Founded in 1859, the Law School awarded its first bachelor of laws degrees in 1860. In 1870, the school became the second in the nation to confer a law degree on an African American candidate and the first major law school to admit a woman. In 1871, one of the school’s graduates became the first woman with a law degree to be admitted to the bar. A national law school from its earliest years, the school’s graduates work in every state of the union and in more than 73 countries, in business, as practitioners and professors, as legislators and members of Congress, and as distinguished civil servants and members of the judiciary.

**School of Dentistry**
Established in 1875, the School of Dentistry first granted the professional degree, doctor of dental surgery, the following year. A national leader in the training of professional dentists and long active in oral and craniofacial research, the school offers the doctor of dental surgery, master’s degrees, and graduate clinical programs in several dental specialties and general dentistry. A doctoral degree is offered in oral health sciences and in an interdepartmental program in biomaterials. The School of Dentistry also offers baccalaureate and master’s programs in dental hygiene.

**College of Pharmacy**
Established as a department in 1868, Pharmacy became a college in 1876, the first in any university in the United States. Today, the college has an average annual enrollment of 260 doctor of pharmacy and 70 graduate students, and is consistently ranked among the top pharmacy schools in the nation. The college offers the doctor of pharmacy degree; baccalaureate programs in medicinal chemistry and pharmaceutical sciences; and doctor of philosophy programs in medicinal chemistry, pharmaceutical sciences, and social and administrative sciences. Major areas of research include the biological, chemical, clinical, genomic, economic, and social aspects of drugs and therapeutic agents.
College of Engineering

Instruction began with a class in civil engineering in 1854. Historically, the College of Engineering has been a leader in establishing departments in emerging fields, including metallurgical engineering, naval architecture and marine engineering, electrical engineering, chemical engineering, aeronautical engineering, nuclear engineering, and computer engineering. Today, the college and its 60,000 alumni provide leadership in various technologies, healthcare, business, and the sciences, improving the quality of people’s lives around the world.

Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies

The Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies oversees and coordinates graduate education, bringing together graduate students and faculty from across the institution to experience and take full advantage of the University as a scholarly community. The University awarded its first master of arts degree in 1849, first master of science degree in 1859, and first doctor of philosophy degree in 1876. Organized as a department in 1892, the School of Graduate Studies became an autonomous unit in 1913. In 1935, a generous gift from Horace H. and Mary A. Rackham included the site and construction of the Rackham Building for graduate studies and a substantial endowment for carrying on graduate work and research.

A. Alfred Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning

Michigan offered its first courses in architecture in 1876. The program became a department in 1913, and by 1931, the College of Architecture was established as a separate entity. During the 1940s, the college was one of the few schools in the country to consider research a necessary part of architectural education, and in 1946 it became the first to introduce a graduate program in urban planning. The college offers master of architecture, master of urban planning, and master of urban design degrees; bachelor of science and master of science degrees in architecture; and doctoral programs in architecture and in urban and regional planning. In 1999, the college was named in honor of A. Alfred Taubman, founder and chairman of The Taubman Company, Inc., and a longtime friend, supporter, and adviser to the college.

School of Education

The School of Education was founded in 1921, 42 years after the University established the first chair in any United States collegiate institution devoted to the “science and art of teaching.” The school prepares students for professional careers in teaching and administration, and offers advanced training for researchers and practitioners at all levels of education. Teacher diplomas were first offered in 1874; the first master’s degree in education was conferred in 1891, the first Ph.D. in 1902, and the first Ed.D. in 1938.

Stephen M. Ross School of Business

Building on faculty and course offerings that began in the latter part of the 19th century, the school was formally established in 1924. Today, at all levels of instruction—bachelor’s, master’s, doctoral, and executive education—its programs rank in the top five among American institutions. Each year nearly 1,000 new School of Business graduates enter careers as business professionals and teacher-scholars, joining the approximately 37,000 who already serve in leadership positions in business, government, and academic institutions throughout the world.

School for Environment and Sustainability

The clear-cutting of Michigan’s densely forested wilderness was well under way when the University of Michigan began offering courses in forestry in 1881—the first university in the United States to do so. The year 1903 saw the creation of a Department of Forestry, forerunner of today’s School for Environment and Sustainability (SEAS). The school’s students and faculty organized the famous 1970 Teach-In on the Environment (the prototype of Earth Day), and incubated the scholarly disciplines of Environmental Justice, Environmental Education, and Environmental Informatics. From its inception as a forestry school to the interdisciplinary institution it is today, SEAS has always prepared leaders to understand and solve the major environmental challenges of the era.
**School of Music, Theatre & Dance**

Consistently ranked among the top performing arts schools in the nation, and one of the oldest, the School of Music, Theatre & Dance is committed to creating an environment of educational and artistic excellence, nurturing creativity, academic integrity, and professionalism in its students and faculty. With degrees offered at the bachelor's, master's, and doctoral levels, the School is deeply engaged in the creation, practice, scholarship, and pedagogy of music, theatre, and dance. It fosters a spirit of social responsibility and principled entrepreneurship, and serves the community and State of Michigan through public performances, cultural resources, arts education, and outreach programs.

**School of Nursing**

The University of Michigan School of Nursing (UMSN) is an international leader in the advancement of nursing knowledge and strategies to improve health care. In addition to the four-year BSN program and the second career in nursing program, UMSN has a robust offering of graduate programs. Students are prepared to be leaders in advanced clinical practice through our M.S.N. and post-baccalaureate Doctorate of Nursing Practice (DNP) programs. Students can also lead and effect change through the M.S.N. or post-masters DNP programs in systems, populations and leadership. UMSN’s prestigious Ph.D. and postdoctoral programs prepare nurse scientists to develop the knowledge necessary to support and advance nursing practice.

**School of Public Health**

Founded in 1941 and ranked among the country's top public health schools, the University of Michigan School of Public Health educates more than 1,000 graduate and undergraduate students each year. With over 170 faculty and researchers across six departments and numerous collaborative centers and institutes, the school brings interdisciplinary, innovative solutions to complex health challenges, including chronic and infectious diseases, obesity and food insecurity, health care quality and cost, climate change and environmental factors, and socioeconomic inequalities and their impact on health. Compassion, innovation, and inclusion drive the faculty, staff, students, and 15,000 alumni of Michigan Public Health to pursue positive change and lasting impact on the health of the world.

**School of Social Work**

The program in social work began in 1921, and was granted the status of a school in 1951. Faculty maintain high research productivity while teaching an innovative curriculum. At the master's level, the school prepares professional practitioners for work with individuals, children and their families, the aged, organizations, and communities. Students may focus their studies in the fields of substance abuse, mental health, education, child welfare, program evaluation, and public policy. The joint doctoral program in social work and social science is one of a kind and prepares students for academic and research careers. Graduates of both programs are found in leadership positions around the world. The School of Social Work consistently ranks as one of the best in the nation.

**School of Information**

A formal program began in 1926, when the Department of Library Science was created in the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts. In 1948, offerings became entirely graduate and a doctoral program was inaugurated. Establishment of an independent school, committed to the interdisciplinary study of information and library principles, came in 1969. In response to the rapid change brought on by present technology, the school broadened significantly further in the 1990s. It now pursues a highly interdisciplinary approach to educate professionals who will serve as leaders in the information age. Recognizing this broader mission, the school was renamed the School of Information in 1996.
The Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design traces its history at the University to visual arts education in the late 19th century, awarding its first degree in 1960, and becoming a University of Michigan school in 1974. In 2002, the school launched a unique curriculum that prompted the National Association of Schools of Art and Design to report, "The School of Art & Design and the University of Michigan have created an opportunity to lead the academic conversation in art and design in this country." The school prepares graduates for a broad range of creative professions through its undergraduate and graduate programs. Commitment to the integration of art and design, community engagement, international experience, connections to the academic resources of the University, interdisciplinary pursuit, and public presentation of creative work are required of all majors.

Kinesiology has been part of the University of Michigan curriculum since the turn of the 20th century and joined the ranks for the schools and colleges as an independent unit in 1984. Concentrations have the common thread of human movement and span a wide range including movement science, physical education, sport management, and athletic training. Kinesiology prepares undergraduates for careers as diverse as medicine and physical therapy to athletic administration, marketing, and law. Master's and doctoral students expand their opportunities in higher education, research, health care, public health or medicine, business, and law.

The School of Public Policy prepares graduates for distinguished careers in policy analysis and management, and promotes improved public policy through research. Its curriculum combines rigorous grounding in contemporary social science, opportunities to develop expertise in a variety of policy domains, and practical experience. Graduates work in government and the private and nonprofit sectors, using their knowledge, judgment, and new ideas to solve social problems, both domestic and international. The school traces its history to the Institute of Public Administration, established in 1914 as one of the first programs in municipal administration in the United States. In 1999, the regents approved the naming of the school in honor of Gerald R. Ford, the 38th President of the United States and a 1935 graduate of the University.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES

The following is a list of the candidates for degrees to be granted upon completion of formal requirements. A candidate is listed alphabetically by degree, and in some cases also by field of specialization, under the school or college that awards the degree. In this program, candidates are presented in the order of which their respective schools or colleges were founded.

The Executive Board of the Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies awards doctoral, master’s, and some graduate professional degrees (e.g., master of public policy, master of urban planning), although most graduate professional degrees, such as doctor of medicine, master of social work, etc., are awarded by the respective schools or colleges. The Graduate School does not offer course work, and advanced studies are conducted within the school or college of a candidate’s area of specialization.

This program presents as complete and accurate a record of candidates for degrees as is possible as of the publication date.
HORACE H. RACKHAM SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
Founded in 1912, Michael J. Solomon, Interim Dean and Vice Provost for Academic Affairs—Graduate Studies

Candidates for degrees granted April 27, 2018

Doctor of Musical Arts


Shuying Li, Field of Specialization: Music Composition. Dissertation: Out Came the Sun.


Doctor of Philosophy


Nattapol Arunrattanamook, Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering. Dissertation: Mechanistic Investigations of a Novel Flavin-dependent Enzyme Involved in Styrene Biosynthesis.


Meredith Savary Billings, Field of Specialization: Higher Education. Dissertation: Free College For All: The Impact Of Promise Programs On College Access And Success.
Doctor of Philosophy

Amy Lynn Bondy, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: Single Particle Microscopic and Spectroscopic Chemical Analysis of Primary and Secondary Aerosols.


Andrew Robert Burton, Field of Specialization: Civil Engineering. Dissertation: System Integration of Flexible and Multifunctional Thin Film Sensors for Structural Health Monitoring.


Xi Chen, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Integrative Physiology. Dissertation: The Role of Sorcin in Excitation-Contraction Coupling in Normal and Diseased Hearts.


Joooh Chung, Field of Specialization: Cellular and Molecular Biology. Dissertation: Cellular and Molecular Analysis of Notch Signaling in T Cells after Allogeneic Bone Marrow Transplantation.


Ming Dang, Field of Specialization: Macromolecular Science and Engineering. Dissertation: Biomimetic Approaches for Bone Tissue Engineering.


Doctor of Philosophy


Kelly Feng, Field of Specialization: Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology. Dissertation: Post-Translational Regulation of Autophagy in Saccharomyces Cerevisiae.


Margaret Brooks Fish, Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering. Dissertation: Optimizing the Physical Properties of Vascular Targeted Carriers for Maximum Efficacy in Inflammatory Disease.


Doctor of Philosophy


Kevin John Fries, Field of Specialization: Civil Engineering. Dissertation: Fusing Large Datasets and Models to Improve Understanding of Hydrologic and Hydraulic Processes.


Jacob Benjamin Geri, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: Bond Activation by Unconventional Lewis Pairs.


Laurie Beth Griffin, Field of Specialization: Cellular and Molecular Biology. Dissertation: Expansion of the Allelic, Locus, and Clinical Heterogeneity of Aminoacyl-tRNA Synthetase-Associated Diseases Implicates Impaired Enzyme Function as the Pathogenic Mechanism.


Ye Guan, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: A Robust and Tunable Mitotic Oscillator in Artificial Cells.


Heidi M. Gyyer, Field of Specialization: Epidemiological Science. Dissertation: Chronic Sleep Disturbances, Type II Diabetes and Dietary Intake; an Assessment of Gender-Based Differences.

Ada Kendra Hagan, Field of Specialization: Microbiology and Immunology. Dissertation: Inside or Out: Characterizing petrobactin use by Bacillus anthracis.

Scott J. Hall, Field of Specialization: Aerospace Engineering. Dissertation: Characterization of a 100-kW Class Nested-Channel Hall Thruster.


Johanna Lucia Heureaux-Torres, Field of Specialization: Mechanical Engineering. Dissertation: Bacterial Mechanosensitive Channel of Large Conductance (MscL) in Mammalian Cells for Novel Mechanobiology Applications.
Doctor of Philosophy


Adeline Hong, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Development and Applications of Advanced Ultrasound Techniques for Characterization and Stimulation of Engineered Tissues.


Elizabeth Bachrach Hutton, Field of Specialization: English and Education. Dissertation: Textual Transactions: Recontextualizing Louise Rosenblatt's Transactional Theory for the College Writing Classroom.


Dong Ik Kang, Field of Specialization: Economics. Dissertation: Three Essays on the Macroeconomic Consequences of Prices.


Doctor of Philosophy


Ramya Kumar, Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering. Dissertation: Directing Interfacial Events Using Biomimetic Polymer Brushes.


Kayoung Lee, Field of Specialization: Nursing. Dissertation: Risk Factors for Falls in Community-Dwelling Older Adults with Heart Failure.


Albert K. Liang, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Investigation of the Performance of Photon Counting Arrays Based on Polycrystalline Silicon Thin-Film Transistors.


Jing-Ping Lin, Field of Specialization: Cell and Developmental Biology. Dissertation: Dynamic Memristors: from Devices to Applications.


Katharine McCarey Loughney, Field of Specialization: Earth and Environmental Sciences. Dissertation: Paleo-environments and Taphonomy of the Middle Miocene Barstow Formation, Mojave Desert, California.


Doctor of Philosophy


Paige Ann Malec, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: Derivatization Methods for Improved Metabolome Analysis by LC-MS/MS.


Benjamin Clark Marchi, Field of Specialization: Mechanical Engineering. Dissertation: Soft Tissue Constitutive Forms and Their Implications for Whole Knee Computational Models.


John Thomas McCrone IV, Field of Specialization: Microbiology and Immunology. Dissertation: Influenza Virus Evolution Within and Between Human Hosts.

Olivia Lauren McGovern, Field of Specialization: Microbiology and Immunology. Dissertation: Endocytic Trafficking in Toxoplasma Gondii.


Kiel Michael McQueen, Field of Specialization: Educational Studies. Dissertation: Promoting Instructional Improvement: Promising Evidence of Coaching That Benefits Teachers’ Practice.


Jillian Peterson Mortimer, Field of Specialization: Educational Studies. Dissertation: Pre-Service Teachers’ Understandings and Interpretations of the Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Practice.


Doctor of Philosophy


Elisabeth Anne Pedersen, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Cellular Pathology. Dissertation: The Function of Wnt/beta-catenin Signaling in Ewing Sarcoma and its Contribution to Pathogenesis.


Sonja Robinson, Field of Specialization: Epidemiological Science. Dissertation: Nutrition in Middle Childhood and Externalizing and Internalizing Problems in Adolescence: Results from the Bogota School Children Cohort.


Caitlin Rodriguez, Field of Specialization: Neuroscience. Dissertation: The Role of Upstream Open Reading Frames in Regulating Neuronal Protein Synthesis.

Mary Jeisme Morgan Rogawski, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Cellular Pathology. Dissertation: Regulation of ATM and CKD2 Kinases by the MRN Complex in DNA Damage Signaling and Cell Cycle Checkpoint Control.


Kathleen Ropella Panagis, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Methods for Improving MRI-Based Conductivity Mapping.


Johnny Jim Saldate, Jr., Field of Specialization: Neuroscience. Dissertation: Tomosyn-1 is a Novel Molecular Target of the Ubiquitin-Proteasome System and Underlies Synaptic Architecture.

Doctor of Philosophy


Aric J. Schultz, Field of Specialization: Microbiology and Immunology. Dissertation: An Analysis of LCAT in Regards to Egress in Toxoplasma gondii.


Chang Yup Seo, Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering. Dissertation: Facile Synthesis of Pd-Based Core@Shell Catalysts for Improved Stability and Activity.


Jianrui Song, Field of Specialization: Cell and Developmental Biology. Dissertation: Myeloid IL4R in Cardiovascular Remodeling.


Jessica Lee Stachowski, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: Investigation of Cytochrome P450 Enzymes as Biocatalysts for Multifunctional C-H Oxidation; and a Case Study of a Graduate/Undergraduate Laboratory Exchange Program.


Sophina Horne Taitano, Field of Specialization: Immunology. Dissertation: Role of TH2 Cytokines in Regulatory B Cell Biology.


Doctor of Philosophy


Hung-An Ting, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Cellular Pathology. Dissertation: Notch Ligand Delta-like 4 (Dll4) Induces Epigenetic Mechanism in Regulatory T Cell Function During Pulmonary Viral Infection.


Gonzalo Vazquez Bare, Field of Specialization: Economics. Dissertation: Analysis of Spillover Effects in Randomized Experiments.

Ryan Wade, Field of Specialization: Health Behavior And Health Education. Dissertation: Racialized Sexual Discrimination (RSD) and Psychological Wellbeing Among Young Black Gay/Bisexual Men (YGBGM).

Joshua Logan Wall, Field of Specialization: English Language and Literature. Dissertation: Covenantal Poetics: Jewish, Irish, and African American Modernisms Beyond the Lyric.

Rachel Leah Wallace, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: Folate Binding Protein as a Therapeutic Natural Nanotechnology.


Stephanie Eileen Wiitala, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Traditional and Non-Traditional Inputs to the Vestibular System.


Zhiyuan Yao, Field of Specialization: Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology. Dissertation: Molecular Mechanism and Regulation of Autophagy in Saccharomyces cerevisiae.


Thomas D. Zaikos, Field of Specialization: Microbiology and Immunology. Dissertation: Characterization and Elimination of the HIV Reservoir.

YunQi Zhang, Field of Specialization: Computer Science and Engineering. Dissertation: Architecting Data Centers for High Efficiency and Low Latency.


Zhengkang Zhang, Field of Specialization: Physics. Dissertation: Effective Field Theory Approaches to Particle Physics Beyond the Standard Model.


Weizhong Zou, Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering. Dissertation: Exploiting Polymer Theory to Simulate the Rheology of Micellar Solutions and Polymer Glasses.
# Doctor of Philosophy


# Certificate of Graduate Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James Sidney Fishelson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conner James Goodrum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saeom Lee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Discovery and Engineering</td>
<td>Kaihua Ding</td>
<td>Scott Benjamin Rich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nana Agyei Asare</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chun Yin Chang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu Ding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Dsouza</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhenyu Fei</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mei Fu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanvi Pradeep Gujarati</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler C. Hein</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhavika Reddy Jalli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enoch Yannum Lee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Christina Lenhart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mei Zhi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol Ie Lim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lihe Lin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chun Yin Chang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Dsouza</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhenyu Fei</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mei Fu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanvi Pradeep Gujarati</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler C. Hein</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhavika Reddy Jalli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enoch Yannum Lee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Christina Lenhart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mei Zhi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sol Ie Lim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lihe Lin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Ecology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryam Arbabzadeh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Blessing-Kawamura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Jane Burrowes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Shi Kai Ho</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Raymond Kaczmarek</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jin Li</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pingping Liu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dewi Kartika Tan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey Methodology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Seon Westmoreland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Performance Studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiran Bhumber</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron James Covey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura-Ann Jacobs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Myers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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Kaitlyn Moore
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Sharon Carneage Mitchell
Stephen Mitchell
Oren Mark Mizrahi
Jack Modrzejewski
Lara Kate Moehlman
Robert John Molnar
Oliver Martin Lane Moody
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Kaitlyn Moore
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Sharon Carneage Mitchell
Stephen Mitchell
Oren Mark Mizrahi
Jack Modrzejewski
Lara Kate Moehlman
Robert John Molnar
Oliver Martin Lane Moody
Sebastian Wood Lane Moody
Kaitlyn Moore
Katherine Stewart Moore

Sharon Carneage Mitchell
Stephen Mitchell
Oren Mark Mizrahi
Jack Modrzejewski
Lara Kate Moehlman
Robert John Molnar
Oliver Martin Lane Moody
Sebastian Wood Lane Moody
Kaitlyn Moore
Katherine Stewart Moore

Sharon Carneage Mitchell
Stephen Mitchell
Oren Mark Mizrahi
Jack Modrzejewski
Lara Kate Moehlman
Robert John Molnar
Oliver Martin Lane Moody
Sebastian Wood Lane Moody
Kaitlyn Moore
Katherine Stewart Moore

Sharon Carneage Mitchell
Stephen Mitchell
Oren Mark Mizrahi
Jack Modrzejewski
Lara Kate Moehlman
Robert John Molnar
Oliver Martin Lane Moody
Sebastian Wood Lane Moody
Kaitlyn Moore
Katherine Stewart Moore

Sharon Carneage Mitchell
Stephen Mitchell
Oren Mark Mizrahi
Jack Modrzejewski
Lara Kate Moehlman
Robert John Molnar
Oliver Martin Lane Moody
Sebastian Wood Lane Moody
Kaitlyn Moore
Katherine Stewart Moore

Sharon Carneage Mitchell
Stephen Mitchell
Oren Mark Mizrahi
Jack Modrzejewski
Lara Kate Moehlman
Robert John Molnar
Oliver Martin Lane Moody
Sebastian Wood Lane Moody
Kaitlyn Moore
Katherine Stewart Moore

Sharon Carneage Mitchell
Stephen Mitchell
Oren Mark Mizrahi
Jack Modrzejewski
Lara Kate Moehlman
Robert John Molnar
Oliver Martin Lane Moody
Sebastian Wood Lane Moody
Kaitlyn Moore
Katherine Stewart Moore
Bachelor of Arts

Conor Patrick Quick
Madeline Rebecca Rabe
Samantha Marie Raggio
Ariel June Ragin
Jasmine Leanza Rahming
Elaina Rose Rahrig
Roopchand D. Ramgolam
Antonio Luis Ramirez
Mark Joseph Ramirez
Melissa Ramirez
Lindsay Paige Randolph
Nicholas Jay Ranger
Colin Maclean Rankin
Shalini Mohan Rao
Margaret C. Rapai
Maya Raphael
Jacob Rashly
Tamaris R. Ratliff
Alexander Joseph Rawlik
Olivia Ann Raykovich
Daniella R. Raz
Muhammad Amier Zaryff Bin Razali
Alexandra DeLorenzo Rechan
Adithi Veera Reddi
Paul Reece
Jordan Virginia Reese
Griffin Andrew Reinecke
Jacqueline Hope Reingold
Matthew Mason Rephen
Samantha Haley Ressler
William Louis Ressler
Regan Leigh Richards
Emily Rose Richner
Natalie Christina Ricklefs
Alex Raymond Ridener
Maeghan Reilly Ridenour
Sarah Kristin Ridzy
Sarah Elizabeth Riesterer
Nolan Riley
Tirzah Sinai Riley
Caroline Rimmer
Emma Lavinia Rinck
Benjamin Louis Riseberg
Aubrey Marie Ritz
Sydny Vanessa Rivers
Patrick Tyler Roarty
Katie Marie Roback
Christopher Robb
Alexander M. Roberts
Tyler Robinson
Jenna Esther Roby
Conor James Rockhill
Kate Mary Rodriguez
John Joseph Roelant
Scott Mitchell Rollin
Abigail A. Romain
Hannah E. Romain
Michael Mark Rorko
Evon Joseph Rosen
Kyle Leech Rosenberg
Liza Morgan Rosenbloom
Jordan Taylor Rosenfeld
Liza Rosenfeld
Matthew Steven Rosenstein
Sabrina Xin Ross
Gabrielle Ilana Roth
Madeleine Therese Roth
Brandon Rothberg
Maxwell LeBauer Rothman
Elizabeth Phebe Rothschild
Haley Elizabeth Rough
Alayna Juanita Rouse
Taylor Lynn Rovin
Eric Benjamin Roznowski
Jon Rubenstein
Mackenzie Ann Ruff
Jonathan F. Ruiz
Jason Henry Rumsey
Meredith Ann Rush
Sadie Lauren Rose Rutman
G Ryan
Adrianna Ryba
Max Ryszak
Thomas Michael Rzepecki
Aiya Hassan Saad
Meher Sabri
Tiara Storm Saddler
Rachel Jennifer Safenowitz
Steven Michael Saham
Andrea May Sahouri
Amanda N. Salamey
Daniel Arthur Sandberg
Eric Sands
Nataly Sanroman
Kevin Michael Santo
Alexandra Elizabeth Sardo
Ala A. Sareini
Anushka Sarkar
Deanna Sarsour
Manuel Saucedo, Jr.
Claire M. Saunders
Benjamin Matthew Savitch
Kendall Marie Savona
Alessandra Leah Schade
Alison Auerbach Schalop
Alex Jordan Scharf
Molly Marie Schaub
Ryan Lazure Scheidt
Zachary Ross Schildercourt
Samuel Benjamin Schnapp
Gerhard Philip Schneider
Allie Scholten
Connor Austin Schram
Terra Schroeder
Mitchell Rodney Schumacher
Courtney Jean Schwabauer
Rachel Erin Schwandt
Mary Margaret Schwanzl
Alexandra Marie Schwartz
Caroline H. Schwartz
Emily R. Schwartz
Jocelyn Bailey Schwartz
Darby Rose Schworm
Austin John Valerio Scipione
Lainey Segel
Dominic Anthony Seipenko
Julia E. Selsky
Michal S. Sered-Schoeneng
Paul Francis Seylerth
Sandy Shaba
Abhishek V. Shah
Michael Leonard Shale
Carlton Maurice Shane
Matthew Thomas Shanley
Jordan Lindsay Shapiro
Olivia Jane Shapiro
Riley Naomi Shapiro
Hunter Sharf
Caroline Kathryn Sharp
Hannah Ashley Sharpe
Allison M. Shaune
Mark Shaw, Jr.
Megan Shaya
Joshua Shenwick
Anna Michal Serbin
Anne Mathilde Sherfield
Margot Claire Sheridan
Rachel Sherman
William David Sherman
Katherine Sullivan Sherry
Jaclyn Yale Shifrin
Sang Eon Shim
Marika Shimomura
Melissa Lynn Shiner
Angela Jessica Shiue
Andrew Ross Shlafmizt
Benjamin Joseph Shore
Molly Jane Shure
Rachel J. Shuster
Julie Kay Sieker
Lauren Alice Siegel
Noah Benjamin Siff
Nicole Susan Sigmon
Hally Rose Silberg
Allison Kate Silberman
Jacob M. Silver
Adam Lee Silverman
Ryan Michael Silverman
Scott James Silverman
Andie Nicole Silverstein
TaPara Laurenz Simmons, Jr.
Brandon Lawrence Simon
Casey Brooke Simon
Eli Gerald Simons
Elena Theopisti Simopoulos
Samantha Scout Simis
Rachael Mary Sincich
Jack Isaac Sitt
Jay Steven Sitzmann
Paul Sizeland
Gabriel Wylie Slater
Jake Alexander Sliman
Charles Leider Sloane
Tyler Chase Sloman
Emily Brooke Small
Katharine Nicole Smesko
Bachelor of Arts

Clara Smiddy
Brigitte Nicole Smith
Chandler Randall Smith
Edward Kai Smith
Elizabeth Bearman Smith
Eric Carl Johan Smith
Gabriella Shaye Smith
Mariah Nicola Smith
Micah Nicole Smith
Nikia T. Smith
Ravenna Jochelson Smith
Shannon Elizabeth Smith
Shawn Robert Smith
Kellen J. Smithson
Aaron Smits
Andrew Attilano Smutek
Allie Snider
Carly Noel Snider
Julia Anne Snider
Kelsey Marie Snyder
Michael David Snyder
Danielle Carmen Soares
Zoe Rose Soble
Frances Ellie Sobolak
Julia Ford Sofo
Payton Emily Solk
Virginia Eletha Somers
Timothy Mack Sommerfield, Jr.
Hee Jae Song
Jessie Qianyan Song
Alexa Rae Sotiroff
Noah David Soumekhian
Jahri D. Sow
Sarah Lawrence Spangler
Kellie Nicole Spector
Sam Willer Spellman
Emily Kathrym Spence
Jessie Lee Spencer
Michael Sperling
Ryan Alexander Spiegel
Ana Cristina Spies
Leah Janine Spivey
Michael G. Sprinkel
Sofa Squatriti
Kayla Raine Stam
Michael Stando
Olivia K. Statman
Alan Jeffrey Stautz
Hannah Marjorie Stechschulte
Thomas Christian Steffens
Jennifer Susan Steiger
Hannah Faye Stein
Matthew William Stein
Alyssa Marie Steinhoff
Rachel Lilly Steir
Liesl Cozette Stemast
Savannah J. Stephens
Karlin Alana Stern
Danielle Sunguen Stevens
Zachary Glen Stillman
Vesal Stoakley
Tinsley Jordan Stokes

Samantha Jade Stoopler
Mark Joseph Strader
Samantha Haylie Strahl
Randall J. Strassburg
David Isaac Streicher
Marissa Kay Stringer
Grant Donald Strobl
Emily Grace Stroh
Garrett Strong
Jason Wei-Wei Su
Srini Siddh Subramanian
Julia Alyce Sukajda
David John Sulfaro, Jr.
Brenna Renee Sullivan
Dylan Summers
Jaiking Sun
Ziyou Sun
Daniel Shimoon Sung
Sophia Brooke Sinkin
Rachel R. Sutherland
Julie Lynn Svigals
Emily Louise Svitek
Kristin Nicole Swad
Audrey Swain
Elizabeth Mary Swan
Gretchen Drew Swanson
Molly Elizabeth Swayeze
Nicholas Swift
Jessica Lauren Swill
Rizwan Hammad Syed
Jordan Christine Taber
Alexander Karim Tabet
Melanie Sheryl Taetle
Kevin Kaionon Taber
Sam Alexander Takowsky
Zachary Ryan Talve
Enoch Tan
Yevheniia Tananko
Samantha Tannenbaum
Ericka Lauren Tapia
Annalisa Laura Tarizzo
Mae Isabelle Tarr
Nikhil Tase
Leah Rene Taubitz
Kathryn Lynn Tavienie
Chaniece R. Taylor
Quentin Tedesco
Alexander Maxim Tesholiz
Levi Aaron Teitel
Lawrence Francis Teng
Michael Testa
Jacklyn Sabina Jeanette Thomas
Christen J. Thompson
Jamie Michael Thompson
Patrick Ian Thompson
Sydney Thompson
Jacob Nicholas Thorne
Briana Chantelle Thurman
Kelly Louise Tick
Shane Michael Tierney
Ellen Claire Toal
Benjamin Joseph Tomkovicz

Fengyi Tong
Grace Anahid Torossian
Madeline Claire Torres
Hafsa Walid Tout
Amanda Hope Trau
Matthew Bruce Trevithick
Kaithlin Eileen Trombetta
Adam David Trosin
Michael Brian Trudel
Kimberly Truong
Nicole Christina Trush
Ken Tsuchiya
Chun Tung Tsui
Nicholas Patrick Tubbs
Madi Tun
Clayton Edward Turner
Ella Watts Tutlis
Konstantinos Dimitris Tzavaras
Caleb Thomas Uhl
Gavin Cornelius Uitvlugt
Antonia Ulfers
Collin Patrick Ullmann
Adam Michael Ungar
Andrew Louis Urbanczyk
Nils Fabian Urbanjak
Rachel Cari Uretzky
Michael James Utz
Evan Vacchiano
Nicholas Alexander Vaidya
Lia Ann Vallina
Olga Van Bolt
Megan Elizabeth Van Ermen
Mason Gander Van Gieson
Max Paul VanAntwerp
Danielle Lou VanderZwaag
Robert Storen Van Faussien
Erica Lynne VanNest
Danielle Joy Vanzura
Daniel Vargas-Leon
Sivanthi Vasanthan
Hillari Elisabeth Vashaw
Mackenzie Nicole Velazquez
Anthony Miles Velez
Brittany Anne Venier
Alec Ettore Ventrice
Megan Mary Verbeke
Chelsea Jean Lynn Vergiels
Mandy Kathleen Versalle
Calvin Paul Vick
Amanda Marie Victory
Brenden Vieau
Justin Adri Villanueva
Ana J. Vincent
Benjamin Vinnik
Mackenzie Anne Visser
Ilze Katrina Vizulis
Kate Vogel
Ryan Anthony Voisch
Jake Vojcek
Nicholas Donald Volk
Sarah Lynn Volk
Alexa Marie Volpe
Bachelor of Arts
Nicholas Volpe
Ashley Julia Volpert
Melanie Jo Wagner
Zachary Michael Wahl
Jalyn LaShawn Walker
Alyssa Anne Wallace
Chloe Wallach
Andrew Barry Wallen
Benjamin W. Walsh
Arielle Paris Walters
Kalil Antonio-James Walton
Nathanael Benjamin Walwyn
Weiwei Wang
Xiaolei Wang
Emma Augusta Ward
Samantha Warzniak
Maurice Reginald Ways
Michael Lasean Weathers
Jessa Lillian Webber
Kyle Andrew Weber
Jialiang Wei
Benjamin Edward Wei
Harrison Hovorka Weimer
Justin A. Weinfield
Emilie Lauren Weisberg
Matthew Rick Weishuhn
Alexander Phillip Weiss
Brooke Morgan Weiss
Mickey Weiss
Suzanne Lee Weiss
David John Welch
Matthew Louis Wells
Nicole Whitney Weltmann
Anna Grace Wendorf
Brittany Meagan Wenzel
Ethan Jared Werbalowsky
Cameron James Werhane
Baylee Rose Werner
Emily Elizabeth West
Steven Samuel West
Andrew Thomas Westphal
Davon Montez Donald Wheeler
Emily Ann White
Waverly Shannah White
Austin James Whitsett
Charles Paul Widmaier
William Andrew Wiener
Joshua Edward Wieringa
Alexandra Melanie Wieser
Emily Louise Wilbar
Margaret Hannah Wilk
Kaley Renae Willaert
Georgia Bradley Williams
Hadiya Marie Williams
Jenise Brooke Williams
Shamara A. Williams
Sophie Christine Williams
Amanda Williamson
Joshua Bain Wilner
Alexandra Maria Wilpon
Alexis Lauren Wilson
George Francis Wilson
Magdalena Izabela Wilson
Anna Grace Winegarden
Olivia Winley
Haley Marie Winkle
Julia Margrit Winkler
Alexander Gerard Winks
Jack Harris Winograd
Alexandra May Wisbiski
Raynelle Michelle Witherspoon
Robert Charles Wittenberg III
Ilana Rose Wolf
Gabriel Nicholas Wolfe
Ryan Sam Wolfson
Courtney Jo Wollet
Jonathan Leonard Wolloch
Jason Mitchell Wolpov
Benjamin Joseph Woodruff
Rachel Elaine Woods
Ashley Renee Woonton
Benjamin Wright
Brittany Marie Wright
Langsi Wu
Scott Darren Wurtzel
Alison Maureen Wylie
Breanna C. Wyrick
Yang Xia
Chang Xu
Jiayi Xu
Alexander Anthony Yalda
Wenxin Yan
Esther Yang
Hyelin Yang
Tiana Yang
Xiting Yang
Ying Yang
Carly Danielle Yashinsky
Megan Yasuda
Ryan Alden Yeager
Leigh Yeh
Andrew Yeh
Yat To Yeung
Sarah Mee Yoon
Chase Alexander Young
Emily Young
Julia Young
Kehan Yu
Zeynep Yurdoglu
Andrew Zahra
Sarah A. Zaki
Oonagh Zakkour
Enrique Zalamea
Haley Zapolski
Mohamad Adnan Jawahra
Hidayat M. Zeaiter
John Thomas Zeckany
Philip Richard Zelenka
Melody Chuyao Zhang
Hunter Frederick Zhao
Matthew Charles Zhao
Hao Zheng
Julie Zheng
Sarah Sun Zheng
Fei Zhou
Adrienne Constance Ziegelbauer
Margaret Antonia Zimmer-Parsons
Corey Zimmerman
Joshua R. Zimmerman
Natalie Jill Zimmerman
Eva Zoehrf
Zachary Elion Zola
Benedetta Zumino
Jillian Paige Zurdosky
Annamarie Rose Zvetan
Carly Paige Zwiefel
Ashley Susan Zych

Bachelor of Science
Louisa Chandler Abbott
Dua Abedeen
Polina Abratenko
Rebecca Sonaz Abrishami
Nour Qasim Abughoush
Hiroaki Adachi
Charles Grant Adams
Samuel Harrison Adams
Lindsey Martin Ades
Devin Michael Aebi
Cooper Agar
Alisha Michelle Agdorn
Aman Agrawal
Jai Paul Ahluwalia
Sonia Vikas Ahluwalia
Shahid Saleem Ahmad
Tanjeew Ahmad
Syarafina Adilah Binti Ahmad Nasir
Yusuf Ahmed
Nora Nicole Akcasu
Jay Akolkar
Samantha Nabette Akouri
Zeena Al-Katib
Heba Al-Saghir
Essam Al-Snayyan
Ayman Sujayet Alam
Danielle Elaine Alexander
Aftab Ali
Ahmed H. Ali
Masuma Ali
Fatma Ahmed Sayed Saeed Alshaiba
Sara Ruth Ama
Tyler James Aman
Jordan Sam Amine
Caroline Anderson
Clare Anderson
Bachelor of Science

Trent Jeffrey Anderson
Lane Elizabeth Andrews
Victoria Cheryenne Andriessen
Reilly Ankers
Nolan Bryant Anschuetz
Vineela Appalaneni
Christina Nicole Arens
Andrew Michael Armada
Rachel E. Armstrong
Shruti Arora
Nathaniel Arringdale
Nicole Renee Arvanitis
Angela Nushaw Ash-Rafzadeh
Trent Jeffrey Anderson
Lane Elizabeth Andrews
Victoria Cheryenne Andriessen
Reilly Ankers
Nolan Bryant Anschuetz
Vineela Appalaneni
Christina Nicole Arens
Andrew Michael Armada
Rachel E. Armstrong
Shruti Arora
Nathaniel Arringdale
Nicole Renee Arvanitis
Angela Nushaw Ash-Rafzadeh
Hudson Milad Ash-Rafzadeh
Jason Ashville
Syed Vaqas Aslam
Zain Attar
Logan Bartholomew Austin
Shaylyn Darby Austin
Attaullah Azim
Pavan Rama Babu
Florence Bacus
Graham Alan Bader
Celeste Mahmud Bakr
Nahiyan Abu Bakr
Lori Christine Balfour
Bailey Ann Balinski
Kristen Ball
Sweta R. Banda
Riyu Anoch Banerjee
Yuwei Bao
Nicholas George Baran
Andrew Brian Barbish
Jesse Richard Barnes
Patrick Michael Barnes
Callie Marie Bartkowiak
Michael Frederick Barton
Nicholas Barvinok
Luke D. Barwikowski
Eric Bastien
Heya Grace Batah
Jada Bates
Mary Douglass Baum
Matthew Reid Baum
Wyona Bautista
Brett Anthony Baviello
Ferris Mohamad Bayasi
Malak H. Bazzi
Mohamad Ahmad Bazzi
Haley Jane Beach
Meghan Elizabeth Beard
Gabrielle Marie Beck
Andrew Anthony Beckman
Rachel Catherine Beglin
Jacob Alexander Belardo
Alycia Christina Bellino
Sara Dorothy Bender-Bier
Kevin M. Berardino
Famke Martine Antonia Berendsen
Ashley Nichole Berg
Benjamin Walker Bergkamp
Daniel Jordan Berkowitz
Rebecca Claire Berman
Jared Berson
Grace Mahaley Betts
Graham Thomas BeVier
Kaitlyn Marie Bieniek
Mark Donald Bilger
Robert Brian Bilsky
Allison C. Birkbeck
Kevin Walter Blanchard
Lauren Kay Blanchard
Andrew Myles Blumenson
Joshua Bochu
Samuel Craig Boeve
Eric Bogard
Maxwell Howard Bokor
Sai Surya Ram Bolla
Kayla Rae Bomeli
Layne G. Bond
LeDea Renee Bond
Maelyn Clark Borowy
Brianna C. Borr ello
Daniel Joseph Borsuk
Rahul Bose
Katherine Louise Boss
Tracy Lynn Bourgon
Jennifer Marie Bourlier
Anna Elizabeth Bowie
Jacqueline Nicole Bowman
Caleb Boyer
Seth Michael Boyer
John Joseph Bradtke
Alexander Edward Brady
James Li am Brady
Austin Spencer Brandt
Alanah Shira Bratley
Marlee Anne Breakstone
Kira Marie Breeden
Austin D. Brenner
Travis James Breuker
Jason Louis Brill
Elizabeth Joyce Brines
Marah Brinjikji
Arianna E. Brito
Matthew Joseph McDonald Britton
Margaret Sophie Brockmeyer-Bernard
Alexander Carter Brown
Genevieve Windisch Brown
Sophia Blair Brown
Nikhil Brueggemann
Nicholas James Bruni
Makayla Joy Brun t
Caroline Julia Buckley
Francis Donald Buggia
Taylor Buist
Andie Bulbin
Patrick Joseph Bulinski
Kaylie Ashlyn Bullock
Kurt Burbulla
Steven Warren Burgess
Chase J. Burton
Margaret Leslie Bussineau
Jason Elijah Butcher
Claire Elizabeth Butler
Leah Nicole Butler
Robin Buttar
Jacob Elvis Byrnes
Abrielle Marie Cacciaglia
John Callahan
Nicholas Alexander Campbell
Emily C. Camras
Ethan Michael Cannaert
Patrick Joseph Canning
Xin hai Cao
Daniel Arthur Capodilupo
Skylar B. Capriola
David Anthony Caputo
Flaminia Carfagna
Elizabeth Anne Carlson
Jessica Susan Carruthers
Austin Joseph Carter
Grant Wesley Cartwright
Bailey Louis Case
Kevin James Casperson
Hannah Jane Castillo
Robert Henry Shapiro Castillo
Chloe Lena Cecchini
Kimberly Ho-Yun Chan
Nikhil Chandok
Aaruran Anthony Chandrasekhar
Emilia Bernarda Chang
Henry Charlie Chang
Lilian Joy Chang
Monroe Austin Chao
Robert Theodore Chapekis
Hussein Charara
Abhijit Chatterjee
Sarah Chauhdry
Andy Chen
Gong Chen
Haoran Chen
Haoyu Chen
Kexu Chen
Nina Hao ying Chen
Noah L. Chen
Richard Xu Chen
Tiffany Chen
Zeyu Chen
Zui Chen
Nathan Cheney
Alex Cheng
Cheuk Sum Cheng
Daphne Hsu Cheng
Joshua Michael Chernos
Thomas John Chirayil
Kshema Nandini Chirra
Casey Alexandra Chimura
Hiromichi Cho
Kheshevan Chockalingam
Aprisse Choi
Hyunsuk Choi
Jennifer Junjung Choi
Tsoilmon Chojiilsuren
Rohini Choudhury
Bachelor of Science

Jay Jing Jie Chow
Hieronymus Christoph
Christine Marie Cieslak
Michaela Rose Clague
Kathryn Cheryl Clark
Marisa Angela Clarke
Kenna Mackenzie Clements
Charlotte Taylor Close
Argentine Gascon Co, Jr.
Kyle P. Cochrane
Emily Sandra Cohen
Charlotte Helena Connop
Meghan Christine Connors
Kathryn Cheryl Clark
Marisa Angela Clarke
Kenna Mackenzie Clements
Charlotte Taylor Close
Argentine Gascon Co, Jr.
Kyle P. Cochrane
Emily Sandra Cohen
Charlotte Helena Connop
Meghan Christine Connors
Auston Stone Cook
Rachel Cherie Cook
Corin Joy Cooney
James Sean Corcoran
John Joseph Corsetti
Emily Ann Costello
Cassandra Nicole Coulter
Nicolas Paul Cousineau
Elizabeth Ann Cowdin
Tyree Skye Cowell
John Patrick Cowhey
Madison Catherine Cox
Brandon Raymond Coy
Annamarie Facca Craig
Mara Elyse Cranis
Brett Joshua Croen
Yazmyn Leslie Cross
Camille Cu
Rachel Renee Cuency
Kelsey M. Cummings
Amanda Alden Cunningham
Emily E. Currier
Benjamin Michael Czech
Kalyn Hao Diem Dai
Morgan Elizabeth Durow
Logan Riley-Dane Eckhardt
Brittany Nichole Edmondson
Margaret Ruth Ehinger
Julia Ann Eisenberg
Noah Isaac Eisenberg
Katelyn Lyle Eisenrath
Zain Mary El-amir
Jad A. Elharake
Najia Ahmad Elkahlah
Lauren Elizabeth Elliott
Joshua Daniel Ellis
Kristina Louise Ellis
Bria Lauren Elrod
Nicholas Donald Elton
Madeline Lee Endres
Yadonay Abraham Engeda
Ricardo Earl Engel
Isabel Anna Englehart
Jessica Sue Eppllett
Gloria Frances Epstein
Hannah Elizabeth Epstein
Stephanie Nicole Esposito
Lydia Kay Essenhacher
Abraham Lowell Flumen Estenson
Kevin Cheng Etchill
Maya Khalil Eter
Daniel James Evans
Jessica Elizabeth Ezell
Nicholas Thomas Fadaneli
Corinne Fahlgren
Austin Anthony Falco
Vinson B. Fan
Kevin Michael Fanning
Rebecca Farag
Joseph Mir Farber
Mahum Farooqui
Penelope Clare Farris
Amirhossein Farzam
Alina Fatima
Paul Edward Fatum
Casey Jean Fealko
Kayla Anna Fedewa
Taylor Nicole Fegan
Dakotah Nicole Feil
Dana Elise Feldman
Helena Feldman
Jonathan Abraham Felker
Zachary Robert Felker
Austin Wyatt Fellows
Rachel Nicole Feltman
Amanda Jill Fenenbock
Charles Andrew Ferreri
Kazuhisa Bruce Fettes
Jeanette Figueroa
Benjamin Brook Fine
Joanna Marie Finn
Lindsay E. Fisher
Erik Taylor Fitch
Amanda Ellen Fitz
Tyler Fitzgerald
Lindsey Fleischer
Alexander Fleming
Carmen Gagliardi Flesher
Brittany Nicole Flores
Thomas Christopher Flores, Jr.
Melanie Flowerkosi
Rebecca Melissa Fong
Robert Zuoming Fong
Adrienne Nicole Fontan
Zachary Brunner Ford
Erik Franklin Forkin
Alexander Campbell Forsyth
Rachel Lynne Foshee
Juan Carlos Fossas
Katherine Anne Foudy
Samantha Rae Frebes
Christopher Steven Fredricks
Samuel Joseph Freedman
Austin Ortisegebubemi Fregene
Abrielle Elise Fre tz
Brandon Alan Freudenstein
Kurt James Frick
Steven Nathaniel Friedland
Jared Scott Friedman
Katherine Rose Fry
William Robert Fusillo
Diana Rose Gage
Andrew Gagne
Sarah Christine Gallagher
Will Rylan Gallagher
Lynn Gao
Zhongren Gao
Zun Gao
Donovan Daniel Gappy
Michael Anthony Gapuz
Noah Frederic Garber
Diego O. Garcia
Kyle Austin Garcia
Rosa Erendira Garcia-Hernandez
Cassidy Lauren Alecia Gardner
Justine Garfinkel
Thomas P. Garton
Bachelor of Science

Brittany Marie Gates
John Richard Gatti
Karissa Marie Bassett Gawronski
Oliver James Penn Genyk
Emily George
Marya Ghazzi
Saheli Ghosh
Gregory Michael Giancana
Erin Patricia Gibson
Ryan Gilbert
Alyssa Monet Gill
Sahibdeep Singh Gill
Andrew Meltzer Gitlin
Jackson Pontz Goethe
Jared Benjamin Goldberg
Matthew Belkin Gologorsky
Miriam Gómez-Elegido
Calvin Bosen Gong
Zhongyan Gong
John Almeo Gonzalez
Areen Mahrya Goraya
Jennifer Sarah Gottfried
Hannah Elyse Gould
Sahar Gowani
Camden Thomas Grabil
Aria Autumn Grabowski
Shelby Jade Graff
Nathan James Graham
Gillian Leah Graifman
Maximilian Joseph Grasso
Cullen Hercules Gray
Philip Andrew Grecco
Anne Michelle Grech
Jack Greenbaum
Natalie Doris Greenhalgh
Claire Hardy Gregory
Parker Durant Groom
Yanqing Gui
Bavica Choudhary Gummadi
Sanuri Wijewickrema Gunawardena
Michelle Gurevich
Azba Gurum
Harsh Y. Gusani
Scott Haddlesey
Tyler Todd Hagen
Casey Willow Haggerty
Haidar Anwar Haidar
Julia Aseel Haidar
Mariam Haidar
Azem Haider
Audrey S. Halim
Christopher John Hall
Emma Hathaway Hallowell
Stan Halstead
Nicole M. Hamilton
Erica Kristen Hammerstein
Ali Halim Hammoud
Maya Hammoud
Jiwon Han
Wu Han
Gabriel Erik Hanna
Jacob Paul Hansen
Colin Wade Hanss
Grant B. Hardy
Anna Katharina Harkness
Eric Thomas Harmon
Daniel Joseph Harris
Julia Charlotte Harris
Cameron Alexandra Michiko Harter
John Hartert
Rachel Nicole Harvey
Hamna Hasan
Osama Magdy Hashem
Anis Fairuzz Hassan
Man Lai Hau
Spencer Reece Haupert
Alexa Kathryn Haupt
Ashley Haupt
Anna Marie Hayman
Yipeng He
Donny Martin Hearn III
Natasha Delilah Ever Heart
Monika Hedni
Hamid Emman Helmi
Marl Rae Henderson
Michael John Hendrickson
Bridget Hennessy
Elizabeth Lauren Hentschel
Maryam Munther Herrmez
Christina Marie Herrero
Etienne Michelle Herrero
Haley Logan Hershey
Katlyn Michelle Hicks
Luke Michael Higgins
Jack J. Hildenbrand
Cailee Marie Hills
Mai Qiang Hipsley
Mitchell Harris Hirsch
Mariam Hjaige
Tam-Thien Hoang
Nathan Hodge
Sophia Emily Hoffman
Katllyn Irene Hogan
Ronus Hosjita
Denton Lee Holder
Gary James Holiday
Colton J. Holoday
Angela Shan Hong
Ethan Yihan Hong
Roderick Edward Hopkins III
Elizabeth Anne Horn
Samuel Raymond Horrocks
Olivia Lane Horwedel
Reed Francis Horwitz
Anna H. Hu
Hongbo Hu
Le Hu
Andrew Huang
Haoran Huang
Jiale Huang
Laura Huang
Lillian Huang
Peng-Huan Huang
Yaoqi Huang
EJ Huang
Ying Huang
Yuanrui Huang
Elizabeth Hubbard
Taylor Ollivia Hudson
Mark Leon Huffsmith II
Jamie Louise Huizenga
Nicholas Donald Hunter
Farah Huq
Janae Michelle Hurd
Fawaz Mohammed Hussain
Khadijah Taha Hussain
Roy Hwang
Mark J. Hwang
Caroline Elizabeth Hyman
Yahya Imran
Brene Elexis Ingram
Jamie Kealy Isacks
Mohammad Khalid Iksandarani
Benjamin Green Iuliano
Bruna Carolina Iunes Sanches
Yoshiko Iwai
Hayder K. Jabar
Jordan Marie Jackson
Skyler Lee Jackson
Jenna Jacobs
Casey Kathleen Jacobson
Hina Jaffer
Miles Jovan Jakovleski
Jamalina Binti Jamaluddin
Firdaus Hafizi Bin Jamaludin
Kevin Jang
Helen Catherine Januszewski
Shruthi Jasti
Daniella Jaward
Sharanya Bhavani Jayachandran
Sharanya Jayendraprasad
Hannah Mae Jenkins
Michael Anthony Jenuwine
Angelina Yoori Jeong
Jiahui Ji
Kaiwen Ji
Yanyu Jia
Jessica Yishin Jiang
Jiaqi Jiang
Yixi Jiang
Mariana De Jesus Jiménez
Ethan M. Jin
Minjun Jin
Allison Marie Johnson
Kelsie Rose Johnson
Taylor Jordan Johnson
Alexis Kimberling Jones
Dylan Jones
Michael Stephen Jones
Wyatt Walker Jones
Simon Peter Joshua
Sydni Suzanne Joubran
Kevin S. Jubera
Jeremy Justin Jueng
Amanda Jung
James J. Jung
Bachelor of Science

Seung Ah Jung
James Franklin Kachman
Md Mohaymin Kadir
Mumta H. Kadir
Judy Kafelghazal
Riley James Kaiser
Nora N. Kallabat
Mark Zadik Karabajian, Jr.
Ayesha Karim
Sarah Katherine Karram
Andrew Joseph Katcha
Steven Thomas Katoliasc
Erica L. Katz
Jordan Alexander Katz
Meghan Kaul
Connor McGuiness Kauss
Nolan Matthew Kavanagh
Joshua Simon Kaytser
Vasili N. Kazdaglis
Audrey Maeve Keaney
Aidan Joseph Kearns
Nita Asha Kedharnath
Tommy Andrew Keller
Alexander Edward Kellner
Jennifer J. Kellner
Sean Kelly
Anna Kelman
Kevin Lee Kempe, Jr.
Anna Belle Kent
Katelyn Christine Kessler
Dillon Gabriel Kesto
Pragya Khurana
Quynh Vu Hai Kieu
Sai Kilaru
Emma Genevieve Kilbane
Audrey Ji-Sun Kim
Caroline Sara Sammataro Kim
Chelsia S. Kim
Esther Kim
Grace Kim
Hie Kim
Hyunjae Kim
Melissa S. Kim
Min Jin Kim
Theo Kim
You Jeong Kim
Lauren Elizabeth Kimmel
Jenna Kindwald
Alexander David Kinel
Samadhi Upeka Kiridena
Jared Scott Kirschenbaum
Nicholas G. Kiser
Gretchen Klein
Johnathan Liam Klein
Nick Kleiner
Sarah Hasni Klem
Nicholas James Kline
Alexander John Trapp Knight
Megan Louise Knittel
Connor Steven Gerald Knowles
Allison Paige Knox
Kelsey Kochan

Christina Catherine Koehler
Gi Beum Koh
Erin Margaret Kokoszka
Maya Konstantino
Krsna Kim Kothari
Madison Paige Koval
Melanie Lynn Kowalski
Abygail Rae Kritta
Katherine Elizabeth Krushena
Adilah Ku
Clare Victoria Kucera
Ali Schiano Kudej
Alexandria Moon Kudlinski
Jack Francis Kulka
Christopher Kulwik
Anjali Kumar
Yusef Kunji
Katie Rose Kunkel
Joseph Matthew Kunnath
Yuki Ellen Kurosu
Rita Mary Kushner
Mila Kuznitsova
Minjoo Kwon
Doyle Lu Lang
Haley Ann Larson
Thierry Michel Laurens
Minh W. Le
Yvonne Le
Danielle Leander
Christopher James Lebioda
Sophia Elyse LeClair
Brian Juhyuk Lee
Carter Conrad Lee
Chia-Yen Lee
Chris H. Lee
Cristina Hyeme Lee
Hu Jung Lee
Hyejin Lee
Jeffrey K. Lee
Jenny Lee
Brian (Juhyuk) Lee
Kun-Soo Joshua Lee
Macneal Alexander Lee
Troy Allen Lee
Young Lee
Yukyung Lee
Kassidy Gabrielle Leibowitz
Annabel Sophie Lemke
Daniel Barton Lenchner
Dana Claire Leney
Megan Hinid Leon
Sara Amina Leon
Elizabeth Leonard
Jacob Steven-Jesse Leonhardt
Matthew William Lesko
Ezra Douglas Lesser
Christy Leung
Aristotelis Sigouan Leventidis
Benjamin Yuanxi Li
Blacker Li
Jiaxin Li
Joshua Yuande Li

Katherine Li
Katherine Jia Li
Lesley Li
Lingzhi Li
Xinshen Li
Xuenan Li
Yaoyao Li
Yuhan Liang
Conner Edwin Liddle
Logan Joshua Light
Matthew Lim
Tony Lim
Andrea Lin
Rachel Xunye Lin
Ori Lindner
Mark-Anthony Adewale Lingaya
Ijoni Lisha
Chris Little
Baldwin G. Liu
Jiachang Liu
Mengyao Liu
Rachel Madeline Liu
Rufan Liu
Simeng Liu
Wanxing Liu
Yichun Liu
Luca Loncar
Jose De Jesus Lopez
Jonathan David Lord
Sean David Louzon
Erik Michael Loyd
Kailun Lu
Larissa S. Lu
Alexander Sean Lubbers
Brandon Scott Lucas
Alexandra Marie Lucia
Avery Mancheuk Lui
Sarah Emily Lukaski
Jenna Eve Luth
Noah Edward Lybik
Rebecca Ann Lynch
Hannah Maria Lynn
Julia Cohen Lynn
Kristina Zoraya Lyons
Ryan Christopher Mac
Ryan Thomas MacAlon
Andrew Mitchell Machnicki
Megan Ashley Mackenzie
Maheshram Madasamy
Robert Johnson Maddox
Desmond Madu
Andrew Parker Magnotte
Katherine Anne Mahlke
Hannah Joanne Maier
Austin Maison
Alexander O. Makkinejad
Marian Maksutova
Antonio Raphael Malkoun
Dale Allen Mallette
Theresa Emily Manfredini
Jeffrey Matthew Mann
Joseph Peter Mannino
Bachelor of Science

Alexandra Isabell Mansour  Olivia Patrick Mitchell  Alexander Isabella Mansour  Stephen Nicholas O’Keefe
Paul Joseph Mansour  Olivia Margaret Mitchinson  Tanisha Mitra  Daniel O’Lenic
Shannon Clare Manz  Emily Kathryn Mlynarek  Thomas Allen Moening  Ryan Edward Oakley
Rebecca Clarice Marchant  Reza I. Mohammed  Yasameen Mohammed  Jonathan Oh
Matthew Joseph Margiotta  Fadhlin Armzan  Kayla Lynn-Marie Moore  Joon-Young Oh
Joshua Louis Margolis  Sydney Erin Moosekian  Marco Alejandro Morcote-Marger  Ayoola Ezekiel Olapo
Diana Cecilia Marino  Taylor Michelle Morgan  Francine Stephanie Moriguchi  Elizabeth Mary Oliphant
Conner Andrew Marion  Anna Moroz  Anna Christine Morris  Oluwatosin Oluwatoyin Olojo
Ryan David Marshall  Yanni Anthony Mouzakis  Eman Azra Mubarak  Regina Onishchenko
Colin Thomas Martin  Abhimanyu Muchhal  Connor Sean Murphy  Mason Robert Opp
Heather Kristin Martin  Alexander Mueller  Shannon F. Murphy  Meredith Greta Ostermann
Cassandra Martinez  Ciaran Donal Mulkern  Nicholas Joseph Murray  Reid Maxwell Ovis
Michael Martinez-Sila  Cian Donal Mulkern  Mary C. Muter  Xavier Joshua-Ezell Owens
Rachel Marie Martini  Natalie Patricia Mullan  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Samuel Fellen Ozminkowski
Devyn Masterson  Alysa Marie Murphy  Alyssa Marie Murphy  Anastasia Marie Pacifico
Julia Celene Mastracci  Connor Sean Murphy  Connor Sean Murphy  Carly Jade Padgett
Katherine Marie Mather  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Shae Murphy  Benjamin Arthur Palleiko
Kayla Cerise Mathes  Natalie Patricia Mullan  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Graham T. Palmer
Tailor Vivian Mathes  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Jeremiah Michael Palmer
Aaron Michael Matheson  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Chaoyong Pan
Raveen Henry Mathews  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Kanan Shreyash Pandya
Raveen Henry Mathews  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Krittika Pant
Brady Mathieson  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Rebecca Pantis
Nicholas Andrew Mattes  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Jiten Naresh Parmbho
Makena Jordan McCarroll  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Nishi Parikh
Sean Thomas McCarthy  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Sonia Parikh
Paul Linner McClure  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Caitlin Heri Park
Jacob Henry Stewart McCulloch  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  G Su Park
Joey John McCusker  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Gloria Sunmee Park
Michael Raymond McDonnell  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Aidan Saybrooke Parker
Zachary Tyler McFaul  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Breena Celia Margaret Parker
Anna Mae McGlashen  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Kevin C. Pasquale
Ian Phillip McKenzie  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Akash Patel
Katelyn M. McKenzie  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Kajal Sanjaykumar Patel
Connor David McLean  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Nisha Patel
Jennifer Theresa McNenon  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Nisha Patel
Nicholas McMillen  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Nisha Patel
Molly Marie McNeely  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Priti Patel
Erdi Meco  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Radhika Patel
Sandhya Medapuram  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Reeya Arvind Patel
Natasha Aazer Medhora  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Rishi Amrish Patel
Jay Harshad Mehta  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Rohin Kirit Patel
Ritam Shreafal Mehta  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Saajan Patel
Sejal Mehta  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Shivam Mukund Patel
Shayna Mehta  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Kevin Isaac Paul
Ellen Mei  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Carolyn Marie Pavlovic
Jacqueline Barrie Meier  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Christopher Mark Pawlicki
Qianya Meng  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Jessica Catherine Peck
Madeline Sophia Merlin  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Scott Thomas Peckham
Juan Sebastian Mesa  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Alexandra Marie Peirce
Rachel Dougherty Metzger  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Alexander Merritt Pepin-Bean
Meredith Meyer  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Ashley Lauren Pepple
Megan Marie Michaels  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Cameron Aaron Peres
Michaela Marie Millillo  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Jose Vicente Perez
Candice Lisa Miller  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Steven Otoniel Perez
Michael Miller-Peusse  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Gabriella Juliet Perozo
Justin Stuart Millman  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Seth Daniel Perry
Louis Min  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Jonah David Peryam
Daniel Sulla Minahan  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  John David Pestenariu
Molly Rachel Mintz  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Bryce Fabian Peterson
Nikhil Misra  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Morgan Alexandria Mullins  Eric Peterson

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS
Bachelor of Science

Trace Christian Phillips
Dylan Ryder Picard
Dan Mihai Pichineru
Emily Joy Pickup
Emily Ann Pielack
Haley Marie Pierce
Jake M. Pitcher
Margaret Elizabeth Plank
Lyndsey Rae Pliskin
Noelle Lauren Polakowski
Justine Pollack
Arjun Ponduri
Katherine Powell
McKenzie Ann Powers
Alexander H. Powning
Jacob Jerome Pozin
Samuel Weyer Poznak
Jordan Jay Priest
Harriet Grace Prior
Prashant Puttagunta
Jennifer Leigh Pysz
Afreen Fatma Qadeer
Xin Qi
Hannah Lucy Qin
Jason Qin
Lisa Bo-Jia Qin
Jiahao Qu
Tanner Wayne Quinn
Isabel Cristina Quiñones
Grecia Quiroga
Tonela Qyi
Melanie Lou Racenstein
Molly Thomas Radosevich
Michael Richard Ragnone
Victoria Rai
Avinash Shannugam Rajasekaran
Keerthana Raju
Subramanian Akash Ramanujam
Haley Bess Randich
Nadia Imtiaz Rangwalla
Shreya Ranjan
Kristen Danielle Raue
Adam Matthew Rauh
Patrick Michael Ray
Brandon Alan Rayburn
Perra John Razoky
Anusha Reddy
Nolan Richard Redetzke
Brendan Taylor Reed
Julia Perrin Reid
Lindsay Faith Remer
Sarah Lindsey Remer
Madison L. Remick
Yubo Ren
Aaron Michael Renberg
Alec Robert Rennard
Andrew Thomas Rexroth
Alejandro Reyes
Rahul Agrawal Rhoades
Alyson Rich
Allison Marcia Richey
Benjamin Louis Richman
Aliah Richter
Taylor Rose Rick
Robert Gabriel Ricotti
Austin Henry Rife
Miranda Rae Riggs
Rees Rillema
Cole Eugene Ritzema
Joshua Bruce Ritzema
Dean Joseph Robinson
Madeline Kei Chua Rocco
Nichole L. Rodriguez
Jenelle Jiang Rofe
Elizabeth Marie Rogers
Stefani Roman
Daniela Romero Vargas
Elana Yael Rosenthal
Anne Catherine Rosett
Jennifer Leigh Rossman
Samantha Peyton Roth
Saul Alexander Rotter
Brennan Joseph Rourke
Erica Faith Rovner
Wendong Ruan
Adam Ezra Rubinstein
Roxanne Krystina Ruiz
Hanna Brooke Rumora
Cody Alexander Rump
Chloe Isabella Rybicki-Kler
Christine Elizabeth Rysenga
Lauren Grace Rysztak
Ibrahim Nazih Saad
Ben Sadis
Alexandra Joyce Saenz
Daniel Saffron
Matthew M. Saia
Kirin Saint
Abdulmalik Saleem
Maria Rose Salem
Muhammad Alif Bin Samsuddin
Thomas Hadi Sandell
Briana Sanders
Meng Sang
Priya Bhageerathy Sankaran
Tiiska Yinelis Santana
Amanda Marie Santiago
Aashima Sarin
Anantharaman Ananthasubramaniam
Sarma
Erkina K. Sarthaeva
Alexandra Sauber
Claire Savard
Mel Savich
John DaLi Schafer
Christine Lynn Schafer
Haley Summer Schatz
Alexi Angeline Schnur
Mitchell Joseph Schrank
Stephanie Maureen Schulman
Douglas Stuart Schultz
Beth Sara Schwartz
Rebecca Leigh Schwutke
Samantha Sciancalepore
Evan Jeffery Scieszka
Melissa Marie Scola
James D. Seiner
Heather Nicole Sell
Cassandra Seltzer
Harrison Seltzer
Jennifer Lee Semaan
Salvatore Joseph Serra
Shayan Shafti
Anjuli Shah
Mira Vijay Shah
Parth Shah
Pavan Niraj Shah
Muneeb Shaikh
Alexandria Joy Shand
Maya Shankar
Priyanka Shanmugasundaram
Shikhar Shant
Tianqing Shao
Alec Jay Shapiro
Lana Sharba
Jasmine Mayank Sharma
Prateek Varun Sharma
Shivangi Sharma
Andrew Paul Sharon
Cora Hildegard Sharp
Abhishek Sushil Sastry
Lloyd Shatkin
Humza Arsalan Shawkat
Ross Allen Shaw
Lauren Elizabeth Shawver
Yiting Shen
Serena Marie Sherry
Jason Shiau
Joshua Evan Shifman
Sarah Phyllis Rosati Shim
Allison Elizabeth Shimmel
Dana E. Shin
Margaret Flynn Shope
Peter Kottman Shultz
Hannah Lee Shuman
Ruby Ghada Siada
Salter Fatima Siddiqui
Erica Rose Sietsema
Matthew Sikorski
Matthew Nicholas Sila
Zachary Nathaniel Sila
Elisabeth Silver
Jared Troy Silverberg
Brittany Rose Silverman
Hannah Claire Silverman
Jamie Austin Simpson
Jaspinder Singh
Sagar Singchetti
Emily Lin Sit
Stephen Robert Skoler
Brett Andrew Slagh
Henry Sloe
Bachelor of Science

Alexander Pryce Smith
Amanda Mae Smith
Ben Sawyer Smith
Courtney T. Smith
Delaney Lee Smith
Jane Irene Smith
Lauren Elizabeth Smith
Jacob Jon Snead
David Andrew Sokol
John Doyle Soltis
Khyati Harshita Somayaji
Madeline Justine Somers
Steven Song
Paul Song
James Michael Sorrells
Abrianna Jacquelyn Soule
Katrina Carolyn Claveria Soyangco
Kellie Lynn Spahr
Aaron Spencer
Colin Patrick Sperring
Bradley Michael Spilka
Sophia Elizabeth Mei Sproul
Mathreyyi Srikanth
Pranav Srinivasan
Emily Elizabeth Stack
Kenneth Todd Stamper
Kevin Michael Stankewicz
Zavonte Martell Stephens
Amanda Gail Stevens
Brooke Nicole Stewart
Matthew Cary Stieg
David Parker Stimson
Rachel Lauren Stolzenfeld
Erin Michele Stone
Brady Patrick Stonesifer
Rowan Marie Stringer
Arielle Hope Strom
Daniel Barnes Stuhlbrecher
Tong Su
Alex Rosen Sugerman
Esther Suh
Nurul Farhana Subaimi
Colin Michael Sullivan
Mark John Sultani
Julia Louise Summit
Meixi Sun
Rachel J. Sun
Veenu Suri
Allison Virginia Surma
Mithil Suryadevara
Ronak Sutariya
Neel V. Swamy
Daniel Logan Sweeney
Whitney Nicole Switch
Abdullah Syed
Neil Patrick Sykes
Franco Szeto
Daniel Ari Tachna-Fram
Celia Tchapad Tafatia-Yomba
Jalal Hassan Taleb
Torrey James Talifer
Greta Beatrice Tamkus
Belicia Tan
Xiao Tan
Yue Tan
Brittany Alexandra Tang
Kejia Tang
Robert John Tarchinski
Alanna Tarnacki
Natalie Rose Tarrant
Nicole Ann Taube
Rachel Erin Taylor
Sabian Mae Taylor
Sandra Ehrhardt Taylor
Benjamin Teismann
Rachel Isabel Teitelbaum
Anna Dabney Ten Have
Danny M. Teng
Samuel Christopher Tenka
Alexander Forrest Thal
James Hosa Thang
Ellissa Kay Thelen
Chase Christian Thomas
Ryan William Thomas
Sharon Susan Thomas
Jason Michael Thompson
Natalie Kay Thompson
William Griffin Thornton
Naveena Thota
Sakethreddy Thoutreddy
Patrick Daniel Thrasher
Taylor Olivia Thurman
Clara Therese Tift
Peter Nicholas Sean Tirella
Niharika Tiwari
Nicholas William Tolksdorf
Kevin Julian Toolan
Xhesika Topalli
Ilana Jill Torma
Peter J. Tortora
Kathryn Nicole Tovar
April Nicole Tracy
Collin Lapco Tran
Hai Tran Bach
Marcus William Trautmann
Breanna Nicole Travis
Miral Nigam Tripathi
Justin Wayne Trowbridge
Zachary Z. Tsai
Erika Tsuchiya
Akemi Tsutsumi Ribóó
Elise Tuneff
Tahmeed Rezwan Tureen
Shanarra Shavon Turner
Hadley Elizabeth Tuthill
Sarah Emily Uhlian
Lily Alexandra Upp
Emma Jean Urbain
Chinwenda Uzosike
Anita N. Vaishampayan
Tiffany Jane Valencia
Lisa Michelle Valkevich
Kate Lee van Loveren
Bryce William Vandenbelt
Taylor Rose Vandenberg
Nicholas VanderLaan
Michael Edward Vanek
Lauren VanWagener
Jensyn Joyanna VanZalen
Jenna Nicole VanZoeren
Any Jordan Vaporičyan
Alejandra Marcela Vaquiro Valencia
Amanda Grace Vargas
Jade Eliya Varineau
Rubina Rachell Veerakone
Chandler Elizabeth Veich
Vineet Sai Velagandula
Krishna Choudary Vemulapalli
Bryant John Vergara
Kelly Marie Vermandere
Emerson L. Verrier
Lauren Cristina Vesprani
Laura Nicole Vicinanza
Aren Max Vogel
Hanna Elisabeth von Bernthal
John Vorwald
Rajko Slobodan Vucicevic
Shivam Rajan Vyas
Adam Thomas Waggoner
Cooper Wagner
Madison Anne Walczak
Lisa Caryn Waldman
Elizabeth SuzAnn Wall
Blake M. Wallace
Hayley Walton
Liangqi Wu
Richard Y Wan
Ao Wang
Haihang Wang
Hannah Wang
Haochen Wang
Junxiao Wang
Susanna Wang
Xing Hao Wang
James Wang
Yuhan Wang
Kayla Wanous
Nathan Russell Warriner
Sarah Jessica Warschun
Andrew Joseph Warzecha, Jr.
Margaret Wavasary
Dara Zakiya Watkins
Makayla Watros
Alexa Elena Watson
Mick Arthur Wauchope
Daniel Peter Weber
Alexandra Elizabeth Wehbe
Kyrinna Jade Wei
Nicholas John Wei
Wills Wolfgang Weimer
Rebecca L. Weinstroh
Jared Owen Weisenberger
Travis Gary Weiss
Amber Lena Wesley
Kirsten Marie West
Hannah Marie Westra
Bachelor of Science

Mackenzie Wetekamp
Daniel Max Wexler
Michael Anthony Whalen
Madison Anne Wheaton
Nicole Catherine White
Samuel J. Whitehead
Blair Jordan Whittington
Olivia Wiese
Liam Alex Wiesenberger
Edward Wijaya
Cal Edmund Wila
Kiersten Anne Wilde
Katelyn Amanda Wilensky
Andrew Francis Wilkins
Nicole Michelle Wilkinson
Allison Marie Williams
Roman Vincent Williams
Matthew Clement Winkler
Chase Camden Winovich
Alec Joshua Wishnie
Ian Alexander Wolfe
William Paul Wolfram
Darin Presley Wolfe
Ellery Siu-Wing Wong
Melanie Wong
Claire Elizabeth Wood
Sara Amelia Wortmann
Julia Anne Wright
Anna Wu
Daniel Kelly Wu
Dongxue Wu
Han Wu
Junyue Wu
Kaiqi Wu
Katty Wu
Ruohan Wu
Ryan Du Wu
Wenxin Wu
Xuerui Wu
Yifan Wu
Alena M. Wurster
Teresa Carmel Wyskiel
Joyce Xia
Peggy Ningwei Xia
Redmond Xia
Pearl Xiao
Shuyuan Xiao
Tianyi Xie
Yubing Xie
Vickie Xin
Wenyu Xiong
Xiaoran Xu
Ziheng Xu
Erin Yamaguchi
Kejia Yang
Xiaotong Yang
Yixuan Yang
Yuyang Yang
Hanhuang Yao
Yi Yao
Drake Alexander Yarian
Sahr Yazdani
Tiantian Ye
Yaxin Ye
Angela Yee
Eric Yu-Heng Yeh
Aditi Yelamanchi
Samantha Louisa Ginn Yeo
Prathussha Yerramilli
Vivian Yin
Anna Yin
Jamie Hayun Yoon
Justin Gunwoo Yoon
Paul Antonio Yousif
Jie Yu
Yang Yu
Zhen Yu
Jacob Joseph Zacharias
Annie June Ei Zalon
Paul Andrew Zamarripa
Trent Zaranek
Sabrina Gabrielle Zayec
Lauren Rylie Zehnder
Bowen Zeng
Helena Zeng
Han Zhang
Jiayu Zhang
Michael Zhang
William Mingyuan Zhang
Peter K. Zhang
Quan Zhang
Shangjia Zhang
Sherry Zhang
Tianyue Zhang
Yichen Zhang
Yucang Zhang
Lucy Zhao
Mingduo Zhao
Queenza Zhao
Yimeng Zhao
Anthony Dewey Zheng
Arnold Hao Zhou
Jingyi Zhou
Shibing Zhou
Yi Zhu
Abdul Wahab Zia
Meredith Kate Ziegelmeier
Gretchen Elizabeth Zimmerman
Matthew Francis Zimolzak
Cole Zingas
Nicholas Nathaniel Zoppo
Jad Zreik
Jacob Zuiderveen
Emily Marie Zuo

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry

Brenna Gerette Budaitis
Guy Jonathan Paul Burke
Francesca Marie Cusumano
Jack Steven Googasian
Kevin Patrick Gorman
Anushka Gupta
Sophie Flicop Hill
Rami Rashad Hourani
Max Jueckstock
Michael Francis Keating
Tyler Lopez
Jingyi Luo
Madeline Mae McCabe
Shobhana Fanuganti
Kara Lynn Price
Zohaib Raees Siddiqui
Brian Luka Tang
### Bachelor of Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Alberta</td>
<td>Amanda Caitlin Juntunen</td>
<td>William Craig Heinzmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haleigh Marie Bauer</td>
<td>Sophia Madeleine Kaufman</td>
<td>Caleb Joseph Pilukas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weston Benedict Blum</td>
<td>Zoe Brooke Kaufman</td>
<td>Anna Polumbo-Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Rae Brinks</td>
<td>Julia Marie Kropa</td>
<td>Julia Jacqueline Pompilius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily Catherine Buday</td>
<td>Gabriella Marie Lanzi</td>
<td>Darian Michael Razdar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah Christine Cardenas</td>
<td>Margaret Lin</td>
<td>Isabel Mac Sandweiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Jill Cohen</td>
<td>Molly Elizabeth Leonard</td>
<td>Tracy Lillian Scherdt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Elizabeth Colburn</td>
<td>Rebecca Ann Lerner</td>
<td>Leah Rachel Brown Schneck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabel Anne Cusack</td>
<td>Yiwen Lin</td>
<td>Henry Leor Schreibman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisteria Deng</td>
<td>Margaret Carole Lott</td>
<td>Cydni Elle Seifert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Anne Dokas</td>
<td>Madison Glyn Martin</td>
<td>Brita Christina Elizabeth Sharef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleonore Corey Edgell</td>
<td>Noah McCarthy</td>
<td>Mariah Michelle Silverstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giuliana Eggleston</td>
<td>Annicia Litteire McFadden</td>
<td>Brittany Brianna Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Osasere Erebor</td>
<td>Emma Louise McGlashen</td>
<td>Nicholas Austin Simon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Christine Fabrizio</td>
<td>Deirdre Jennings McGovern</td>
<td>August V. Sivec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clare Rose Fairbanks</td>
<td>Maggie Elizabeth McMillin</td>
<td>Michael James Spak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Carroll Flynn</td>
<td>Emily Elizabeth Müller</td>
<td>Aparna Sridaran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Rose Frey</td>
<td>Katelynn Rose Miller</td>
<td>Natalie Geraldine Steers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas W. Gerber</td>
<td>Elena Sica Mosher</td>
<td>Cassidy Raine Strome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivy Gleason</td>
<td>Maria Belen Mourad Simes</td>
<td>Ariana Sulejman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Alexander Gordon</td>
<td>Stephanie Renee Mullings</td>
<td>Melanie Ann Walters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Thomas Graham</td>
<td>Jacob Allan Myers</td>
<td>Aileen Ren Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sari Hope Greifer</td>
<td>Yuku Naya</td>
<td>Kasha Lorraine Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Leigh Hampton</td>
<td>Alexandria Paris Nylander</td>
<td>Melissa Ann Winch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Robert Hansen</td>
<td>Ashley Rebekah Olney</td>
<td>Kailey Hai Winston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Garrett Hardin</td>
<td>Kristina Marie Perkins</td>
<td>Olivia Rose Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Zoi Haritos</td>
<td>Laurie Elyse Perrin</td>
<td>Peixin Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chael M. Harvey</td>
<td></td>
<td>Elise Rebekah Zagore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Naomi Hausammann</td>
<td></td>
<td>Isaiah Zeavin-Moss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bachelor of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Will Arnuk</td>
<td>Caroline Stirling Hurd</td>
<td>Maeve Margaret Pascoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Dorothy Marie Blumrosen</td>
<td>Rachel Marissa Hurwitz</td>
<td>Dana Louise Rector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cara Elizabeth Cannella</td>
<td>Kathleen Ann Janeschek</td>
<td>Livia Rivera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonnie Cheng</td>
<td>Anna Elizabeth Kreiner</td>
<td>Rhona Catherine Thomson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary L. Chipman</td>
<td>Joseph Philip Maniaci</td>
<td>Suzanne Helen Wdowik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephine Necia Dykstra</td>
<td>Franny Louise Melampy</td>
<td>Mary Elizabeth Zinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Theodore Gaegauf</td>
<td>Julia Aisling Menzel-Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sondra Lynn Halperin</td>
<td>Sydney Victoria Ohl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Certificate of Graduate Studies

African American Diasporic Studies
Jallicia Allicia Jolly
Zachary Steven Kopin
Joo Young Lee

African Studies
Julie Buser
Abigail Eugenia Celis

Cognitive Science
Sammy F. Ahmed

Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender Queer Studies
Colleen Kate Towler

Medieval and Early Modern Studies
Jennifer Erin Gear

Master of Arts

American Culture
Bonnie Applebeet Cameron

Anthropology
Andrew Baver Bernard

Applied Economics
Josh Allmayer
Daniel Jack Botting
Wei-Yun Chang
Qianyu Chen
Yuren Chen
Yuri Chung
Dina Emam
Douglas John Ensminger
Ahmet Tayyar Firat
Diego Garcia Montufar Garcia
Zhuofang He
Woo Kim
Zhanren Li
Luz Viviana Meza
Nagihan Ozlu
Xuanbo She
Yingyi Song
Dini Takola
Xinyu Yan

Applied Statistics
Desmond Rynn Cole
Jingqi Liu
Nima Salehi Sadghiani
Han Xu
Fengyu Zhao

Arabic Studies
Ameena Yovan

Asian Languages and Cultures
Minna So Min Lee

Asian Studies: China
Michael Aaron Bumann
Marilyn Ruby Evenmo
Meizi Li
Weihang Wang

Asian Studies: Japan
Benjamin Andrew Cochrane
Lorin Lee-Ann Davis
Matthew Kevin Donley
Gal Lahav
Alice Sanae Register
Julia Shiota
Karin Nicole Tompkins

Classical Art and Archaeology
Erica Lynne Canavan

Classical Studies-Latin
Tynan John Graniez

Economics
Shawn Michele Martin
Yishu Zeng

Germanic Languages and Literatures
Hannah Lichtenthaler

Modern Middle Eastern and North African Studies
Kristen Tayler Canavan
William Hall
Shireen Nazari Smalley

Near Eastern Studies
Abdulaziz Alqasem
Timothy Daniel Leonard

Science, Technology, and Society
Mika Kennedy
Bonnie Marie Tucker

Political Science
Wooseok Kim
Bomi Lee

Romance Languages and Literatures French
Nicholas Robert Holtermann

Romance Languages and Literatures Spanish
Amanda Susie Ndag

Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies
Brian Cusack
Michael B. Fealey, Jr.
Ethan Michael Kennedy

Sociology
Shannon Jia Wei Ang
Richard Michael Rodems

South Asian Studies
William Hall
Rachel Pei Hirsch

Southeast Asian Studies
Ellen Myers
Nathaniel Paul Samuelson

Statistics
Wei Bao
Byoungwook Jang
Jarvis Miller
Weijing Tang
Master of Science

Applied Physics
Adrianna Marie Angulo
Juniar Lucien
Cesar Perez

Applied Statistics
Ran Bi
Mariah Leigh Boulard
Jiahua Chen
Tsai-Chin Cho
Elliott Benjamin Evans
Alexander Fred Everett
Virgia Fu
Noah Jordan Gale
Ruijiang Gao
Joshua Patrick Gardner
David Guo
Chia-Wei Hsu
Can Huang
Kaiwen Jiang
Jungeun Kim
Dong Gil Lee
Yiran Li
Zoe Li
Shuting Liao
Lizi Lin
Chen Liu
Yuhao Liu
Esther Widya Impola Lumbantobing
Jeanhee Pak
Luke Richard Puglisi
William Y. Qing
Yijing Qu
Akash Rastogi
Ben Denis Shaffer
Andrew Soncrant
Xinghui Song
Taylor Spooner
Hanbo Sun
Huqi Wang
Qingyi Wang
Shan Wang
Shikun Wang
Tuo Wang
Xinyue Yang
Xiaoyun Yu
Bindan Zhang
Junyan Zhang
Qianhong Zhou
Yujing Zhou

Astronomy and Astrophysics
Ryan Jeffrey Farber

Biophysics
Nigel Stephen Michki

Chemistry
Frances Marie Acevedo Mariani
Ellen Yuleidy Aguilera
Brandon William Alexander
Matthew Christopher Bagazinski
Trever Michael Bostelaar
Brian Majeska Carlson
Cole Alexander Chapman
Monique Elizabeth Cook
Shiba Sundar Dandapat
William S. Dean
Hai Thanh Dong
Weijie Feng
Nathaniel Zachary Hardin
Joshua Burton Kenney
Jinhee Kim
Jonathan Philip Kuriakose
Melissa Lin
Mark Alexander Mantell
Emily Mueller
Nicole Olson
John David Orlet
Matt Sorensen
Jiayi Tian
Ricardo Javier Vazquez
Sibin Wang
Corey J. White
Yujin Wu
Kelcie Anne Zegalia
Yanbing Zhou

Earth and Environmental Sciences
Aislinn Eileen Deely

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Stephanie Nicole Alcala
Teal Alexandria Harrison
Xorla Seyram Ocloo
Imani Daniele Russell

Mathematics
Claudia Hu
Ruojing Jiang
Mohammadmahdi Khaliligarekani
Fanbo Meng
Yuanyuan Pan
Feijie Qin
Yifan Wu
Donghui Xu

Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology
Amberlene Jaymie De La Rocha
Andrew James Narwold, Jr.
William McCoy Sheeran
Yi-Ju Tseng

Physics
Trevor Paul Bailey
Bradley David Dice
Tanvi Pradeep Gujarati
Garrett William Merz
Wenjia Xu

Psychology
Joseph Alexander Calabrisotto
Kayla J. Fike
Kevin Anthony Grimaldi
Jessica M. Kiebler
Jerin Lee
Tingting Liu
Wanying Liu
Abigail Gordon Lucas
Anne Christine Sabol
Han Zhang

Quantitative Finance and Risk Management
Boyan Cheng
Wen Li
Lihle Lin
Shaofeng Shen
Xiaoman Wang
Zeyu Zhang
Shuangning Zhu
MEDICAL SCHOOL
Founded in 1850, Marschall S. Runge, Dean

Doctor of Medicine

Alia Ahmed
Alexandra Rosalia Alejos
Steven Goble Allen
Philip Nana Kwamena Bafo
Asamoah
Kunal Bailoor
Andrew Baker
Jeremy Andrew Balch
Kassia Marie Biddle
Terry James Biel
Alexander Donald Blaty
Kate Bojicic
Andrea Jane Bouwhuis
Michelle Elizabeth Yael Braunschweig
Edward Carey
Karen Ziarnowski Carver
Matthew Joseph Chapman
Andrew Thomas Chevalier
Bryan Chow
Vivian Yu-Shiuan Chow
Jooho Chung
Patrick William Commiskey
Elizabeth Corwin
David Coulton Cron
Anup Das
Kathryn Marie De La Rosa
Brian Desmond
Stephan Diljak
Marcel Francois Eadie
Alana Janell Eason
Simone Elaine Ferguson
Brooklyn Fillinger
Lauren Elizabeth Franzblau
Andrew Michael Freddo
Galina Gagin Primeau
Hunter Charles Gits
Thomas Dean Goslinga
Ellyn Joyce Gray
John Anthony Greco
Laurie Beth Griffin
Max Colin Griffith
Martin Michael Gruca
Joe Habbouche
Anthony Nelson Hage
Mariam Sami Hamid
James Henry Hammond
Brittia Jean Han
Jordan K. Harris
Zachary Mathias Harvanek
Steven J. Hasday
Katherine He
Rachel Kramer Hechtman
Brendan Thomas Heiden
Kevin Douglas Heinze
Erica Christine Heisel
Meredith Hickson
Zachary Hommer
Jiaxin Huang
Amy Humrichouser
Edward Shin Hur
Steven Ray Hwang
Graham Chester Arthur Ives
Mangala Iyengar
Todd Andrew Jaffe
Nikita Jambulingam
Andrew Johnson
Shawn Kache
Steven Richard Kapeles
Michelle Dana Kappy
Peter Kirk
Meghan Carina Knol
Michael Korn
Michael Brian Kraft
Rachel Kramer Hechtman
Sebastian Thomas Kwon
Megan Lane
Henry David Lather
Molly Anne Laux
Cindy Lee
Carolyn Claire Levin
Spencer Lewis
Jonathan Li
Leo Luan Li
Benjamin Daniel Long
Ann Marie Lozier
Bill Mallett
Sanjana Malviya
Rachel Ann Mann
Kathryn Ann Marchetti
Daniel P. Marcusa
Lisa Marie Masini
Alyssa Ann Mazurek
Lauren Russo McIntosh
Kate Anne Meixner
Arjun Prasad Meka
Daniel Mercante
Marina Mikhail
Ali Ibrahim Nasrallah
Stephen James Neville
Adam Christopher Niemann
Bamidele Tokunbo Otemuyiwa
Stephanie Y. Owyang
Nathan Trusar Patel
Trisha Karena Paul
Elisabeth Anne Pedersen
Lindsey Pelissier
Joshua Michael Peterson
Anne Phan-Huy
Renee Yu Philson
Maria Chrisa Pliakas
Jonathan Douglas Porath
Shailly Prasad
Shubadra Priyadarshini
Margaret R. Puelle
Tudor Puiu
Manisha Rai
Nithin S. Ravi
Alexander Thomas Reid
Chelsea Lynne Reighard
Erika Yanna Rekoumis
Stephen Douglas Riutta
Andrew Martin Rizzi
John Lawson Roberts
Mary Demetra Rockas
David Spencer Rogawski
Eric Lloyd Ross
Miguel Alfonso Rovira
Mary Regina Royan
Juan Diego San Juan
Kelly Sayre
Julia Schoen
Ethan Thomas Scott
Sara Scott
Elizabeth Anne Scruggs
Lauren Renee Seale
Nadia Therese Sebastian Kettinger
Shayan Sengupta
Laika Simeon-Thompson
Angelica Raven Simmons
Christopher J. Song
Brian James Stamm
Stevie-Jay Stapler
Kylie Elizabeth Steenbergh
Alyssa Marie Stevenson
Wayne Grant Sun
Bipin Sunkara
Peter Raymond Swiatek
Irina Khurana Tacon
Carrie Marguerite Tamarelli
Julia Tasset
Spencer Emmett Thompson
Stephen Brian Thompson
Mehra Trivedi
Brett Robert Trzcinski
Joshua Michael Underhill
Priya Wadhera
Sara Elizabeth Walker
Katrina Williamson
Angelica Nicole Willis
Janice Scarlet Woodrick
Christine Wu
Lynette Victoria Wynn
Brian Fumio Yagi
Noah Andrew Zucker
Andrew Harrison Zureick
Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Medical Physics
Alexander Moncion

Master of Science

Bioinformatics
Olivia Isabel Alge
Yilin Gao
Gayatri Rajendran Iyer
Kaiwen Lin
Shuze Wang
Zhenning Zhang
Nanxiang Zhao
Linglin Zhu

Biological Chemistry
Jordan Phillip Hochstetler

Genetic Counseling
Jamie A. Love-Nichols
Kestutis Clarence Micke
Erin Nicole Nordquist
Caitlin Marie Reid

Health and Health Care Research
Lindsay Kennedy Admon
Joy Weiling Chang
Aidin Eslam Pour
Cornelius Dijon Jamison
Parth Modi
Brian Craig Stagg

Human Genetics
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Bunn
Aaron Joshua Williams

Microbiology and Immunology
Colleen Katherine Brand
Adriana Correa-Vallecilla
Christina Ann Sarkissian Milner

Neuroscience
Stacy Ann Schaefer

Pharmacology
Bradley Alan Prast
Zhuoying Ren

Physiology
Stephen Gerrit Collins

LAW SCHOOL

Founded in 1859, Mark D. West, Dean

Master of Laws

Tihana Balagovic
Sri Mustiko Bawono
Dionysios Diamantatos
Rafael Augusto Do Carmo Lomenso
Irene Cristina Escriba Sakoda
Sara Hayat
Jingchun Huang
Mads Peder Broechner Jespersen
Ajitesh Kir
Eunbyeol Ko
Gabor Koekenyesi
Marcos D. Kotlik
Satoru Kudo
Joanna Kuzdra
Yi Li
Zhenchen Li
Alexander Lotz
Ciaran Patrick Whitty Murnane
Zhu Ni
Mine Orer
Nausica Palazzo
Min Joon Park
Sarveet Singh
Djohar O. Sidhoum-Rahal
Kentaro Tanaka
Mythili Vijay Kumar Thallam
Maria Elisa Vera Madrigal
Nicasio Viana
Yifei Xiong
Yuki Yamaguchi
Masashi Yoshino
Fengzhen Yu
Lingjun Zhang

Master of Laws, International Tax

Shlomo Avizohar
Eran Levy
Ya-Wen Liu
Do-Hoon Woo
Juris Doctor

Margaret Ellen Abernethy
Harris Ahmad
Andrew Jay Allen
Melody E. Alvarado Latino
Morgan Sharp Aveni
Marcus Dominic Baldori
Rachel Elizabeth Barr
Helen Marie Sevier Berg
Tony Jamal Black, Jr.
Amanda M. Blau
Alexandra Elizabeth Boyd
Kimberly Bozzo
Katherine Clare Selby Brausch
Caroline Frances Brown
Christopher Britten Bruno
Emerson M. Bursis
Jeremy Edward Burstein
Russell M. Busch
Jonathan Z.V.Z. Bye
Victoria Cristina Cardenas
Kamela Ann Caschette
Melissa Claire Cassel
Soojin Cha
Alexa Kaitlin Chally
Thomas Joseph Chmielnik
Michael Antonios Chryssos
Adam S. Church
Laura Beth Cohen
Caitlin Marie Dean
Andrew Blaine Dickson
Zoe Maija Dixon
Brian Kenneth Dollhof
Matthew Lloyd Dolloff
Wesley Oldham Dutton
Omar M. El-Halwagi
Jennifer Elkin
Vianey Arianna Escudero
Jeffrey Mark Frazier Evans
Zahrah Fadel
Alexandra M. Federak
Bethany Helen Felder
Alicia J. Ferrara
Katrina Lee Fetsch
Matthew O'Brien Finan
Lauren Kay Flamang
Eric Fleddermann
Margaret Rose Fleming
Andrew Robert Fletcher
Aimee Elizabeth Ford
Darian Jean-Allard Fortier
Gary Michael Fox
Nathan T. Frost
Daniel Fryer
Scott A. Gallagher
Dorian C. Geisler
Jeffrey M. Giancana
Regina Margaret Gilmour
Lakshmi Gopal
Christopher Luk Gordon
Amy Rachel Gore
Anna Marie Greve
Amanda M. Griggs
Sally Z. Gu
Syeda Haider
Philip W. Hammersley
Victoria Lynn Harp
Joseph S. Hartunian
Brendan John Denny Harvey
George N. Hatzigeorgiou
John Chuang He
Shavon M. Henry
Allison M. Hight
Hannah Kathleen Hoffman
Jesse Jay Hogin
Mitchell W. Hoke
Meridith Shook Hoover
Seth M. Horras
Paul Andrew Hoversten
Amelia Kearns Huckins
Rebecca L. Hughes
Asma Fatima Husain
Jordanna Ishmael
Samantha Rose Jackson
Brian James Jacobsmeyer
Madeleine McKay Jennings
Michael L. Jespersen
Anna Tyra Jones
Rachel Anne June-Graber
Emily En-Mei Kan
Seema Kassab
Robert J. Kendall III
Caleb A. Kennedy
Monika Khaltsev
Craig M. Kiernan
Szymon Adam Kietlinski
Tae Yean Kim
Lauren Hillary Kimmel
Matthew Alan King
Charles M. King III
Adam Ryan Kleven
Kathleen Kelli Knight
Albi Kocibelli
Eric Huang Koenigsberg
Anastassia Kosloska
Brian Thomas Koziara
Lukas Kutilek
Thalia Lamping
Raven Nicole Lanier
Emma Julia Lanzon
Matthew Stephen Lapata
Dillon Joseph Lappe
Jordan M. Latta
Lauren M. Latterell Powell
Spencer Whyatt Layson
Abbey Katherine Lent
Victoria Pui Yan Leung
Baihan Li
Lucy Yilan Liu
Arielle J. Mack
Shirin Mahkamova
Katherine Marie Mangapora
David P. Marino
Reed J. McCalib
Conor Patrick McNamara
Catherine Jo Merdinger
Iris Renee Micklavzina
Matthew Gregory Miller
Patrick T. Miller
Joseph M. Moeller
Nathan James Montalto
Barbara Ann Moore
Ava Jill Morgenstern
Hannah Rose Muller
Shelby K. Nace
Caleb Lynn Nagel
Jesus Jesse Narvaez
Ornotunde Okesanya
Kyle Olsen
Jessica Lynn Opila
Myles Parker Osborne
Adam Francis Osielski
Laura Suzanne Page
Erin Melis Pamukcu
Wesley A. Papiernik
Liliya S. Paraketsova
David J. Park
Rosa Pasmone
Tara S. Patel
Austin Blake Perry
Elizabeth Peterkort
Kate E. Peterson
Melissa S. Pettit
Taylor E. Pfeifer
Andrew Podrygula
Laura A. Portis
Bradley Mintz Presant
Bradley S. Puffenbarger
Priya Purohit
Edwin Ramirez-Homs
Eric Michael Reitz
Maria Ricarte
Shajee Taiyab Rizvi
Christian Holland Robertson II
Ryan Daniel Rones
Jeffrey R. Rooke
Adam Nathaniel Rosenberg
Matthew A. Rowley
Jennifer Rozelle
Aurora Mayté Salazar Ordoñez
Ignacio Saldana
Alejandra Salmerón Alfaro
David Saraceno II
Luke Holden Schubert
Jason M. Searle
Nikhil Ravindra Shah
Troy D. Shephard
Alisa Victoria Sherbow
Emma Frances Elizabeth Shoucair
Juris Doctor
Matthew E. Sierawski
Davin Skalinder
Alexandros Ilias Souris
Nicole Spiteri
Kaylie Lynne Springer
Charlie Stewart
Jackie Stolzenberg
Lauren Stotts
Craig B. Streit
Ira Brian Stup
Benjamin Andrew Tigay
Dylan R. Towns
John Charles Treat
Rachel Marie Trouba
Phillip K. Turner
John Louis Turquet Bravard
Maggie Bryn Van Dop
Samantha Voutyra
Adeel Wahid
Johannah C. Walker
Nicholas W. Warman
Michael David Watts
Kevin Brett Weehunt
Rebecca Leigh Weiant
Nancy H. Welsh
Carolyn Jordan Weltman
Rachel E. Wexler
Jenny Ann Whalen
Ian Robert Williams
Cameron J. Wilson
Ritchie Alexander Fraser Wilson
Andrea Jiang Xu
Z. Zheng
Yi Zhou
Joshua D. Zimberg
Nicholas Stephen Zlevor

School of Dentistry
Founded in 1875, Laurie K. McCauley, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene
Nada Abuzoor
Ahmed Maher Alameri
Tianna T. Amad
Haley Lynn Beaune
Kaitlin Roe Boe
Laura Alexandra Borges
Juan Borjas
Harneet Kaur Braich
Jamie C. Buchanczenko
Kayla Shannon Buchanczenko
Alyssa Carrillo
Tristan Marie Clark
Colleen Anna Doran
Joseph Belgica Eusebio
Natalie O. Farah
Amera Hasan
Yasmeen Hassan
Caitlyn A. Kierman
Rebecca Marie Koestering
Brooke Lawrence
Katrina Lee Lovett
Meredith Margaret McEachern
Brooke Marie Miller
Alice Ou
Katharine Anne Paramo
Marissa Pascarella
Elizabeth Ann Sciriha
Taylor Ann Sparks
Ingrid Urdaneta
Christy M. Weidmayer
Bethany Anne White
Mary Catherine Young

Doctor of Dental Surgery
Meryam Saadi Abdul Rassool
Priyata Agrawal
Sarah Albayati
Brittany Amor
Fernando Archuleta
Kimberly S. Barrett
Aaron W. Barto
Mary Catherine Anne Bender
Vaishnavi Bhaskar
Emily Rae Broncos-Piche
Brittany N. Brown
Blake Denzel Bufford
Sergio Fabian Calleja Blanco
Andrew P. Chong
Jennifer Ann Cleary
Leslie S. Cohen
Madeline Paige Connick
Colleen Rose Cunningham
Priyanka Chandrasen Dand
Abhishek Amrkumar Desai
Jordan Griffith Dittberner
Stevan Djordjevic
Anastasia Filipova Dokova
Jennifer Marie Dolan
Christopher Ryan Donnelly
Lorenza An-Jia Donnelly
Liassandre Cielle Dufresne
Julia Duong
Alisa R. Dvarishkis
Wassim A. El Awadi
Elizabeth Victoria Elner
Carlotta Fantin-Yusta
Mahmoud Farhat
Joseph Anthony Fazzio
Linda Fleetwood
Thomas Michael Fredal, Jr.
Andrew Michael Gasior
Katelyn Marie Groh
Tyler J. Guinn
Aditi Gupta
Kiranpreet Kaur Gurm
Jae Heung Ha
Syed Hussain Haider
Shreea Handa
Nathaniel Thomas Hock
Chelsey Hyde
Alexandra Kay Hylen
Lindsay Grace Isenhart
Sunit Jain
Adam David Jankovich
Melissa Marie Janos
John Curtis Jurkas
Anijolta Kambo
Justin Mazin Kammo
Shivani Kamodia
Alan Kandinov
Andreas Spiro Karatsinides
Karlrie Rae Kashat
Harmeet Kaur
Melissa M. Keil
Madeline R. Kelley
Angela Ratdavanth Khamphouy
John Le
Cassandra Grace Lee
You Yeon Lee
Matthew Jordan Loomis
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Doctor of Dental Surgery

Ruchin S. Mandiwala
Sahil Manhas
Radhika Nitin Maniar
Steven Joseph McCarthy
Sheri M. McCormack
Samantha Jane McGee
Devan William Moody
Lauren Ashton Morrison
Ammar A. Nalwala
Erin Marie Nartker
Timothy J. Obradovich
Robert Louis O’Donnell, Jr.
Ha Bin Park
Panchali Amit Patel
Trisha Anil Patel
Tanvi Anand Patil
Nicole M. Pentis
Brittney A. Phillips
Andrea Michelle Price
Margaret A. Priebe
Maryam Riaz Qureshi
Maral Ranjbar Aghdam
Cyrus Razmgar
Nicholas Steven Reece
Casey Thiele Reynolds
Adam Blake Rice
Amelia Richardson
Diane Eleanorr Robb
Benjamin Schell
Jason Theodore Schlueeter
Derek Ryan Schmidt
Robert A. Schutt
Brandon Scott
Michael Steven Sesi
Kanchi Bhavan Shah
Mehvash Sana Shahzada
Jason Sean Sherbel
Sydney Alexa Sherman
Sarah Shoukry Shoukr
Ryan Clark Shuck
Adam Christopher Smigiel
Joshua Smith
Garrett Parker Solecki
Jooyoung Song
Angela Joanne Svaan
Joseph James Szymczak
Najib Taleb
Edmond Wai Man Tse
Manasi Gaurang Vasavada
William Cole Waggener
Erin Alexandra Walker
Ke Wang
Emery Ward
William Watt
Branden M. Welch
Cassandra A. Wieckhorst
Nathan Dean Wigington
Emily M. Williams
Abdul Rahman Yakan
Joseph Phillip Yancho
Brian Ling-Fung Yip
Eric Michael Yoskovitch
Jingqian Yuan

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Dental Hygiene
Christela Ivon Falcon

Prosthodontics
Sarah Faris A. Alsadun
Daniel Alberto Cortes Trevino

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Founded in 1876, James Dalton, Dean

Bachelor of Science

Pharmaceutical Sciences
Christopher James Codd
Meagan Johanna Dean

Troy Halseth
Sarah Elizabeth Harris
Ran Ming

Rachel Kathryn Russ
Yue Yuan

Doctor of Pharmacy

Zainab Mustafa Alsamarae
Mathew Barras
Codie Danielle Barron
Taylor Lauren Bergmann
Sydney Therese Bruno
Kaylee Elizabeth Caniff
Kristen Lynn Carrier
Johnny C. Chang
Jason Cheung
Jonathan Lee Cohen
Michael Zachary Cramer
Kevin Patrick Crona
Jessica H. Das
Emily Julianna Davis
Alexander Paul Duthler
Sarah Marie Elliott
Victoria Marie Facchini
Tracelyn Bethney Freeman
Benjamin David Furbacher
Chivonne Marie Gammon

Jessica Jane Gerges
Andrew Kenneth Glatz
Allison Rae Golom
Emily Jina Han
Elizabeth Harzdorf
Kassie Jean Herbst
Hannah Lee Herrick
Jeffrey Leo Holm
Emily Kay Hoylman
Hyunyoung Hwang
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Doctor of Pharmacy

Batoul Ismail
Rachel Carrie Ives
Lejla Jakupovic
Leanna Rachelle Jaward
Zeana Khodor
Ben Hakhyun Kim
Pauline Kim
Kaitlyn Victoria Kono
Anna Lise Koseck
Emily Kay Krumbach
Sayed Alireza Hassani Najafabadi

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Founded in 1895, Alec D. Gallimore, Robert J. Vlasic Dean of Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Craig Aldrink
Joshua Luke Anibal
Megan Marie Avery
Arman Jacob Aznavarian
John Franklin Baker
Nicholas Bloem
Steven Joseph Brito
Anthony William Brown
Brooke Kathleen Brozek
Luke Nathaniel Butler
Luis Omar Castillo Rios
Maxwell E. Chappell
Benjamin Clinie
William Edward Cohen
Matthew Howard Cosby
Joseph Andrew Craig
Sotirios Dedes
Steven Domagalski
Benjamin Pesach Solomon Donitz
Rosalind Esther Duma
Nathan Estell

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Pharmaceutical Sciences
Sayed Alireza Hassani Najafabadi

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Jonah Philipp Lanigan
Gregory Lazar
Devin Joseph Morrow
Harikrishnan Prabhakumar Nair
Christopher William Naughton
Bradley Bernard Nelson
Julia Margarette Nistel
Ian Michael O’Rourke
Michael Steven Oshatz
Darshil C. Parikh
Rohan John Pumnoose
Rene Q. Ramirez
Conner Patrick Roach
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Ariel Miriam Sandberg
Tyler Krain Sandberg
Kaval Jesal Shah
Cody David Sheffels
Yue Shen
Drew J. Shields
Brandon Chance Spencer
Sonya Srivastava
Annika K. Stoldt
Guankun Su
Joshua Richard Tanon
Kevin Tao
Xuanzhe Tian
Vishal Tiwari
Fucong Wang
Jing Wang
Yin Wang
Zhu Wang
Adrian Warren Gamboa
Joshua Alan Waun
Christopher Stanton Weston
Matthew Paul Wick
Michael Fielding Yost
Hossein Zabihian
Andrew Zhao

Biomedical Engineering
Ahsan Ahmad Ansari
Ryan Andrew Aoki
Chase Aidan Barlow
Amanda Margaret Barnes
Aditi Batra
Skylar J. Buchan
Christopher Jons Buswinka
Melissa Andrea Cadena
Chase Alexander Carto
Eric Chan
Daiven Jayavant Chawan
Brandon Allen Cheung
Andrew Ciciriello
David Scott Cleveland
Emily Rose Dixon
Sarah Faye Ferris
Colin Michael Halow
Yoani Natalie Herrera
Carson Lewis Hoke
Sydney Susanne Jacques
Kevin Cai Jiang
Allen Jin
Nicole Alexandria Johns
Shannon Laura Jones
Anika R. Kao
Matthew Peter Karabetos
Emma Cecilia Kellenberg Callewaert
Tyler Scott Kemerer
Zaid Nazih Khatib
Samuel Chong Kim
Yoonjoo Kim
Riley Kuznicky
Scott Anthony Laorr
Nathan Gerard Lawera
Marcus Lee
Catrina Ayaka Letterman
Ryden Christopher Lewis
Lauren Nicole Liebman
Trey Steven Lundmark
Jacob George Lutz
Nadine Eva Malek
Marissa Renee Maniaci
Catheleen Ellen Milford
Ryan Jacob Miller
Victor Andrew Mondine
Nathan Christopher Morningstar
Mac Morris
Mary Kathleen Munsell
Tapan Girish Naik
Olivia McQuinn Nelson
Riley Christine Pacella
Mitchell Thomas Pfennig
Matthew Ward Pierce
Matthew Evan Pirone
Haley Marie Prout
Olivia Ann Pryor
Julia Marie Pudar
Hannah Elizabeth Rainey
Jillian Grace Rajkumar
Ruta Virginia Raulickis
Stephen Jeremy Redding
Adithya S. Reddy
Catherine Ann Rojas
Rachel Anne Ross
Mario Vincenzo Russo
Kevin William Rychel
Aparna Sarkar
Kallen Matthew Schwark
Elizabeth Seeley
Andrew Joseph Stefan
Amy Elizabeth Stoddard
Manuel Ignacio Suarez Lunar
Sanjay Subramanian
Joshua Daniel Sun
Umayal Roja Swarnam
Lili Tian
Derek Michael Trumbo
Brittany Nicole Vill
Shreya Chandrik Wadhwani
Jacob Michael West
Madhurima Yerra

Chemical Engineering
Stephen Charles Amori
Pranavi Aradhya
Rushil Bakhshi
Nirvan Bhattacharyya
David Robert Bielski
Adam Lee Bogart
Ryan James Branch
Daniel James Bunge
Heather Ann Calcaterra
Troy Tian Chen
Daniel Chui
Joanna Lena Ciatti
Jacob Paul Clendenon
Michael Aaron Conder
Patrick Michael Cooke
Madison Rosemary Corradi
Ryan Christopher Costa
Rachel Lynn Couveur
Brandon Phillip Dailey
Matthew Thomas Donoughe
Zachary David Drees
Kolbe Marie Dykhuis
Aydin Fakhimi Eskafi
Nichel Ellen Francis
Lucy Gao
Bradley Scott Geordt
Allison Marie Goss
Jonathan Connor Grygiel
Patrick James Guffey
George Marcos Hadicharalambous
Parker James Haffey
Ja’Naysha Seque Hamilton
Genan Harissa
Caitlyn Hines
Iris Ho
Harrison H. Hou
Kobir Hussain
Jackson Curtis Irwin
Jeremy Isaac Kach
Madeleine Mary Kaminski
Taruna Kar
Emma Amelia Keegan
Kamyar Kharazi
Connor Anne LaPres
Jeeho R. Lee
Jiaoyang Li
Weiyang Li
Babak Amir Mahjour
Ali Mata
Lucas Anthony Mata
Emily Michelle McCann
Patrick Joseph McCauley
Emmeline Kay Moayer
Jared Molesky
Kathryn Lillian Moses
Felicia Ann Murry
Stuart Thomas Nath
Christine Xu Nisula
Mu Niu
Lauro Sebastian Ojeda
Eric Guy O’Neill
Spencer Laurence Paarlberg
Ronak P. Patel
Brent Thomas Patterson
Andrew Joseph Peck
John Frederick Penner
Daniel Kenneth Lawlor Pippen
Carly Nicole Prast
Abigail Elizabeth Ranks
Bridgette Claire Rodman
Roberto Charles Rodriguez
Justin Rose
Guadalupe Gustavo Salazar
Cameren John-William Scharret
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Chemical Engineering
Samantha Clare Schwartz
Sumer Dicle Sebik
Devesh Mayur Shah
Yasser Azzam Shalabi
Nina Shekhar
Janice H. Sim
Navraj Singh
Jonathan E. Snoeberger
Allisandra Durrett Stoiko
Evan Matthew Stoll
Hannah Marlies Strat
Jessica Lynn Todsen
Elizabeth Wing-Yun Tom
Michael Barker VanderZwaag
Steven M. Walker
Austin Whittington Wilks
Brandon Christopher Woo
Navraj Singh
Navraj Singh

Civil Engineering
Shoaib Raheel Alam
Daniel Scott Alers
India Simone Banks
Justin D. Barden
Hannah Lynn Bashore
Ross Bernard
Linnan Cao
Benjamin Michael Carl
Dylan Joseph Cash
John X. Fan
Cara Marie Fleming
Michael Joseph Geiger
Bakari Greene
Sylvestre Frank Jackson, Jr.
Mina Angel James-Gist
Peter Dunlop Johann
Nurie Kim
Taebo Kim
Alex Victor Kluck
Paige Lynne Kohrs-Herwig
Kevin Alan Kolstad
Chris Kuenzer
Mehul Bhushan Kulkarni
Shurong Liang
Junren Liao
Daniel Akira Lindemann
Isaya Miyata
Jacob Molewych
Taylor Parker Moon
Sabyasachi Mowar
Isaac J. Mulder
Tochi Nwogu
Amanda Catherine Pierce
Hailey Nicole Porter
Shelbie Paige Prater
William Benwood Rainey
Maria Redoutey
Olivia Bancroft Roe
Lelyn Scurlark
Kevin Xu Shen
Ava A. Shuttie
Medha Sinha
Rohil Tekriwal
Aye Mya Thandar
Alan Vaisberg Russo
Julia Claire Villanueva

Computer Engineering
Shaurav Adhikari
Bahaa Aldeeb
Blake Babbs
Christopher Logan Baldwin
Saif Bollinini
William Arthur Bryant
Sarah Christine Chen
Aaron Dean Claussen
James Alexander Connolly
Jacob Russell Cooper
Erick Alexander Dagenais
Rohan Dasika
Brenton Allan DeGeer
Gordon Robert Dwyer
Shi Hao Feng
Gage Austin Glupker
Maya Tammer Harp
Andrew Donald Hoffman
Jingyao Hu
Jiale Huang
Bryan Alan Hughes
Kevin David Hwang
William James Kacsur
Yeabsra Kebede
Brian Lorne Klein
Nurie Kim
Christopher Michael Niemann
Sean Paul McLoughlin
Theodore Matz Miller
Christopher Michael Niemann
Daniel Oh
Thomas Charles Oliver
Kenneth Francis Oxzdowy
Bryce Joseph Paputa
Peter Michael Paquet
Vaibhav Parashar
Ishika Paul
Mitchell Gregory Radhuber
Pearce Arthur Reickert
Keanu Xoren Lake Richardson
Rebekah Marie Ronan
Thomas Matthew Rupp
Saad Rahmathulla Shaik
Matthew Emad Shammas
Yiran Shen
Tyler David Siegel
Luis Francisco Sosa

Computer Science
Benjamin J. Abood
Nithin Adapa
Deen Adzemovic
Akansha Agarwal
Zain Ahmed
Engin Can Akdemir
Christian Axel
Blake Babbs
Byoung Hyun Bae
Joonjae Bang
Thomas Andrew Bartlett
Christopher Jack Bauer
Daniel Thomas Becker
Daniel Rendall Bennett
Adit Bhatt
Noel Bhattacharyya
Jonah Bishop
Andrew Michael Boland
Spruce Nekoosa Bondara
Josiah Stephen Bruner
Daniel Patrick Burke
Jonathan Alexander Butturtini
Jiongsheng Cai
Branden Eli Carlson
Jiang Chang
Austin Ku Chen
Daniel L. Chen
Jiayan Chen
Troy Yian Chen
Zheng Chen
Zhexuan Chen
David S. Cheng
Akshay Chiwane
Jukyung Choi
Weifong Chou
Won-Woo Chung
Benjamin Leonard Cohen
Javier Contreras-Uribe
Trevor Thomas Cullen
Thomas John Cummings
Adam Rubin Cutler
Elizabeth Ann Dale
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Computer Science
Bryan G. DeGrendel
Binghao Deng
Phillip Suri Desai
Henry Scott Dihopolsky
Kristijan Dokić
Kostya Kevin Dombrovski
Jeffrey Dominic
Jason Dou
Christian Paul Duerk
Henry Alexander Duhaime
Charu Dwivedi
Ali Sherif Embabi
Angelina Diya Fahs
Ningxian Fan
Aneeqa Fatima
Curtis William Fenner
Nathan Robert Fenner
Patrick Daniel Finnigan
Peter James Flanagan
Noah Gabriel Frenkel
Conner B. Freshcorn
Nicholas Gaunt
Tiancheng Ge
Noah James Gibson
Jeremy Noah Goldman
Zhaojie Gong
Mara Gordon
Marshall Novak Gordon
Thomas Roy Groechel
Samuel Guan
Shuvro Guha
Paarth Gupta
Sahil Gupta
Samuel Michael Habbo-Gavin
Connor Joseph Hallman
Elbert Ray Han
Heming Han
Jason Han
Xu Han
Brendan Arthur Hart
Wen He
Adam Edward Heins
Kelly Jeanne Henczel
Katelyn Rose Hennells
Matthew Tyler Hollbrook
Alexander Jay Holland
David Kyle Horsfield
Chengkai Hu
Edgar Xiacheng Hu
Weifeng Hu
Xinyu Hu
Ivor Shan Huang
Julian Ellice Jackson
Perry Jiangle
Yifan Jiang
Zhang Jiang
Amaarah Latif Johnson
Bryce Williams Karsten
Landon Charles Kartes
Aklavya Ajay Kashyap

Navin Allen Kathawa
Michael Eran Katz
Christian Daniel Kavouras
Ramana Keerthi
Emily Marie Kessler
Jacob Ketterer
Ameya Anand Khare
Karahm Samuel Kim
Kyungjin Kim
Joshua Michael King
Nicholas Klein
Alexander John Knecht
Joshua Tyler Knox
Julia Sarah Kollin
Fanzhong Kong
Dominik Alexander Konik
Nicholas A. Kortman
Varun Krishnamoorthy
Connor Joseph Krupp
Hon Yee Kwok
Mitchell Bradley Lafaive
Tyler Andrew Laredo
Marc Reuben Lashner
Adam Benjamin Lassman
Dylan Graham Lawton
Jaeguen Lee
James Lee
Michael Young Lee
Perry Lee
Steven Oliver Lengieza
Albert Lawrence Leung
Bradley William Levin
Robert Benjamin Levy
Alexander L. Li
Guangyu Li
Jiacheng Li
Jiaoyang Li
Samuel Young Li
Yi Li
Zihan Li
Timmy Lin
Yuhan Lin
Nicholas Joseph Linck
Junlin Liu
Yuheng Liu
Albert Lo
Andrew Lopes
Tianle Lu
Yijun Luo
Joshua Lustig
Edward Ma
Justin Malin
Joseph Malle
Tessa Helen Martin
Noah Michael Martin-Ruben
Michael Mattheakis
Kevin Matthews
Katherine Anne Matton
Morgan Marissa Maxson
Paul Matthew Maxwell
Pranav Mayuram
Ryan Conor McCord

Jarred Ahmad McDuffey
Shane Andrew McPartlin
Ayush Mehra
Bhairav Mehta
Gaole Meng
Eric James Mier
James Hemingway Mitchell
Eray Mitrani
Abhilash Modepalli
Omkar Ashok Moghe
Pablo Moncada-Larrotiz
Nathan Moos
Albert Morgese
Maxwell Robert Morrison
Nicholas James Morrison
Samuel Ara Moussian
John Karas Murphy
Jacob Dylan Myers
Jiaying Ni
Akinsola Ayodele Oluwole
Anthony William Opipari III
Neil Alexander Orans
Akhiro John-Luke Ota
Sneha Reddy Palle
Niket Bakul Parikh
Justin Martin Parus
Dhara Patel
Justin Michael Patrick
Troy Louis Pellegrini
Joshua Kraig Pendleton
Yixiao Peng
Ryan Michael Pifer
Graham Christian Pilzner
Sasawat Prankprakma
Raymond Nicholas Pressly
Julia Marie Pudar
Jingyu Qian
Jingyi Qing
Bo Qu
Jonathon Dale Racz
Zayd Radha
Vaishnavi Raghu Raman
Anjana Rajagopal
Adithya Ramanathan
Kaushik Rao
Tristan L. Ray
Amy Elizabeth Rechlemmer
Trevor James Rees
Timothy Raymond Richards
Jacob Scott Rosenblum
Luke Ross
Avery Joshua Rubin
Michael Charles Rygiel
Caroline Saab
Mazzen Nadim Saab
Zackary Sadlier
Ali Mukbil Saleh
Elijah James Sattler
Jule Schatz
William Schmitt
Christopher Cole Scott
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Computer Science
Parth Mayur Shah
Nicholas Andrew Shahin
Kevin Shi
Menglei Shi
Curt Mitchell Silverthorn
Tyler Dryden Simpson
Akansha Singh
Andre Paul Sofan
Kwanwoo Sohn
Hunter Dalton Sonn
William Reed Stager
Edwin Stanley
Carter Brent Starr
Charles Steele
Riley Quinn Sterian
George Edward Swirski
Daniel Takayama
Sijie Tan
Shengpu Tang
Sixu Tao
Joshua Wayne Taranto
Javier Andres Taylor
Emily Elizabeth Thayer
Clayton William Thorrez
Andrew Stephen Tomai
Amy Elizabeth Tseng
Anthony Lee Tung
Ali Turfah
Shounak Milind Vale
Andrew Venturini
Gautam Visveswaran
Jonathan Clifton Vredenburg
Gaurav Vyas
Kevin James Wallace
Colin Gregory Walters
Dazhi Wang
Guangyu Wang
Yanzhe Wang
Zijian Wang
Zizhen Wang
Alex Wasserman
Jason Thomas Whitfield
Zachary Case Whitford
Katherine Elaine Williams
Laurel Marie Williams
Frank Harrison Wilton
Jennifer Alyse Winkler
Mason Scott Wolters
Reilly Morgan Wong
Yin Ning Wong
Daniel Li Wu
Kaitao Wu
Lawrence Jeffrey Wu
Muting Wu
Teresa Carmel Wyskiel
Arber Xhindoli
Derek Xia
Michael Lee Xie
Alan Chenyi Xu
Zhipeng Xu
Haoxin Yang
Jin Yang
Lingene Harvey Yang
William Yang
Yuxuan Ye
Daniel McCallum Yeomans
Colin Yergin
Yucheng Yin
Samuel Henry Yost
Daniel Zeiberg
Chaojun Zhang
Emmie Illene Zhang
He Zhang
Hengjia Zhang
Jason Zhang
Shiyu Zhang
William Wei Zhang
Aaron Zhao
Zexuan Zhao
Liping Zhong
Amy Zhou
Zhonghao Zhou
Alexander Reijie Zhu
Nathan Mark Zimmerman
Simon Sergio Zorrilla

Data Science
Alexandria Amy Cell
Han Chen
Phillip Dequina
Jason Dou
Alexander Joshua Goldstein
Edgar Xiacheng Hu
Nicholas Joseph Linck
Albert Lo
Justin Malin
Lucas Tyler Nash
Edward Nieh
Peter Michael Paquette
Bo Qu
Brad A. Schwartz
Zack Soenen
Clayton William Thorrez
Ali Turfah
Gautam Visveswaran
Xinyi Wu
Hardy Xu

Electrical Engineering
Thaer Imad Mohammed Arafat
Adam Calvin Bowersox
Angela Therese Brown
Rachel Caron
Nicholas Alexander Carroll
James Michael Chapman
Austin Ku Chen
Lili Chen
Elliott Norman Clark
Aidan Joseph Connolly
Bryan Todd Culbert
Thomas John Cummings
Dina Rachel Cwagenberg
Yue Dai
Rohan Dasika
Jonathan DiNunzio
Paul Simon Domanico
Veronika Dubravec
Peter Dallas Fitchen
Mingjie Gao
Derek Guo
Emily Irene Gutierrez
Zhijian Hao
Ryan Hirinya
David Ye Huang
Kullen Hutchinson
Jianan Jiang
Xinyun Jiang
Sean Christopher Jones
Samuel Wayne June
Leonard Isaac Kapiloff
Taruna Kar
Julia Florence Kerst
Chingun Khasar
Saad S. Khatri
Madeleine Anne Krakowiak
Joseph Andrew Lafayette
Emmett Joseph Litvak
Alondra Lopez
Bassel M. Louzon
Scott Daniel Louzon
Connor Reed Mackey
Robert P. Malinas
Mark Alan Mathis
Sophia Kalsouni Mehdizadeh
Meghna Menon
Victor Moncau
Connor John Nickelson
Hannah Lee Noble
John William Nonnenmacher
Nisha Manoj Patel
Matthew Joseph Pellionii
Wenhao Peng
Tristian Perez Rivera
Griffin Daniel Peterson
Sarah Rose Peterson
Jackson Pruitt
Seth Andrew Raker
Abhinav Alavalapati Reddy
Paul Alan Reggentini
Ana Marie Reyes
Isabelle Marie Salley
Bridgette Schneider
Chengja Shao
Blake Randall Shaw
Calvin Shih
Jacob Miles Sigler
Hannah Soifer
Rebecca Sorgenfrei
Carl Frederick Steinhauser
Manuel Ignacio Suarez Lunar
Katarina Marija Subotic
Vishal Subrahmanyan
Diana Cook Thompson
Michael Toennies
Patrick Tsai
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

**Electrical Engineering**
Andrew Turek
John William Waters III
Adam Jeffrey Weber
John Richard Wolfe
Cheng Xu
Emma Yanakiev
Victor Zehao Yang
Tianjun Zhang
Yier Zhang
Changjian Zhao
John Edward Bradley
Brandon Brathwaite
Evan John Breen
Michael Irwin Brown
Brianna Victoria Brydie
Darnell Justin Butler
Sarah Elizabeth Carter
Mengie Chen
Yuxing Chen
Julia May Clark
Alexander Morton Copp
Stephen Posler Criel
Michael Derrick
Densu Obasi Dixon
Greg Uriel Domeno
Nicholas T. Donovan
Chase Michael Dutton
Samuel Bernard Epner
Julian Andres Fiallo
Sarah Claire Finley
Alexis Nicole Flake
Morgan Elaine Freeby
Nathan William Freytag
Andrea Fungueiriho
Louis Joseph Goeldker
Praneet Reddy Gogireddy
Joelle Grider
Sanjeev Gupta
Nicholas Mark Gust
Maggie Hafer
Tyler Ward Hall
Chun He
Margaret R. Henry
Emily Alyssa Herbstman
Matthew Hoberman
Trevor James Hoffman
Elise Michelle Hsung
Pheebe Hsu
Shelby Marie Hubbell
Rylan Mitchell Jaglowski
Noa Jeremias
Michael Edward Kalinowski
Pande Putu Adysti Kardi
Angela Keci
Sarah Helen Lewandowski
Renze Li
Bogart Lipe
Jonathan Gabriel Lizardo
Thomas Logue
Anyu Lu
Yang Lu
Joshua Lustig
Jacqueline Malkin
Taylor Quinn Martell
Guillermo Daniel Marxuach
Allene Elizabeth McLwain
Alexander Charles Mize
Josefina Moni
Alexander Charles Moyer
Casey Claire Murphy
Ashley Elizabeth Oman
John Alexander Parker
Olivia Annmarie Pellerito
Alexa Raye Peltier
Alvaro Ivan Perez Casinelli
Fernando Pessoa de Queiroz de Sa
Charles Peterkins
Madeline Price
Garrett James Prost
Nikil Anjananand Ramanathan
Saikrishna Ramesh
Megan Ashley Rejc
Sabrina Rolz Sandoval
Paola Virginia Romero Ferray
Matthew Elliot Ross
Catherine Carol Samuel
Meng Sang
Brett Dillon Saunders
Jordan Schebil
Matthew Craig Schiele
Zoe Erin Schlessel
Kelly Teresa Schwab
Karan Tushar Harilal Shah
Hanna Noz Shokouhi
Raymond Demetrius-Alonzo Smith-Byrd
Chloe Smithere
Aadit Somany
Madison Elizabeth Speck
Andrew Scott Sperduto
Nabeel Muhammad Sumbal
Benjamin M. Sweener
Cody Allen Synms
Madeline Szuba
Lauren Jenay Thomas
Sonia Sunil Thosar
Lori Geldard Tobin
Rebecca Dylan Trattner
Sean Gannon Van Hulle
Alondra Abigail Vergara-Diaz
Carrianna Rose Voellm
Tianke Wang
Yifei Wang
Jared Wend Weeks
Ryan David Wilkie
Chenfei Wu
Zhitong Xie
Hardy Xu
Jiaoming Yang
William Tianyue Yang
Namik Kaya Yarman
Mustafa Ozkan Yerebakan
Andersen Zhang
Dehao Zhang
Meng Yuan Zhang
Minmin Zhang
Xiyu Zhao
Zhining Zhou
Mathias Zink Koelle
Jack Spencer Zohoury
Megan Ashley Rejc
Sabrina Rolz Sandoval
Paola Virginia Romero Ferray
Matthew Elliot Ross
Catherine Carol Samuel
Meng Sang
Brett Dillon Saunders
Jordan Schebil
Matthew Craig Schiele
Zoe Erin Schlessel
Kelly Teresa Schwab
Karan Tushar Harilal Shah
Hanna Noz Shokouhi
Raymond Demetrius-Alonzo Smith-Byrd
Chloe Smithere
Aadit Somany
Madison Elizabeth Speck
Andrew Scott Sperduto
Nabeel Muhammad Sumbal
Benjamin M. Sweener
Cody Allen Synms
Madeline Szuba
Lauren Jenay Thomas
Sonia Sunil Thosar
Lori Geldard Tobin
Rebecca Dylan Trattner
Sean Gannon Van Hulle
Alondra Abigail Vergara-Diaz
Carrianna Rose Voellm
Tianke Wang
Yifei Wang
Jared Wend Weeks
Ryan David Wilkie
Chenfei Wu
Zhitong Xie
Hardy Xu
Jiaoming Yang
William Tianyue Yang
Namik Kaya Yarman
Mustafa Ozkan Yerebakan
Andersen Zhang
Dehao Zhang
Meng Yuan Zhang
Minmin Zhang
Xiyu Zhao
Zhining Zhou
Mathias Zink Koelle
Jack Spencer Zohoury
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Materials Science and Engineering
Hallie Hsu Byles
Sabrina Kristine Caporuscio
Che Chan
Breanna Marie Decocker
Antonia Deller
Allyson Irene Dugan
Emily Kate Durisin
Alex Escobar
Peter Maine Forhan
Carolina Hennig Frey
Morgan Louise Fry
Kaitlyn N. Haller
Samyak Harsh
Catherine Grace Haslam
Suzanne Michelle Haupt
John William Houghton
Sean Hsu
Carli Huber
Ron Keinan
Madison Francis Krania
Gerald B. Lam
Taylor Brittany Larsen
Jeeho Lee
Dashiell Jonah Lieberman
Julie Marie Riedland
Shengting Shao
Sai Sajani Sivakumar
Brandon Carl Skoog
Ashlynn Marie Stanley
Magel P. Su
Matthew Edward Sweers
Alan Chenyi Xu
Daniel Joseph Zakrzewski
Elizabeth Neeltje Zwier

Mechanical Engineering
Rohan Alexander
Michael James Allen
Anaflavia Almendras Reyes
Brian Kent Barnes
Lucas William Barnes
Kaitlin Anne Beckstrom
Sanjana Belani
Brett Patrick Beloungea
Austin Roger Benoit
Roy Eli Berg
Timothy Alexander Berka
Brendan Charles Blake
Sahit Bollineni
Emmet McGlone Boyle
Evan Thomas Brennan
Gregory Sebastian Brill
Keith Minoru Brodek
Daniel Luis Brunii
Nicholas Anthony Busuito
Jacob E. Byrd
Ivan Jose Carrasco
Jordan Kelly Case
Charlie Castelli
Laine Katherine Chan

Jason Kyle Chang
Bradley Joseph Check
Jiayan Chen
Yitong Chen
Grason Reeves Cheydleur
Christopher Robert Chiaravalli
Patrick James Chirumbole
Christopher Kenneth Choi
Royce Hao Chung
Yossi Cohen
Martha Elizabeth Cope
James Sean Corcoran
Benjamin Gabriel Greenley Corson
Alexander Richard Coryell
Ian Robert Cosgrove
Colin Crowley
Greg De Leon
Troy Nathaniel Dean
Julia Carol DeBolt
Matthew Timothy Dee
Megan Reneé DeHart
Joseph Michael DiBerardino
Wade Russell Dodge
Riley Hayes Doherty
Jonah Anthony Drane
Lawrence Pierce Dettbach
Christopher Louis Dulzo
Jose Rone Habaradas Eisma
Paul Richard Elder
Elvin Joseph Jimenez Encarnacion
Asher Feigenbaum
Patrick John Ferris
Anthony John Ferzo
Peter Dallas Fitchen
Joseph Michael Fratzke
Joseph Frost
Alex Robert Gamsou
Grant Gregory Gauger
Matthew V. George
Benjamin John Getz
Liam Dineen Gibson
Elijah Goldin
Derek Joseph Gonyon
Jessica Madalena Goshorn
Elizabeth Shelby Goulston
Grant Gerard Groshek
Maxwell Relles Gross
Yide Gu
Archit Gupta
Zachary David Gurian
Benjamin Joseph Hagen
Alexandra Hannah Hamlock
Vinay Vishwanath Hansoge
Kyle Lee Hansen
Anna Frances Hardig
Kunal Chandrakant Haria
Chloe Yolande Henderson
Matthew Christopher Hopkins
Chengyang Huang
Minghui Huang
Rachel Patricia Hysong
David Winfield Innis
Ross Loyd Jackson
Steven Kenneth Jacobson
Joel Jeffrey Jepson
Amol Jindal
Nathaniel Johnson
Justin John Joseph
Joshua Edmund Neugebohr Kahn
Trenton Davis Karle
Bailey Nicole Keefee
Alexa Faith Kerschenheiter
Daniel Junshik Kim
Devin William Kimberlin
Christopher Adam Klein
Daniel James Knister
Natasha Konanahalli
Mohanraj P. Kothari
Drake Daniel Kress
Éamon Wolfgang Phelps Kummert
Dayna Linda Larson
Austin Lesch
Henry George Lewis
Eric Yang Li
Yuhan Liang
Issac J. Loo
Connor Alexander Lushini
Lucas Henry Marks
Spencer Bruce Marshall
Nicholas Alexander Mastruserio
Colin May
Cody James McKay
Gregory Wendell Murrutry, Jr.
Carlee Hannah Meyers
Douglas Ian Miller
Lauren Anne Miller
Pablo Moncada-Larrotiz
Raghav Muralidharan
Michael Francis Murray
John Philip Neri
Jolene Xin Wei Ng
Alexander Nichols
Marguerite Mary Oeltgen
En Eren Omat Ozeren
Xiao Bin Pan
Danielle Jiwon Park
Miheer Vivek Patankar
Dillon Mehul Patel
Nirmal Nilesh Patel
Shilpen Mines Patel
Kate Alexander Peterson
Samuel Paul Piazza
Jacob Place
Michael Conrad Rahhal
Shreyaa Raman
Jessica Rieckhoff
Tyler Michael Ringler
Sarah Rose Rogers
Matthew Alexander Romzek
Julia Rae Roth
Michelle Grace Ruffino
Samuel Jacob Rumack
Tyler William Ruprecht
Martin Safe
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Harsha T. Sajja
Anantharaman Ananthasubramania Sarma
Nicholas James Scalise
Joshua Henry Scharf
Ryan David Sebastian
Marcus Segedin
Samir Punit Shah
Matthew Thomas Sheehan
Samuel Jonathan Shin
Caleb Lau Shipley
Christopher Paul Huang Shu
Ryan Alexander Sierzega
Joseph Lee Skinner
Andrew Joseph Stefanik
Kevin Andrew Stephens, Jr.
Christian L. Stevenson
Blake William Steward
Nishanth Hari Subramaniam
Kanj Sugimori
Lingfeng Sun
Nigel Graham Swenson
Aditya Tammana
Thanasarn Tantivirun
J. Zachary Teitel
Joseph Sungtae Tenbrock
Elissa Nicole Tenenbaum
Ryan Jay Tepper
Ellen Marie Tilford
Liana Y. Tom
Teresa Ellen Tripodi
George Demetrios Tsrirakis
Joshua Timothy Tyrrell

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
Matthew Peter Anderson
Noah Joseph Bagazinski
Sarah Katherine Blackwell
Mikaela Marie Cesario
Tomer Chen
Joseph Walsh Donohue
Samuel Fuchs
Colton Gerber

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
Matthew Peter Anderson
Noah Joseph Bagazinski
Sarah Katherine Blackwell
Mikaela Marie Cesario
Tomer Chen
Joseph Walsh Donohue
Samuel Fuchs
Colton Gerber

Master of Engineering

Applied Climate
Thomas Anthony Hercula
Ranya Ilayian
Emily Anne Upton

Automotive Engineering
Brendan Francis Diamond
Brett Charles Dryer
Jeremy J. Feraack
Peter Mitchell Howley
Jeremy Chih-Wei Law
Douglas James McEwan
James Peng
Douglas James Ragan
Timothy Stolzenfeld

Construction Engineering and Management
Yiwei Liu
Muzaimille Rashid Yarrow

Energy Systems Engineering
Folawiyo Igbekwe Aminu
Bryce Jeffrey Benfield
Sarah Ann Frasier

Global Automotive and Manufacturing Engineering
Saravanan B N
Ivan Alexander Blanco-Heywood
Laurie Beth Davenport
Asha D’Cunha
Jacob Daniel Gannon
Karthick Prakash Ghawalkar
Kristen Holdway Goslawski
Kyle David Hyst
Binu Jose Kochucervuil
Andrew Jacob Kosanka
Matthew Josef-John Malek
Andres Alberto Mejia Millan
Shawn William Murphy
Mangesh Kisan Naykodi
Gulshan Noorsumar
Rima Philippin

Diego Ulises Ruiz Aldrete
Emily Blanca Shewell
Juan Angel Soto Villalobos
Christian Eldredge Thomas
Zachary C. Timpf
Carlos Ivan Tiro
Humberto Villalobos Aquino
Steven Edward Warner
Zachary Lawrence Willoughby

Space Engineering
Adam Jacob Coon
Wayne Raymond Lester
Alan Uriel Rosenthal
Tod Oliver Schulte
Jared Christopher Shimoun
David Patrick Sweeney
Haroon N. Syed
David Christopher Szefi
Steven Michael West
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Master of Engineering

Structural Engineering
Alec Jay Gordon
Ryan Nathanael Lawson

Ryan Francis Mazurek

Systems Engineering and Design
Shalaka Vinayak Halbe

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Microfluidics in Biomedical Sciences
Molly Aliza Kozminsky

Plasma Science and Engineering
Scott J. Hall

Master of Science

Atmospheric, Oceanic and Space Sciences
Adam Michael Schneider

Biomedical Engineering
Nour Arafat
Vivian Meifen Chu
Kyle Deans
Zhenyu Fei
Tejaswini Prakash Hardas
Yuan Li
Samuel Ross Nason
Trang-Tiffany Quynh Nguyen
Jin Pan
Yue Qin
Ramya Ravindran
Neal E. Sanna
Chong Shen
Rachel Jean Wathen
Elissa Joy Welle
Tiana Jasmine Wong
Zhixia Wu
Yuhang Zhang

Computer Science and Engineering
Vandit Agarwal
Preetom Chakraborty
Hossein Golestanl
Rose Catherine Howell
Salar Latifi
Matt Myers
Linh Van Nguyen
Subhankar Pal
Arun Subramaniam
Shijie Xu

Design Science
Emily Catherine Borst
Eva Marie Koester
Beijia Wang

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Christopher Richard Allemang
Paige Eileen Castle
Haoze Chen
Hung-Wen Chen
Kevin Chen
Si Chen
Xing Chen
Yutong Chen
Zhuoyin Chen
Qiaosheng Cheng
Jeffrey Hsien-Ho Chiu
Chun-Ju Chou
Lu Dai
Shengsong Ding
Daniel Dsouza
Xinhong Du
Yiming Duan
Mingxiang Fan
Cheng Fu
Madhura Bhupendra Gandhi
Tianhang Gao

Climate and Space Sciences and Engineering
Daniel Brandt
Ryan Michael Dewey
Ronald Domholdt
Zachary Hartgrove Fair
Kimberly Marie Frauhammer
Emily Lou Judd
Kyle David Klein
Garima Malhotra
Kali Jean Roeten
Sarah Ayelet Spitzer
Sergio Vidal-Luengo
Zihan Wang
Carolyn Nicole Wendeln
Emily Grace Yang

Chang Ge
Xinyuan Gu
Moran Guo
Aaditya Rajiv Hambarde
Samuel Benjamin Hansen
Yining Heng
Sen-Ching Hisao
Die Hu
Jichuan Hu
Po-Kang Huang
Xiaoheng Huang
Xiao Huang
Ziyi Huang

Bor-Kae Kwang
Bhavika Reddy Jallli
Tao Jiang
Makoto Kawabata
Aditya Keskar
Parker Alexander Koch
Chen Li
Cixing Li
Haoyang Li
Jiatong Li
Panfeng Li
Yaqiao Li
Yushu Li
Chung-Wen Liao
Jongyup Lim
Bo-Yao Lin
Chien-Wei Lin
Bowen Liu
Haiyi Liu
Mingjie Liu
Siying Liu
Xiang Liu
Xiaowen Liu
Yang Liu
Yida Liu
Zexiang Liu
Jiaqi Ma
Saurabh Dhananjay Mahajan
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Master of Science

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Vidy a Chidanand Mansur
Uthara Menon
Audrow Nash
Yunhan Ning
Divyansh Pal
Mengzhen Pan
Yen-Ting Pan
Yiyu Pan
Hongyu Pang
McKinley Pugh
Yanxiong Qian
Mushfequr Rahman
Akash Rastogi
Anshuman Samantray
William Joseph Schell
Hyungjoo Seo
Jia Shi
Yan Shi
Yaohua Shi
Zhan Shi
Henry Oskar Burst Singer
Sajal Sagar Singh
Andres Augustine Sisneros
Chan Ho Soh
He Song
Eric Daniel Steinbach
Zhaodun Su
Hongyi Sun
Ximeng Sun
Karan Suri
Tianjian Tang
Abhishek Thakur
Feng Tian
Pengkun Tian
Chen Wang
Lei Wang
Muyang Wang
Xiaoming Wang
Yueqi Wang
Yupeng Wang
Zhusheng Wang
Ziqi Wang
Siyao Wu
Yirui Wu
Pei-Xuan Xie
Yuwei Xie
Yu Xin
Yuxiao Xu
Zhan Xu
Bixia Yan
Yihao Ye
Zhou Yu
Haibin Zhang
Xinrui Zhang
Yimeng Zhang
Yuxi Zhang
Hao Zheng
Hao Zheng
Hengfei Zhong
Jiawei Zhong
Shi Zhou
Tianyu Zhou
Haonan Zhu
Lili Zhu
Mengzi Zhu
Zikang Zhu
Junyu Zou

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Abdullah Abdulhadi M Albeladi
Mansur Maturidi Arief
Yutong Chen
Yuchen Dong
Kun He
Claudia Hu
Faheem Ahmad Saleem Kaskar
Jianang Li
Nikhil Jonathan Rego
Byron Alexander Tasseff
Chien-Yi Tsai
Sarah Wang
Quucheng Wang
Zhengyang Wu
Haofan Zhang
Qianyi Zhang
Qiaoning Zhang
Elise Zhou

Macromolecular Science and Engineering
Taeyong Ahn
Dukhan Kim
Ying Liu
Alyssa Tamra Travitz

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
Nicholas Robert English
Tristan James Patrick Wright

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences
Tyler J. Cousins
David Fobar
Charles Olson Leak
Terrence Nolan
Valerie Nwadeyi
Robert Nicholas Wahlen
Andrew Steven Wilhelm

Robotics
Vivek Reddy Alla
Brian Arthur Bittner
John Edward Busch, Jr.
Gustavo Jose Camargo Parodi
Jeremy Doty Castagno
Yu-Ming Chen
Chun-Ming Chiu
Stephane Roger Mikael Dadian
Mrunmayee Shripad Deshpande
Tigist Diriba
Xinzhi Fan
Kevin David French
Yaohui Guo
Bruce J.K. Huang
Kai Jia
Sisi Li
Kevin Marc Lieberman
Theodore Stein Nowak
Divyansh Pal
Chien-Wen Pan
Rajashree Ravi
Mengyao Ruan
Atulya Shivam Shree
Abhishek Venkataraman
Kevin Xia
Zhentao Xu
Ding Zhang
Yunwen Zhou

Master of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Sanskar Bhattacharya
Thomas Andrew Billings
Jackson Burrus
Wenjie Cai
Austin Timothy Harms
Michael Emerson Holloway
Eric Howard Killian
Jacob David Kurtz
Enoch Yannum Lee
Tzu-Hsiang Lin
Tong Liu
Christopher Lupp
Zachary Robert Meves
Agnit Mukhopadhyay
Siddharth Suhas Pawar
Charu Liy Raghavan
Briana Lynn Rodriguez
Divya Sanghi
Sneha Sanjeevini
Shikhar Shah
Daniel Paul Spatcher
Jacob Samuel Tukel
Alexander Ryan Vazsonyi
Kevin Oliver Viveros
Benjamin Nathan Wachs
Tung-Yu Wu
Neil Wu
Yi Yang
Anil Yildirim
Master of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Luwei Yu
Zhanzhan Zhao

Biomedical Engineering
Brendan Thomas Kane Berg
Ciara Maria Caldwell
Camden David Cheek
Rachel Samantha Dick
Nhu Quynh-Thi Do
Alexander Murphy Driessche
Brittany Lauren Gadigian
Hannah Marie Cox Gannon
Christopher Gabriel Gidley
Leora Esther Goldbloom-Helzner
Megan Rose Grima
Anne Gu
Farah Huq
Suraj Jai palli
Yonggil Jang
Philip Lee
Joshua Daniel LeVay
Catherine Jiaen Long
Camila Maria Luciano
Adam Zachary Minchella
Sami Natla
Madhurima Parigi
Matthew Ward Pierce
Franklin S. Qiu
Theodore Elijah Sallen
Jordan Marie Scott
Alyssa Renee Sebring
Julian Trojan Sit
David Michael Sniecinski
Sudharsan Srinivasan
Carly Erin Swiftney
Nusayba Mohammad Tabbah
Charles Cameron Taylor
Erik Michael Thomas
Haley Lauren Titinger
Ferrous Selenium Ward
Olga Maria Wroblewski
Phillip Yang
Mingxiao Zhang

Chemical Engineering
Alexander Adams
Austin W. Bingham
Tristan Brohm
Cailin Anne Buchanan
Joseph Michael Cicchese
Sean Thomas Dix
Heather Fairbain
Rachael Jean Muxlow Harrington
John Russell Hemmerling
Candria Chanel Jones
Hannah Kim
Ifeyani Kizito Madu
Ian J. Nessler
Emma Purcell
Cameron Craig Sloan

Kaylee Judith Smith
Nathaniel Alexander Sunderlin
Grace Xiao En Tan
Kaixin Tan
Stanley Siki Wang
Zixuan Wang

Civil Engineering
Trevor Chou
William Mayas Davids
Alyssa Anna DeSimone
Hang Gao
Jayi Gao
Goldie Nicola Gunawan
Yulin Guo
Gwendolyn Rita Hubbard
Dan Qiao
Maureen Theresia
Stacey Renee Valentine
Jue Wang

Computer Science and Engineering
Jungio Bang
Samantha Barros Silvera
Dmitry Igorevich Bondarenko
Nicholas William Bush
Patrick Henry Coyle
Mohamed El Banani
Manav Gbahawala
I-An Huang
Brian David Ma
Jay Suresh Mulani
Deepika Natarajan
Cyrus Nikolaidis
Alexander Anhong Wang
Austin David Yarger
Bowen Zhang

Construction Engineering and Management
Esteban Jose Infante Merheg
Ting Yang

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Ajith Chacko
Ajaay Gobi Chandrasekaran
Fangyuan Chang
Siyan Chen
Siuyan Chen
Paul Andrew Giessner
Jiapeng Guo
Abigail Le Kern
Shuyan Li
Yisi Liu
Yu Liu
Duane Robert London
Jiao Ma
Qian Ma
Hang Ren
Amit Shah

Environmental Engineering
Timothy Fairley
Abby Kleinheksel
Kathryn Louise Langenfeld
Enrique Emanuel Rodriguez
Mingyan Tian
Zhonglin Tian
Yuehan Wu
Tongyan Xu
Jin Yan
Cheng Yang
Yang Yang
Kate Julianne Kinchen Yuhas
Weina Zhang
Bowen Zhou

Electrical Engineering
Xiangxuan Ge
Kyuseok Lee
Patrick Tsai
Yiwen Zhang

Electrical Engineering-Systems
Brian Chang
Matthew Jiachen Cui
Catherine Marie Culkin
Ran Jia
Claire Katherine Nulty
Siddharth Venkatesan
Alex Jeffrey Ying

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Stephanie Marina Breteron
Joy Catherine Chang
William W. Chen
Tamara Michelle Craven
Bethany Anna Daniel
Nathan Richard Estes
Elizabeth Ann Ettleson
Alec Leon Evan
Yusuf K. Ghani
Tasha A. Gillum
Conner James Goodrum
Eric Lee Huang
Derek Nicholas Kennedy
Maaz Khalid
Changhoo Kim
Ilkka Kalevi Kovanen

Environmental Engineering
Timothy Fairley
Abby Kleinheksel
Kate Julianne Kinchen Yuhas
Weina Zhang
Bowen Zhou

Construction Engineering and Management
Esteban Jose Infante Merheg
Ting Yang

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Ajith Chacko
Ajaay Gobi Chandrasekaran
Fangyuan Chang
Siyan Chen
Siuyan Chen
Paul Andrew Giessner
Jiapeng Guo
Abigail Le Kern
Shuyan Li
Yisi Liu
Yu Liu
Duane Robert London
Jiao Ma
Qian Ma
Hang Ren
Amit Shah

Environmental Engineering
Timothy Fairley
Abby Kleinheksel
Kate Julianne Kinchen Yuhas
Weina Zhang
Bowen Zhou
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Master of Science in Engineering

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Zhanren Li
Qingya Liu
Mark Ma
Laith Markis Nona
Uygar Ozdemir
Hannah Rose Schapiro
Shuai Shao
Xuanbo She
Yixuan Shi
Justin Eric Steuer
Lukas Raymond Stull
Lingchen Sun
Michael Alexander Szocik
Hwon Tak
Joshua Paul Thariath
Atakan Tin
Keng Tsao
Nicha Viraporn
Allison Elizabeth Ward
Yi Yang
Cheryl Jia-xue Zhang
Xin Zhang
Xuanya Zhang

Macromolecular Science and Engineering
Bryce Michael Kriegman
Rachel Ellen Shifman

Materials Science and Engineering
Jacob Ryan Garves
Yiqiao Huang
Celia Grace Keany
Daniel Lee
Katherine Theresa Vaidya
Xinyu Zhang

Mechanical Engineering
Arun Ashok Rao
Gregory Matthew Auerbach
Mohammad Azimi
Subramaniam Balakrishna
Akshay Bhardwaj
Philip Michael Burke
Yingjie Cai
Douglas Robert Carder
Chih-Chao Chang
Tse-Shao Chang
Valerie Li-Chi Chen
Yusen Chen
Tung-Yi Chiu
Shihcheng Andrew Chu
Fan Chung
Ignacio Estrada Garcia
Dana Marie Felberg
Cong Fu
Aaron Michael Garnier
Benjamin Daniel Goldier
Amy Elizabeth Goodell
Yu Han
Eric Miller Harding
Fanchen He
Keith Charles Heine
Lucca Aster Henrion
Gordon Hsu
Junhao Hu
Chien-Po Huang
Suresh Kumar Jayaraman
Ashwin Kannan Iyengar
Shanal Katiyar
Hun Kim
Jun Young Kim
Hyung Suk Kwon
Ming-Jui Li
Shuying Li
Chenfan Lian
Chang Liu
Lixi Liu
Weigang Liu
Sheng Lo
Hung-Chien Luh
Matthew James Lund
Song Lyu
Kevin Hao Ma
Jie Mei
Elizabeth Marie Miranda
Amir Nankali
Trey Collins Neveux
Yanqing Pan
Luke Etienne Petersen
Randi Peterson
Charles Frank Pinzone
Aniruddhe Pradhan
Bhupendra Prashanth
Ramakrishnan
Yi Ren
Tianqu Shao
Nils Paul Stephanus Smit-Anseeuw
Madison Elizabeth Strauss
Yi-Chung Su
Lei Sun
Keng Tsao
Gabrielle Elizabeth Moilanen
Vuylsteke
Ting Wang
Lars Stephen Watts
Nikki Eden Weiss
Yifan Weng
Tung-Yan Wu
Junshi Xu
Jih-Kai Yeh
Yuxiang Zhang
Bowen Zhou
Bingqing Zu

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
James Anthony Collier
Keith Charles Heine
Bradford G. Knight
Jie Mei
James William Spain

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences
Noora Hussein Abdulrahman Ba Sunbul
Austin Lewis Carter
Sunming Qin
Adam J. Weidman
A. ALFRED TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

Founded in 1913, Jonathan Massey, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Architecture

Vanessa Alvarez  
Christopher Rodrick Banks  
Ellis Wills-Begley  
Joseph Chase  
Allison Corey  
Hailey Elisabeth Craft  
Mitchell Carter Curtiss  
Ethan Ashron Davis  
Willow Grace Davis  
Kristina Ann Dittrich  
Yichen Carter  
Grace Earl  
Alyssa Ann Fellabaum

David Ezequiel Finqueliwvich  
Jessica Leigh Golden  
Nadim Hajj Ahmad  
James Hartman  
Hanna Elizabeth Jeffers  
Ian James Johnson  
Giovanni Martinez  
Christopher Michael Myefski  
Elly Anna Qing Ling Ngoh  
Radit Miche Nismombun  
Henry Edward Peters  
Caroline Christine Ann Petersen  
Simone Wang Pierce

Master of Architecture

Jugal Sunil Ahuja  
Ali Ayousefi  
Robert Francis Allsop  
Muhammad Alshadood  
Eileen Arcos  
Daniel Barrios  
Deepa Aravind Bharadwaj  
Amee Akhilkumar Bhatt  
Theresa Shannen Hudvardjio  
Kevin Joseph Bukowski  
Stephanie Louise Bunt  
Westley Josiah Burger  
Laura Virginia Burnett  
Naree Byun  
Christopher M. Campbell  
Chenhao Cao  
Olavia Chivite Amigo  
Jibye Choe  
Aditi Choudhary  
Gary Chung  
Daniel William Clunis  
Christian Dior Coles  
Benny Cruz  
Scott Kennedy Deisher  
Yueru Deng  
Abhishek Alark Desai  
Laura Ritchie Devine  
Ning Ding  
Victor Emmanuel Henson Dionisio  
Morgan Rachel Emnt  
Elliott Jeffrey Evans  
Diana Yi Fang  
Xuan Fei  
Colleen Anne Fellows  
Vanessa Alessandra Flebbe  
Allison Michelle Ford  
Zachary Christopher Geimer  
Jake Arthur Gondek  
Annemaria Ruth Groenhout  
Sameeksha Gulati  
Pengfei He  
Karl William Heckman  
Rachael Henry  
Alecia J. Hlebechuk  
Rachel Elizabeth Hrobon  
Xiya Hu  
Katie Huang  
Elizabeth Shana Joe  
Andrew Raymond Kaczmarek  
Kimball Regi Kaiser  
Theresa Elana Kaplan  
Lindsey Marie Karasik  
Christina Misun Kim  
Eunji Kim  
Sean Kim  
Sung Su Kim  
Yongjoon Kim  
Seth A. Kopka  
Lisa Rene Kuhn  
Panquat Michael Kyesmu  
Lauren Elizabeth Lahr  
Feier Lan  
Hao Li  
Meng Li  
Ziyang Lin  
Zoe Xuanyi Lou  
Vaishnavi Vivek Magar  
Stephen Daniel Magray  
Adam Patrick Mahardy  
Tamara Jasmine Marek  
Amanda Emily Mauser  
Timothy Robert McDonough  
Taylor Anne Mentzer  
Lauren Kay Miller  
Megan Nicole Mohney  
Jared Monce  
Paul Maxwell Neiswander  
Loran Marie Newman  
Daniel Nguyen  
Nerson Y. Orahia  
Chanjur Park  
Taylor Lauren Pogue  
Oliver Popadich  
Mieko Alexandra Preston  
Nikita Sharad Rane  
Juan David Restrepo  
Logan Cary Richmond  
Stephanie Ann Rydecki

Emily Doris Post  
Jacqueline Mair Pothier  
Oran Revivo  
Noelle Christina Ridley  
Cassandra Orit Rota  
Emily Anne Rumrill  
Jacob Samuel Sanders  
John Fowler Spellman  
Peyton Elizabeth Steuer  
Mia Reynolds Voevodsky  
Yankun Wang  
Austin Hunter Wiskur  
Chin-Hsi Yu

Antonella Sallaku  
Kevin Krishnan Materi  
Titli Sanyal  
Tyler James Schafsm  
Daniel Phillip Seidman  
Qianmo Sha  
Xin Shen  
Donghee Shin  
Daniel Bryan Smith  
Theodore S. Song  
Morgan Taylor Stackman  
Melanie Stepanicich  
Yao Tang  
Sara Latrice Timberlake  
Evan Michael Timm  
Stephanie Tong  
Danieille Marie Towless  
Ryan Michael Tretow  
Long Nam Vo  
Florencire Miyabi Warner  
Charles Taylor Weak  
Matthew Jacob Weinberg  
Nathan Michael Wessely  
Cheuk Fu Jeffrey Wong  
Shiyu Wu  
Wei Wu  
Xiaofei Wu  
Wei Xia  
Dongfang Xie  
Shujie Xie  
Qianhe Xu  
Christina Yan  
Irene Wanqi Yang  
Lianyuan Ye  
Yun-Chih Yeh  
Xuran Yuan  
Min Zhang  
Shufan Zhang  
Yameng Zhang  
Dailin Zhao  
Anyuan Zhou  
Bo Zou
A. ALFRED TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

Master of Urban Design

Michael Amidon  Xuewei Chen  Srinidhi Venugopal

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Architecture Design and Research

Fatima Mohamed Abdalla Ali Alzaabi
Rahul Attrya
Javiera Ignacia Balut Oyarzún

Swati Goel  Zehui Hong  Ting-Chian Jin  Sweeya P Tangudu  Shreya Sanjay Samruddhi Porey  Jaemoon Rhee  Reema Tarabichi  Minxue Wang  Jun Xu  Yingying Zeng  Shaoran Zhang

Master of Urban Planning

Urban and Regional Planning

Melissa Bloem
Emily Jane Burrowes
Grace Enyoung Cho
Alvin Hawkins Darden
William Robert Doran
Moira Williams Egler
Marlena Hanlon
Tyler Elise Hardy
Andrew William Justus
Bradley Scott Kotrba
Samuel Cantor Krassenstein


SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Founded in 1921, Elizabeth Birr Moje, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Education

Nicole Jean Artz  Colleen Marie Bertoni  Mandy Birkholz
Delaney Clarissa-Ruth Brewer
Vanessa Villa Mathilda D'Souza
Arianna Catherine Mae Dixon
Jennifer Lynn Dixon
Jessica Lynne English
Sharae Danyale Franklin
Sarah Margaret Giles
Nicolette Jenna Gold
Jeremy Rabinowicz Goodman
Julia Rosslyn Gwizdz
Lauren Ann Heide

Charles Held  Macy Elizabeth Holmberg  Abigail Marie Hültgren  Tianjia Jin  Samantha Kadian  Rachel Lauren Kestenberg  Kaitlin Nicole Koselansky  Nicole Taylor Kringers  Jessica Yi-Ching Ma  Ariel Ruth Martin  Elynor Grace Michel  Emmalee Rose Mills  Emily Jean Munch  McKenzie Lee Ogden  Corey Mathew Ortiz  Kaley Elizabeth Peterson  Laura Ann Rall  Gabrielle Anna Rubinstein  Alison Emily Shoemaker  Madeleine Stagner  Athena Maria Stavropoulos  Caitlin Stewart  Abigail Ruth Stull  Carly Rachel Taub  Dominique Marie Tencza  Siobhan Linda Walsh  Jessica Jordan Wolma
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science in Education

Tyler Barkacs  
Hannah Lily Klayman  
Emily Lauren Konkel  
Kathryn Nicole Pelton

Recommend jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Educational Studies

Nasr Fadhel Abdullah Abdo  
Fatimah Adenike Adebiyi  
Christopher Britten Bruno  
Jarad Ford  
Jeremy Horne  
Michelle Li  
Estefhaney Roxana Lopez  
Dexter Alonzo Moore, Jr.  
Leigh Celeste Morrison  
Gage Lyn-Alan Peavler  
Oscar Obed Ramirez

Eman Saleh  
Kristen Maria Satchel  
Julie Filberg Scherer  
Caylan Monet Stevens  
Satra D. Taylor  
Estefanita Jaselle Valdez  
Ning Wang  
Kehui Zhang

Higher Education

Dayna Asante-Appiah  
Ashleigh Bell

Nathanael Robert Boorsma  
Julie Ellen Burnett  
Sooji Kim  
Madeline Suzanne Mathews  
Colleen Alexa McNamee  
Lori Meehan  
Sanchet Chandrakshar Sharma  
Julia Lynn Sohn  
Javier Solorzano Parada  
Amara Brighe Sugalski

Master of Science

Educational Studies

Katherine C. Crocker  
Jessica Lee Stachowski

STEPHEN M. ROSS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Founded in 1924, Scott DeRue, Edward J. Frey Dean of Business

Bachelor of Business Administration

Ehsen Abdul-Kabir  
Michael Abushacra  
Mario Anthony Agosta  
Sung-Joon Ahn  
Julie Ahn  
Stephanie Morgan Alberti  
Ahsan Asad Ali  
Daniela Mia Allen  
Arin Amin  
Vishal Amin  
Tommaso Davide Angelini  
Tyler Michael Angers  
Katy Amanda Ansel  
Akshada Adumya Apte  
Paige Elizabeth Aresco  
Austin Ash  
Derek Samuel Ash  
Lauren Michele Ayers  
Jon Michael Bain  
Maxwell Patterson Baker  
Justin Robert Baker  
Shivani Bakre  
Jay Friese Banet  
Mac Alec Bank  
Schuler Gregory Barker  
Ross Ebner Barlow  
Javonne Maurice Barrett  
Lindsey Brooke Barrison  
Sydney Claire Bartell  
Megan Elizabeth Bauer  
Matthew Brian Bauerbach  
Samir Baz  
Evan A. Becker  
Tyrer Tsong-Ming Bee  
Briana Lauren Beger  
Andrew A. Bekheet  
Michelle Jane Belgrof  
Ari Michael Bender  
Carly Jaclyn Berger  
Alyssa Lauren Berry  
Evan Betoff  
Kathleen Margery Bird  
George Bistolarides  
Jason Michael Bittker  
Peter Andrew Bogle, Jr.  
Sofia Bonito  
Joseph Park Bonvouloir  
Eric Andrew Boyle  
Maxwell James Bradley  
Max Marcus Brandl  
Ryan Connor Brice  
Ellene Bricolas  
Dylan Britts-Tannenbaum  
Adam Yeager Brodnax  
Alexander David Bugajski  
Ashlyn Elizabeth Buning  
Korey Ross Burdman  
Suril Butala  
Amy Cai  
Brian Cai  
Maria Ann Callaghan  
Forrest Yue Cao  
Matthew Harris Caplan  
Robert James Carey  
Marie Suzanne Carozza  
Theodore Edward Caruso
Bachelor of Business Administration

Amol Carvalho  
Kara Therese Cendrowski  
Wyatt Ross Chamlin  
Jeffrey Steven Chan  
Justin Chan  
Nikhil Chandok  
Matthew Chang  
Christina Wen Chang  
Victoria Lee Chapin  
Alexa Evangeline Charles  
Andrew Quinn Charlton  
Colin Lawrence Chesman  
Haoyang Chen  
Nina Chen  
Regina Sheoya Chen  
Jeffrey Connor Chen  
Debbie Hong-Yee Cheng  
Michael Chertkov-Felshtinsky  
Ilene Cheung-Cheng  
Akshay N. Chhajed  
Hirsh Kumar Chitkara  
Rosy Chiu  
Paul Daniel Christ III  
Jacky Chu  
Amanda M. Ciancio  
Matthew Richard Cimini  
Nicole Ann Ciolfi  
André Deodat Clejan  
Joshua Isaac Cohen  
Bradley Collins  
Kellie Elizabeth Condon  
Mackenzie Terese Conklin  
Mackenzie Lyn Connolly  
Arielle E. Copeland  
Trevor Coughlin  
Noah Curhan  
Katherine Marie Curran  
Matthew Joseph Curtis  
Yue Dai  
Thomas John Daly  
Ajay Krishna Das  
Joshua Michael Davis  
Chaghig Demirjian  
Nand Y. Desai  
Heather F. Desino  
Thomas Matthew Donovan  
Susan Huixian Doong  
Mitchell Kurtis Doppelt  
Jane Dow  
Quan Du  
Julia Thanhdi Thai Duong  
Andrew Kenneth Efimoff  
Sydney Marie Elmer  
Jake Eriksen  
Tomas Martin Espinosa  
Jonathan Joseph Evans  
Assad M. Fatch  
Casey Jean Fealko  
Ariana Sarah Feder  
Jared Feldman  
Kathleen Noelle Felicelli  
Jonathan Abraham Felker  
Ryan Marc Fellman  
Andrew Felman  
Briana Feng  
Matias Riglos Ferro  
Sabel Rebecca Fink  
Andrew Brett Fink  
John Andrew Fioriti  
Jeffrey Scott Fischer  
Nate Fisher  
Jonathan Fisher  
Emily Elizabeth Fisher  
Cody Jeremy Flanzer  
Grace Anne French  
Chad Marshall Friedberg  
Emily Hannah Friedman  
Matthew Jordan Friend  
Isobel Rose Futter  
Paige Mackenzie Gagnon  
Tyler Samuel Gardiner  
Evan Samuel Garfinkel  
Kevin James Gay  
Grant Thomas Geiger  
Jordan Mitchell Gertzman  
Thomas Andrew Girdler  
Emily Rose Glazer  
Garrett Stephen Goldsmith  
Brycen Daniel Goldstein  
Madison Blake Goodman  
Emily Rebecca Gorman  
Anna Maria Gorzalski  
Dhara Jayesh Gosalia  
Gauri Govil  
Gregory Peter Graham  
Nancy Ann Graham  
Rowan Grewal  
Kathryn A. Grier  
Benjamin Pierce Grissim  
Jacob Groden  
William Gu  
Amanda Guo  
Naman Gupta  
Shana Jaye Haddad  
Sarrah Shabib Hakim  
Sarah Lindsey Hansen  
Allison Sarah Harris  
Myles Joseph Hawkins  
Connor Hawley  
Zoe Hawtow  
Emma Alice Hayes  
Emma Rebecca Heiden  
Brian Robert Heiligenthal  
Oliver Daniel Henry  
Benjamin Davis Hester  
Jennifer Ashley Hill  
Karishma A. Hingorani  
Phu Ho  
Eldar Hoessel  
Kerri Anne Hogarth  
David Andrew Holtz  
Chance Harrison Horky  
Elyse Taleen Hovanesian  
Kerry Hu  
Megan Therese Hull  
Adam J. Humerick  
Carlton Lynn Hunter  
Farhad Hussain  
Andrew Cook Hyde  
Petersen Ianakiev  
Michael Yongkyun Im  
Sohail Intiaz  
Shaheda K. Islam  
Kesihiro Sean Iwasaki  
Aditya Subramaniam Iyer  
Joshua J. Jackman  
Akshay Jain  
Michael Mulqueen Jamieson  
Ted Janes  
Robert Thomas Janeway  
Arielle Janpanah  
Mark Taylor Janssen  
Grant Alexander Jason  
Claire Madeline Jilek  
Kenneth Johnson  
Nicholas Wilfred Johnson  
Erin Elizabeth Johnson  
Alexandra Haydon Johnson  
Wilson Joseph Jones  
Rami H. Kadouh  
Ardavan Kamran  
Karla Kane  
Juhi Harit Kapadia  
Mitchell Jacob Kasselman  
Jordan Daniel Katz  
Arjun Kaushal  
Elayna Marie Kaylor  
Katherine Keane  
Ellyse Morgan Keller  
Kevin Patrick Kelly  
Jonah Joseph Kemp  
Julie Kesselhaut  
Sachin Satish Ketkar  
Alyce Khalifa  
Ayesha Amna Khan  
Ameya Anand Khare  
Vlad Elliot Khodik  
Matthew Jaehyun Kim  
Jacklyn Kim  
Nicolas Kim  
Hyun Jin Kim  
Ayleen Kim  
Justin C. Kim  
Irene Kim  
Ryan Scott King  
Shira Nehama Kitay  
Ashley Blake Kleeman  
Peter Jacob Klein  
Maria Nicole Klots  
Benjamin Karl Knapp  
Keith James Knopp  
Sanjay Koduvalli  
Mario Koje  
Prarthana Devi Kotagiri
Bachelor of Business Administration

Adam Scott Kozek
Emmet Churchill Kulka
Tanvi Kulkarni
Revathy S. Kumar
Jacob Scott Lacks
William Bradley Laffrey
Peter T. Lally
Megan Katherine Lam
Kaitlin Amberly Lambert
Brett Ray Lancaster
Catherine Alice Lanchak
Emily Rose Laws
Ashley Hanjoo Lee
Chia-Yen Lee
Brian (Juhuyuk) Lee
Preston Boonjamalik Lee
London Amani Leonard
Caitlin Danielle LeRoux
Mac Benjamin Levin
William Matthew Levin
Coby Todd Levine
Michael John Levitsky
Jacob Rossman Lightman
Connie Yuja Lin
Kevin Joseph Linehan
Richard Cong Liu
Erin Nicole Loch
Juliet Elizabeth Logan
Jason Z. Lu
Hancheng Lu
John Walls Luciani
Trey Steven Lundmark
Alexandre Manning Lurz
Alisha Leena Luthra
Ethan Aaron Lutz
Kristen Marie Lynch
Hei Tung Fiona Ma
Mara Curran MacLean
Daniel Paul Madion
Maria Elisa Malinowski
Courtney Jean Maliszewski
Kyle John Mallon
Meagan Kelly Malm
Devon Maltz
Zachary Mason Manheimer
Mike Manzinger
Ian J. Marshall
Ian Christopher Marzke
Jack Ford Massie
Destinee Jair Massie
Abhishek J. McFarland
Kyle Patrick McGeough
Kiva Amoy McGhee
Andrew Junhua Mei
Gohar Melkonyan
Meghan Alexandra Patricia Meneguzzi
Gloria Meng
Christine Mikayla Mifsud
Jacob Harry Migdal
Danielle Sharon Mileto
James Thomas Miller
David Joseph Mintz
Daniel Bruce Miron
Soham Misha
Alex Mitchell
Simon Yifan Mo
Kunji Paulin Modi
Mara Alexandra Moldovan
Ryan Kurtz Moonka
Leah Mariska More
Carlie Allison Morrow
Abhimanyu Muchhal
Thislal Mudaige
Matthew W. Mueggler
Sabrina Karen Mui
Conor John Mulvey
Radwan Adnan Munkarah
Chanel LaRae Murff
Conor Walter Murphy
Andrew C. Murtland
Rahul R. Nair
Alexandra Danielle Namba
Rahul Narayanan
Grace Anne Nasr
Tristan Neeb
Asher Michael Nelson
Lauren Marie Neumann
Joshua Noah Newman
Eric Ngan
Kenta Andrew Nomoto
John Adam Oettinger
Connor O’hora
Maxwell Logan Oilman-Williams
Jacqueline Lily Olofson
Samuel Orley
Madison Oshefsky
Matthew Adrian Oberberg
Joseph Frank Pagano, Jr.
Maria Starr Pagnucco
Jasmine Palakurthi
Michael Joseph Palazzolo
Benjamin A. Pan
Nicholas Thomas Panagakis
Joseph Angelo Panella
Jay Tushar Parekh
Bhavik Himaxu Parikh
Elaine Park
Courtney Anne Parr
Alexander Paruk
Ayeesha Patel
Priya Rakesh Patel
Meghnat J. Patel
Sona Rattanadeep Patel
Kaivalya Tushar Patel
Rayna Deepak Patel
Nikhil M. Patel
Zachary Caleb Peltz
Frank Sen Peng
Paula Pericas
Jesse Peterson
Alexander Cullen Podges
Joseph Donald Popielarz
Geoffrey Hulme Pottow
Madisen Mae Powell
Nicholas M. Pozsar
Deepika Pradeep
Nicky Xinyi Qiu
Becky-Phung Thien Quach
Alexander Scott Rakestraw
Anna Rose Ranger
Shreya Ranjan
Samuel Nicas Reach
Casey Ann Read
Vamsi T. Reddy
Michael John Revord
Mercedes Philbin Reyes
Christina Irene Ridella
Dianne Sungjee Ro
Juan Carlos Rodriguez
Kathleen Roe
Aaron Jacob Roer
Madelene May Rose
Dustin Jeremy Ross
Matthew Stefano Rossi
Jaclyn Taylor Roth
Joseph Martin Runco
Benjamin Matthew Russ
Sydney Camille Samson
Yash Sathe
Matthew Perry Schmidt
Alexander Randolph Nicolas Schneider
Michael Jared Schur
Lauren LeGrand Scott
Jack Hunter Scott
Ean Kyle Seinfeld
Andrew Jacob Seltz
Aynl Sencift
Kyle Seychel
Shayan Shafii
Shyam S. Shah
Parth Shah
Nisarg A. Shah
Jeet K. Shah
Adam Shaalem
Thomas Edwin Sheeren
Danny Sheinbaum
Jackson Albert Shepherd
Danny Sheridan
Evan Louis Siegel
Alexandra J. Silverman
Amber Lindsay Simmons
Aarond Sydney Simon
Kevin Austin Sinetar
Rohan Singha
Angelica Belle Sinito
Chithirini Sivashankar
Jake Alexander Sliman
Elliott Benjamin Small
Alyssa Brooke Smiley
Benjamin Gates Smith
Julien Michael Richard Smith
Kendall Smith
Jennifer Elizabeth Smith
Andrew Thomas Soenksen
Bachelor of Business Administration

David Solomon
Christopher Solomon
Joshua Stephen Speak
Christian Thomas Stieber
Shreya Srinivasan
Raina Srivastava
Shobit Dayal Srivastava
Katherine Carrigan Stankey
Sarah Elizabeth Starr
Alex Steilen
Eric Ross Steinberg
Benjamin Joseph Stempel
Jake Rowan Stedlicki
Ozzie Salnikov Stone
Isaiah Jon Stone-Wheatley
Sarah Ann Stormzand
Madeline Elizabeth Stroin
John Courage McLaren Stroud
Michael Wayne Stroeski
Rachel Kathleen Stuhlreher
Jason Wei-Wei Su
Sita Subramanian
Ben Thomas Sutkiewicz
Shanae B. Swaby
Brooke Lauren Swartz
Emily Joanna Swartz
Wiktore Tomasz Szreck
Tala M. Taleb
Karan Talreja
Anna Tamshinsky
Aaron Chian Yi Tan
Helen Bin Hong Tan
Alex Daniel Tarowsky
Boyce Anthony Taylor
Ryan James Tisch
Kyle Patrick Tobias
John Tobin
Alyssa Tin-Chih Toye
Stephanie Anne Trierweiler
Lucas Takeo Trierweiler
Erica Annie Tsangeos
Nicholas Scott Tsangeos
Catherine Yuan Ting Tseng
Jacqueline Tsontakis
Sabiya Denee Turner
Cristina Tye
Puja R. Valera
Zachary Scott Vance
Danielle Joy Vanzura
Andrew Brandon Vaysman
Samuel West Vetromile
Lakan Wallace Vittone
Garrett Alexander Wallace
Zixuan Wang
Hannah Wang
Hannah Claudine Wasserman
Jake Garret Wasserman
Mary Elizabeth Weipert
Suzanne Lee Weiss
Alex Samuel Weiss
Alexis Storm West
Andrew Thomas Westphal
Regan Wilcox
Christopher Wilk
Elizabeth Ann Wilkins
Justin Michael Williams
David Eyal Woldenberg
Corinne Wong
Vanessa Wong
Sarah Kristine Wood
Tim Worley
Ross Michael Wright
Langsi Wu
Gao Hua Xia
Sarah Xie
George Xu
Yue Xu
Amy X Yang
Kevin T. Yang
Jennifer Anne Yang
Ren Yi
Ryan William Yuen
Julia Zazove
Katelyn Lee Zetzman
Jennifer Zhang
Kevin Zhang
Richard Ming Zhang
Raymond Zhao
Sarah Sun Zheng
Cindy Yang Zhou
Justin Tyler Zipkin
Charlotte Sarah Zukauckas
Gregory Cole Zuroff

Master of Accounting

Alexandra Marie Atkins
Steven Berg
Amanda Renee Berry
Jinyuan Cao
Wei Qi Chen
Keyin Chen
Eunyoung Choi
Joshua Lee Crown
Brianne Diassi
Carl Lewis Dickson
Lauren Elizabeth Dodge
Zoe Renee Dowell
Cameron Michael Doyle
Nicholas Farris
Farhat Fatima
Emma Nancy Feikens
Yutong Feng
Jane Marie Fineis
Paul Andrew Florschutz
Emily Harrison Foley
Lindsay Lewann Frostick
Amer Ghalawanji
Sophia Elizabeth Ginotti
Jeremy David Glod
Christopher Beau Goulding
Tyler Dehn Graf
Arundhati V. Hadagali
Matthew M. Halim
Joo Young Han
Raul Omar Hernandez Calderon
Elise Christine Hess
Cassandra Dell Hoffman
Addi Hollinshead
Jiahui Hou
Haley Erin Howell
Weising Huang
Claudio Leberaeeil
Yichen Jin
Xiaoqing Jin
Katherine Ann Karajoff
Young Min Kim
Stephan Mark Klasson
Sotonye Koko
Lindsey Anne Koth
Jennifer Nicole Kowalski
Daniel Paul Kubert
Breonna Laura Lark
Elaine Lin
Wanyu Ling
Yu Chen Ling
Christine Lu
Tianyi Ma
Yu Meng
Katherine Miao
Jia Miao
Tyanique O’Shea Morgan
Abigail Sue Moynihan
Courtney Marie Munley
Dayoon Park
Divya Patel
Justin Sean Pennish
Rodrick R. Perkins
Matt Bogdan Przybylsz
Mark Gabriel Safranek
Daniel Noah Savakus
Kellie Ann Scott
Xiantong Sheng
Patricia Elise Sholtis
Hallie Marie Taylor
Yifan Tong
Huo Huan Tu
Ryan Gonne Van Dagens
Nikhil Manoj Wadhva
Jack Thomas Wahrman
Wenxun Wang
Qingyang Wang
John Thomas Wangler, Jr.
Master of Accounting

Wei Wei
Zarra Ann Williams
Austin Williams
Anthony Francis Wirth
Marie Margaret Wolverton
Wen Xing

Jingwen Yang
Tianruo Yang
Jiacheng Yuan
Abid Abbas Zaidi
Yuliang Zhang
Tianyu Zhang
Hongyi Zhang
Qingsong Zhao
Chuqiao Zhao
Katherine Zhao
Bowen Zheng
Nathaniel Charles Zyren

Master of Business Administration

Ammar Ahmad
Avinash Akella
Ali Nabeel Najm Al Tekreeti
Malcolm Hugh Albin
Nisreen Ali
Greg Patrick Allare
Laura Chase Allen
Ariana Almas
Raul Augusto Alvarez Tanaka
Renata Amaral Abib
Maxwell Charles Ammerman
Abhinav Ananta
Ryan Anderson
Ramaswamy Annamalai
Alexis Catherine Apostol
Angela Lee-Voutsos Arnfelt
Philip Nana Kwamena Bafo
Asamoah
Christopher Scott Atkins
Aaron Isaac Avila
Allan Wei Lun Aw
Gildy Vallarta Babiera
Niall Patrick Bachynski
Ruby Bagdonow
Banafsheh Bagheri
Kristin Margaret Bagley
Harolyn Whelia Baker
V Balaji
Olga Balashova
David James Baldwin
Anthony James Ballesteros
Maxandre Balthazar
Stephen James Bammert
Matthew Bandyk
John Abraham Barbour
Jake Barnett
Bryan Courtney Barnhill II
Johnathon Allen Barrett
Iulia Basko
Melina Ann Bast
Daniel Ricardo Batista Teixeira
Emily Jane Beauchamp
Christopher Phillip Beaudry
Maria Freundberg Beemer
Brian Patrick Behan
Robert Belsky
Matan Ben-Isyeh
Gilad Itzhak Ben Yehuda
Stephen Berhalter
Sarah Bettman
Rohan Ravi Bhagwat
Shiyam Bhakta
Shikhar Bhalla
Sneha Bhattacharaya
Jitesh Bhogal
Arya Bhusan
Justin Michael Birkle
Erik Black
Juliana Bleanda-Mogosanu
Kevin D. Blue
Zachary Donald Blum
Raulston Boger
Anna Lee Bonfiglio-Flatt
Chris Boniakowski
Anderson Botelho Dos Santos
Madeline Beth Bourgeois
Kae Michelle Bradford
Andrew Bromberg
Megan Mary Brown
Julian Jun Brown
Daryl Andre Brown II
Kyra Melissa Brunson
John Gannon Brussock
Jyothsna Buddharaaju
Ryan James Burren
Craig Kenneth Buschmann
Brandon Michael Buse
Cesar Cacuso Bellarde Los Santos
Parker Adam Caldwell
Ignacio Calvo
Gustavo Calzavara
Dennis James Carignan
Chad Robert Carl
Christina Marie Carlson
Henry Carr
Victor Orlando Casana Angulo
Jason Castriota
Wayne Cataliano
Bishakha Chakraborty
Jenelle Marie Champlin
Conley Chan
Eric Ray Chan
Dhruv Kiran Chandras
Jessica Robyn Chane
Jennifer Chang
Jonathan N. Chavis
Stephen Chen
William W. Chen
Catherine Cheung
Jonathan L. Chi
Timothy P. Chick
Sagar Kantilal Chopda
Harshvardhan Choubey
Emilie Ann Clark
Ryan Erik Colameo
Scott Welburn Collins
Kaitie Conrad
Aaron Thomas Cooke
Caitlin Rose Cordell
Peter Allen Corle
Miguel Corral
Leonardo Cortez, Jr.
Julie Elizabeth Corwin
Mark Elliot Cullen
Nicholas Daen
Kirsten Leigh Damon
Ava Kersi Damri
Ricardo Enrique Dancuart
Fernandez
Ilaaf Darrat
Srvya Darse
Ashraf A. Darwish
Abhirup Das
Andrew A DaSilva
Or David
Michael J. Davidson
Adam Laurence Davidson
Brian K. Davis
Rachel Ann de Leon
Francisco Javier De Orue
Monteverde
Guilherme Benevides De Souza
Carissa Joy De Young
Matthew R. DeAngelis
Brian Sidney Delaney
Joseph Dennis
Neil K. Desai
Sergio Adrian Diaz Moreno
Jordan Philip DiNola
Gilad Zvi Domb
Luke Donahue
Samuel Chase Donaldson
Qin Dong
Jason Doran
Nirav Shailesh Doshi
Brent William Dreaver
Sarah E. Drew
David J. Dronczkowski
Jill Marie Drury
Marcus David D’Silva
Yanqin Duan
Rhonda Duan
Cody Brant Dufresne-Pittaway
Andrei Duma
Daniel Thomas Dwyer
Preston Alan Eaton
Master of Business Administration

Jeremy Egan
Florian Manuel Eizaguirre
David Randall Ellis
Rachel Jordana England
Francesco Esposito
Michael William Evertsberg
Peter J. Falzon
Yinghua Fang
Nicholas Eric Farrand
Michael Burchett Fausone
Hang Fei
Ashley Rene Fernandes
David Lynn Fernandez, Jr.
Justin Michael Fink
Katlyn Rusch Acton
Adam Michael Fitzmaurice
Clarissa Reeder Fletcher
Janet Akasha Fok
David Foltz
Fabian P. Fondriest
Nicholas John Forro
Alexander J. Franz
Ashleyy Freeman
Jodi Lyn Frisicaro
Michelle Kent Gagnon
Richard Gartley Galluzzi
Alexandra Gamez
Pranav Gandhi
Rebecca Ann Ganzak
Catherine Cotter Garabrant
Aditya Garudadri
Lauren M. Garvey
Dhananjai Gaur
Tocoa Jena Geter
Ryan Ali Ghazaeri
Samuel Harrison Glidden
Vagisha Goel
Amy Philippa Goldsmith
Ewerson Gonçalves De Sousa
Lucas M. Gong
Michael Howard Gottesman
Rishi Goutam
Noah Granieri
Brian William Green
Lukai Guo
Rakshit Gupta
Shivi Gupta
Kartik Gupta
Natassia Lucianna Gutman Safan
Nathanael Roy Ham
Joseph Hanson
Ahmad Hassan Hares
Whitney Harkness
Christopher John Hart
Andrew Walter Hatfield
Andrew Dugan Hauser
Scott Haviland
Yuhong He
Robert Zibo He
David Christopher Hein
Gordon Nick Hein
Arnot B. Keller III
Thais Hernández
Bryan Elliott Hickman
Lindsey Brianne Hiemstra
Nicholas Paul Hilgeman
Matthew Irwin Hillman
Alexander Shi Kai Ho
Nikhil Jagdish Hodkar
James Williams Holden
Alexandra Diane Holland
Boris N. Holowko
Molly Hope
Samantha Marie Horsell
Gaby Midori Hosokawa
MingDong Hu
David Hu
Zhe Huang
Angela Huang
Jenny W. Huang
Peter William Hudson
Michael Ryan Hue
Andrew Charles Hutson
Eric Hwang
Casey Martin Iaccino
Ken Ichimura
John Paul Iott
Kelly Ip
Bunsuke Itamura
Omar Khoder Itani
Vitaliy Igorevich Ivanov
Michael S. Ives
Christopher Ryan Jackson
Mindy Yahr Jaffe
Daniel Loren Jahn
Nikita Jambulingam
Edgar Eduardo Jara Contreras
Jessica Lyn Jennings
Mengmeng Jiang
Sabrina Victoria Jimenez-Pantoja
Stephen Johnson
Taylor Angrao Johnson
Michael Ian Adrian John-Williams
Paul Richard Jones
Kevin Christopher Jones
Sonia P. Joseph Griffin
Peter James Kuberg
Paul Jueckstock
Rafael Junqueira de Barros
Jordan Nabil Kabbani
Rajasekhar Kalahasthi
Patrick Allen Kallal
Justin Thomas Kamphuis
Kenji V. Kaneko
Chang Hoon Kang
Meng Kang
Stefan Kapelac
Matthew Daniel Kaplan
Jessica Hannah Chantal Kaplan
Sanjeev Kumar Kapoor
Sulaiman Adeyemi Kareem
Wiles Jordan Kase
Stephanie Marie Kassab
Gal Katz
Siddhi Kaul
John Dow McHugh Keig
Brian Ross Kelinson
John Conway Kennedy
Kathryn Elizabeth Kennedy
Kevin Andrew Kervin
Maaz Khalid
Andy Kim
Jonathan Y. Kim
MJ Kim
Taemin Kim
Alexander Chul Kim
Brian Allen Kincaid
Meghan Anne Knoch-Dohlin
Hiroaki Kobayashi
John David Kohl
Stephanie Kosovich
Sarah Elizabeth Kostas
Samuel Cantor Krasenstein
Robert Paul Kraynak
Matthew Alexander Kretman
Keerthy Krishnamani
Sean Montgomery Kroeger
Panuwat Kuliriwiyat
Adam Cameron Kunkel
David Thomas Kuntzman
Dylan Michael Kuznik
Mikhail Kuznetsov
Hyewon Kwak
Jin Hyung Kwon
Roshan Omar LaForce
Sushil Lal
Srama Sunita Lala
Nicholas W. Lamb
Matthew James Law
Benjamin Caraway Lawson
Yen Thi Hoang Le
Joshua Ryan Le Duff
Jamie Leake
Donald Gerard LeBlanc
Wansoo Lee
Christina Oie Lee
Ming-Da Lei
Ashley Helene Leinweber
Robbie Lewis
Gonzalo Ramiro Lema Florida
Shasha Li
Anni Liang
Arthur Lilienbaum Valadares
Areez Firdos Limzerwala
Andy Lin
Anita Lin
Rajeethnath Lingutla
Winson Liu
Jin Liu
Shawn McNab Logan
Emily Louise Lombardi
Chadwick Loosli
Todd Paul Lotzer
Ari L. Lowell
Xinwei Lu
Huan-Wen Lu

STEPHEN M. ROSS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Master of Business Administration

Claudia Ivette Ludlow Trejo
David Allen Lund
Kevin Luo
Micah Nathan Lutkowitz
Olivia Ma
Spencer E. MacGriff
Felipe Machado Januckaitis
Carolina Madrid
Lindsay Alexandra Mahakian
Kyra Maloney
Ishan Malhotra
Sanjana Malviya
Pablo Andres Mandujano Toovey
Fatoumata Manjang
Joseph Manor
Kurt David Manz
Jessie Louise Mark
Abraham Markose
Nathan Edward Marrone
Braxton Heath Mashburn
Carlo Matarrazzo
Madeline Suzanne Mathews
Phillip Andrew Matousek
Scott Joseph Matthews
Michael Anthony Matussek
Mithilesh Reddy Mayreddy
Syed Mazahir
Nathan Steven Maziar
Brian Gilbert McBee
Jon-Michael Edward McCartney
Nancy Alice McDermott
Michael Sean McFarland
John Samuel McGrail
Chelsea McKinney
Sarah Kurtz McKinnon
Trent Neal McNatt
Amanda Field McVay
Steve Edgar Mendoza
Prashant Anil Menghrajani
Erik Peter Mensch
Gamze Mercan
Timothy J. Merkle
Sean Christopher Miller
Aisha Kristin Miller
Eric Robert Miller
Daniel Patrick Mishler
Andrei Mitran
Paul Kaye Miyamoto
Zachary James Molnar
Michaela Brady Monahan
Christopher David Monti
Kimberly L. Moore
Katherine Caroline Moriarty
Kaushik Vinayak Moro
Melissa Rachel Morton
Anna Simpson Moseley
Scott Munekawa
Murali Krishnan Muralidharan Nair
Mary Muraoka
Geoffrey Dwight Murray
Arjuna Murthy
Christian Alec Musmann
Anil Nair
Dipak Kumar Narayan
Matilda Narulita
Anna Katherine Navatsyk
Gregory William Nebergall
Jessica Nem
James Michael Nemeroff
Linh Thuy Nguyen
Michael Shekhar Nimkar
Amy Lynn Ninness
Matthew James Norris
Edward L. Norwood, Jr.
Robert Ryan Novak
Cristina Madrona Obregon Alarcon
Tobi Ogundipe
Sepeedehe Sahar Omrani
Li En Belinda Ong
Geno Orrico
Zachary Charles Orsini
Kevin Michael Ostertag
Elif Ozbay
Elizabeth Roxanne Padilla
Deepak Raghunath Padmanabhan
Jay Pak
Brenda Pak
Cazzie Marlene Palacios Brown
Dedeeiya Palla
Sreejithram Palle
Joshua Pang
Munsoo Park
Pauline Park
John Michael Partridge
Priyad Dinesh Patel
Ravi Patel
Neil N. Patil
Samrat Patil
Sean Clark Pavlik
Sheila Lizeth Paz Canales
Garrett H. Pearl
Benjamin Ryan Pearlman
Emily Rogers Pearson
Tyler Richard Peraino
Eric Nicholas Perrin
Alexander Knowlton Pickett
Alejandro Pinto
Victor T. Poon
Katie Post
Mollie J. Pozolo
Shailey Prasad
Guy A. Priem
Anna Claire Prior
Laura Michelle Quade
Luis Dario Quijonez
Ajay Radhakrishnan
Sanjiv Rai
Akshay Ram
Matthew Henry Raskind
Peter James Rasmussen
Kritika Rastogi
Alice Eleanor Raymond
Christopher Ream
Juan Ignacio Recalde
Christopher Eric Reese
Thomas Joseph Reidy IV
Warren A. Rickards
Amy Jenkins Rigg
David Michael Rittelmann
Charles Alan Robitaille
Mary Demetra Rockas
Anna Elizabeth Rodgers
Ainslie Lauren Rodrigues
David Rodrigues Lage
Fernando M Rodriguez
Bradley James Rollins
Brad Rose
Joshua Matthew Rossi
Michael James Rourke
Urmia Adhira Roy
John Laurent Rudy
Jared Alexander Ruff
Manuel I. Ruiz
Ozge Sahin
Dipankar Sahoo
Saurav Sahore
Ali Brian Saleh
Tajeshwar Singh Sandhu
Peter James Sanford
Michael Santangelo
Fernando Santo Andre
Siddharth Sarma
Luke Inness Savitsky
Yingwei Wu Schindler
Sara Lorraine Schmidt
Aaron R. Schmit
John William Schmotzer
Valentina Schwerter
Mark R. Seal
Rana Esma Searfoss
Matthew David Sellman
Andrew Magee Seter
Nehal Harshvardhan Shah
Shaili A. Shah
Manoj Sharma
Maya Sharodi
Vaish Shastry
Eric She
Natasha Sheera
Erika Palmer Shen
April Cassandra Shen
Daniel Rohan Sherry
Tejas Shingote
Eric C. Shiu
Sumanth Purushwalkam Shiva
Prakash
Haanei Shwehdi
Harvinder Singh
Aditya Singhal
Scott Michael Skinner
Julie Smith
Joshua Christian Day Smith
Matthew Charles Smith
Joshua K. Smith
Tara Michael Smrckeh
Lydia Joan Sorensen
Master of Business Administration

Manu Srinivasamurthy
Nimisha Mohan Srivastava
Jenna Stahl
Alexis Stanczuk
Ryan J. Stansley
Kristen Jean Steagall
Athena Michaela Stevenson
Anjini Michaela Stewart-Funai
Will Stockert
Rueben Martine Stokes II
Salil Bhagavat Subbakkirshana
Mark Nathan Subramaniam
Akila Subramanian
Jyoti Subramanian
Nikita Ninad Sule
Ryosuke Takazawa
Vered Tal
Courtney Renee Tatum
William Jacob Teamerson
Brittany-Arpel Sainte Thomas
Rui Xin Tian
Neil Jay Tidwell
David Michael Timmes
Nicole Renee Toth
Anthony Shea Treadway
Letizia How-Yee Tsui
Colin Thomas Tyrrell
David Ulrich
Vikram Raj Vaidyanathan
Nikole Rae Muzzy Vargas
Margarita Vasquez
Angela Maria Vasquez Sabogal
Karthik Vasudevan
Jaiganesh Velan
Caroline Vidal Netto
Kevin Vincent
Joseph George Vithayathil
Britta Elizabeth Volz
Antoine Charles Vuillermet
Christine Maria Waldner
Akshay Walia
Carrie Wallick
Charles Cameron Walton
Rohan Wanchoo
Alexander Wei Wang
Sehhee Stephanie Wang
Brandon Warren
Shannon M. Watt
Jennifer Abbott Weaver
Timothy Donald Lawrence Weerasiri
Matthew Julian Weiss
Christine Michelle Weiss
Ziv Weizman
Alana Gene White
Jonathan Bowen Wickliff
Jason Widjaja
Eric Gunnar Wiideman
Matthew Martin Wilde
Olanrewaju Olayinka Williams
Aaron Matthew Wolff
Angelica Gisela Wong
Tunyawan Wongboonchainan
James Peter Howitt Wood
Martin James Woomer, Jr.
Jason William Woon
Zhen Xie
Yuanchao Xie
Du Xie
Tracy Danwen Xu
Allen Ruohan Xu
Shuangyan Xu
Garima Yadav
Carolina Andrea Yamamura Uchima
Ivan Ychikawa Toyofuku
Karen Anne Yocky
Mingtian Yu
Tim Yuan
Cheng Zhang
Xin Zhang
Guangning Zhao
Yangbo Zhu
Allison Brown Zimmermann
Erik Joseph Zinser
Han Sen Zuo

Master of Management

Fahd Ahsan
Mohammad Azimi
Jamie Bahoura
Jake Las Vegas Baker
Micah Benjamin Beller
Carly Newell Bennett
Tess Margaret Bradley
Ilana Jessica Bruckman
Bianca Elke Brueckner
Kathryn Elizabeth Buckbee
Christopher Lee Carney
Victoria Beata Chochla
Jae Wool Choi
Anthony Michael Dalimonte
Samuel Joseph Dicker
Jia Yue Du
Ignacio Estrada Garcia
Daniel Miles Fivenson
Molly Mae Force
Shannon Hsiao-wei Fung
Jaclyn Joyce Gabel
Hanna Erin Gelov
Keighan Dean Glynn
Alison Elise Grenon
Erin Colleen Grigorian
Jacob Bennett Grogan
Drew Carl Gustafson
Yi Han
Elizabeh Derrick
Jade Kayla Hubbard
Jacob Vitalis Jastrzemsbski
Stephen Eric Johnston
Kyle J. Kenkel
Katherine Elizabeth Knudsen
Keltan Guillaume Lawler
Shantel Leithead
Patrick O’Brien Lelich
Emma Liburd
Zahria Bre’Shae Little
Jen Hung Max Lo
Shuyu Long
Alessandra Lualdi
Mandy Luo
Annie Madole
Pitibhat Mahmatharadol
Margaret Vera Metzger
Garrett Anthony Moores
Adithya Moti Balu
James Hywel Peek
Christy Peplow
Eva Maria Pino
Christopher Richard Quashnie
Jane Beverley Kendall Radecki
Nitika Thootkuri Reddy
Alexander Ryan Roos
Angie Rouston
Lauren Elizabeth Rudberg
Alvi Nazmus Sakib
Rohan R. Sanghvi
Virginia Claire Sereno
Kevin Yuhao Shi
Emily Creighton Siegel
Patricia Eileen Simmer
Prakhir Sinha
Jillian Elizabeth Smith
Lisa Marie Stimpson
Brian Aditya Tedjasaputra
Sally Ann Thoresen
Drew Logan VanDrese
Allison Vogel
Ellen Jean Wallace
Nikki Eden Weiss
STEPHEN M. ROSS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Master of Management

Alexander A. White
Danielle Suraé Williams
Hannah J. Williamson
Yao Xiao
Charles Chao-Hong Yang
Tina Yu
Yiming Yuan
Sarah Rose Zieve
Matthew Jay Zussman

Master of Supply Chain Management

Ashutosh Aggarwal
Dipik Anand
Prashanti Balaji
Archana Balakrishnan
Hrishikes Bhagwat
Ayush Bhatia
Prashanth Cecil
Somparna Dhar
Akash Gawri
Francisco Ricardo Grosse
Ankit Gupta
Guan Hua
Hsin-Yi Huang
Caroline Huang
Naman Joshi
Dhanishth Khosla
Chetun Kunta
Gulrukh Kurdistan
Yuyun Long
Leo Lu
Jipeng Luo
Yao Ma
Tsyoend Malanova
Achin Nandkishore Masli
Anshika Mittal
Ujwal Modi
Sarath Chandra Mondreti
Pankaj Nainani
Harini Nana Amaran
Sumit Narang
Samuel Ouyang
Cesar Eugene Patron
Rajagopal Jeevitha Pothini
Narender Singh
Jayashankari Srinivasan
Shri Suberamanian
Ram Mohan Thakur
Diego Xavier Vargas Secaira
Abhinav Venmuri
Balaji Venkatraman
Yu Zhang
Jiahua Zhang
Mengran Zhou

SCHOOL FOR ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY

Founded in 1927, Jonathan T. Overpeck, Samuel A. Graham Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Alberto Aguilar-Martinez
Logan McLane Applebee
Julia Berg
Brody Christopher Blair
Olivia Rae Brinks
Allison Main Cohen
Margaret Keenan Connors
Soara Barick Fall
Keely Gabrielle Ferguson
Allison Hallie Flack
Zachary Joseph Fleis
Madeline Iris Freed
Ameya Krishna Gehi
Shayan Golafshani
Andrew James Hatt
Nathan Peter Hoshal
Brian Andres Keener
Emily Morgan Kopas
Kingsli Koreen Kraft
Elizabeth Lorna Ladwig
Reid Kendall Osborn
Taylor Olivia Peterman
Graham John Piazza
Kendall Cortez Poindexter
Matthew Steven Rosenstein
Jonathan F. Ruiz
Tracy Lillian Scherdt
Alan Jeffrey Stautz
Kate Vogel
Jessa Lillian Webber
Carly Danielle Yashinsky
Melody Chuyao Zhang
Matthew Charles Zhao
Eva Zoerhof

Bachelor of Science

Nathaniel Arringdale
Shaylyn Darby Austin
Rachel Catherine Beglin
Graham Thomas Bevier
Allison Birkbeck
Lauren Kay Blanchard
Tracy Lynn Bourgon
Cassandra Nicole Coulter
Sean Ryan Dew
Sarah Dieck
Michael B. Downs
Cassidy Jada Durkee
Morgan Elizabeth Durow
Joshua Daniel Ellis
Nicholas Donald Elton
Isabel Anna Englehart
Sarah Christine Gallagher
Sondra Lynn Halperin
Etienne Michelle Herrick
Olivia Lane Horwedel
Mark Leon Huffsmith II
Dylan Jones
Sydni Suzanne Joubran
Kevin Stuart Jubera
Clare Victoria Kucera
Hannah Joanne Maier
Katherine Marie Mather
Aaron Michael Matheson
Zachary Tyler McFaul
Anna Mae McGlashen
Morgan Alexandria Mullins
Brendan Nee
Aidan O’Connor

81
School for Environment and Sustainability

Bachelor of Science

Mason Robert Opp
McKenzie Ann Powers
Elizabeth Marie Rogers
Ross Allen Shaw
Bradley Michael Spilka

David Parker Stimson
Brady Patrick Stonesifer
Rhona Catherine Thomson
Kathryn Nicole Tovar
Hadley Elizabeth Tuthill

Kayla Wanous
William Paul Wolfram
Darin Presley Wong

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Landscape Architecture

Landscape Architecture

Ya Cai
Tiantong Gu
Rachel C. Leonard

Jiayang Li
Xinming Liu
Audrey Pangallo
Andrew Sell

Shui Wang
Yifei Wu
Chen Zhang

Master of Science

Natural Resources and Environment

Malcolm Hugh Albin
Bolivar Alexander Aponte Rolón
Alexis Catherine Apostol
Alexander William Bennett
Sindhu Bharadwaj
Juliana Bleanda-Mogosanu
Patrick W. Bradley
Nicholas Gregory Bruscato
Stephanie Morgan Cattoren
Campbell
Christina Marie Carlson
Matt Chambers
Chun Yin Chang
Marwan Charara
Nathan S. Chesterman
Snehal Chopade
Alexandra Leigh Clayton
Hayley Sophie Currier
Carissa Joy De Young
Kelsea Dombrovski
Alice Elliott
Julia Entwistle
Tyler Fitch
Katherine Elizabeth Grantham
Helen Gutierrez
Kristopher Paul Harmon
Sean Jesse Wright Heyneman
Alexander Shi Kai Ho
Kirstie Dolores Hostetter
Kimberley Irby
Albany Katrina Jacobson Eckert
Wiles Jordan Kase

Cria Anne Madigan Kay
Devin Nicole Kinney
Robert Paul Kraynak
Taylor Anne Landeryou
Anita Lin
Margaret Dee Lindman
Hsiao-Chin Liu
Lixi Liu
Xinming Liu
Chuying Lu
Miles K. Luo
Yili Luo
Tara Christina Mahon
Austin James Martin
Braxton Heath Mashburn
Jillian Elise Mayer
Annemarie J. McDonald
Brooke Lee McWherter
Christopher David Monti
Melissa Rachel Morton
Ryan Christopher Moya
Elissa Mueller
Geoffrey Dwight Murray
Chang Ni
Mirko Noack
Rika Novayanti
Emily Elizabeth Nummer
Cazzie Marlene Palacios Brown
Audrey N. Pallmeyer
Audrey Pangallo
Sophia Kathryn Paul
Sean Clark Pavlik
Natalie G. Payer
James Garrett Powers

Kaitlyn Pritchard
Shiva RaissiCharmakani
April Renee Richards
Jessica Alexandria Robinson
Dahlia Yaffa Rockowitz
Grace Dean Rodriguez
Malavika Sahai
Lino Román Sanchez Siegel
Jessica M. Santos
Luke Innes Sawitsky
Robin Shane Schultz
Melissa Marie Selva
Sarah Lauren Semeen
Kaibhi Song
Walker Stinnette
Lingchen Sun
Daniel James Tanner
Kaitlyn Schannen Teppert
Kesiree Thiamkeelakul
Jordon Charles Tourville
Pierre Rene van der Schaft
Calli Paige VanderWilde
Nikole Rae Muzzy Vargas
Charlotte B. Weinstein
Danielle C. Wilkins
Katherine Anne Williamson
Edwin Willig
Tawechote Wongbuphanimitr
Zijun Yang
Zijun Yang
Cindy Yao
Tianyu Ying
Ansha Zaman
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE
Founded in 1940, Melody Lynn Racine, Interim Dean

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Dance
Danielle Elise Fattore
Melanie Grace Holt
Yoshiko Iwai
Benjamin A. Marshall, Jr.
Monica Miller
Callie Marie Munn
Noie Porat
Soultana Lauren Schiavi
Meredith Ziegelmeier

Interarts
Anna Dylan Brooks
Anina Dassa
Chelsea Hamm
Ian Ross
Jackson Renstrom
Claire Isabel Zimmeth

Jazz Studies
Caelin Robert Michael Amin
Hannah Louise Baiardi
Tristan Harrison Cappel
Aaron H. Ginn
Kayvon Omahri Gordon
Noah Henrikssen
Brian Juarez
Donley Patrick Nash
Henry Barrett Pakela
Molly Thomas Radoslovich
Everett D. Reid
Evan Anthony Veasey

Musical Theatre
Grace Daley Bydalek
Christopher King David Campbell
Natalie Duncan
Jessica Magdalene Gomes-Ng
Samuel Hamashima

Performing Arts Technology: Media Concentration
Johanna Irene Baumann
Spencer Haney
Maxwell Robert Morrison
Everett D. Reid
Stone Stewart
Jaime Cheung Tin Wing

Performing Arts Technology: Music Concentration
Paige Marie Goetz
Cedric Charles Lee
Brian Louis Perez
Clement George Turner
Connor Wood

Theatre Design and Production
Mackenzi Kellie Anthony
Martijn K. Appelo
Jessica Delaney Balaka

Bachelor of Music

Composition
James Fischer
Nina Shekhar

Music Education: Instrumental
Scott Hankins
Liam Jackson
Zephie Onalee Kineman
Emily Rebecca Kirven
Henry Barrett Pakela
Emmett Connell Rapaport
Eric Alan Rothacker
Daniel Patrick Skib
Lucas Sunwoo Song
Christine Louise Stinch

Musicology
George Barnhouse
Spencer Schaefer

Performance: Bassoon
John Kyle Byrne
Liam Jackson
Adam M. Janik
Saralyn Klepaczyk
Eric Alan Rothacker

Performance: Cello
Emily C. Camras
Joshua DeVries
Madelene Lee Endres
Kayla C. Mathes
Jin Nakamura
Hanna Brooke Rumora
Lucas Sunwoo Song

Performance: Clarinet
Emily Jie Ji
Donghyun Kim

Performance: Double Bass
George Barnhouse

Performance: Flute
Zephie Onalee Kineman
Anna Elizabeth Thompson

Performance: French Horn
Michaela Rose Clague
Mark Sterling Kennedy
Lauren Liebman
Spencer Schaefer
Daniel Patrick Skib
Elizabeth Jean Snyder
Maxwell Aaron Stein
Christine Louise Stinchi
Patrick Louise Walker
Justin Paul Zak
Bachelor of Music

**Performance: Oboe**
Vidyasagar Anupindi
Rebecca J. Brookens
Emily Rebecca Kirven
Graham T. Palmer

**Performance: Organ**
Dean Joseph Robinson
Jennifer Shin

**Performance: Percussion**
Casey Voss

**Performance: Piano**
Ariana Rose Corbin
Elise Lorraine Lawrence
Susie April Lee
Asana Michelle Onishi
Beth Ann Wardell
Jiyuan Zhang

**Performance: Saxophone**
John Nizar Mamish
Emmett Connell Rapaport

**Performance: Trombone**
Scott Hankins

**Performance: Trumpet**
Francis Michael Chiodo
Charley Lea
Bret Franklin Magliola
John Philip Wogaman II

**Performance: Tuba**
Devin Michael Aebi
Ngqabutho Robert Kaliati

**Performance: Viola**
Samuel Koepppe

**Performance: Violin**
Nathan Roderick McMichael Bieber
Anita Dumar

**Performance: Saxophone**

Teagan Lianna Faran
Brian Kosiadi
Rebekah Grace Ruetz
Diane Li Yang
Sunwoo Yoon

**Performance: Voice**
Hayley Bogg
Justin Lukas Burgess
Andrew Burgmayer
Hannah Beryl Clague
Emily Anne Cotten
Emily Ann Davidson
Madeleine Aurie Gotschlich
Meredith Lane Kelly
Marcus Edward Peterson
Isabel Maria Signoreti
Isabel Springer
Megan Lynn Wheeler

**Theory**
Joshua DeVries

---

Bachelor of Musical Arts

**Performance: Cello**
Annamarie Ruth Kasper

**Performance: Piano**
Yuqing Zeng
Jennifer Zhang

**Performance: Violin**
Adam Joseph Millstein

**Performance: Voice**
Giovanni Bellegarde

---

Bachelor of Science

**Sound Engineering**
Peeravich Panlertkitsakul

---

Bachelor of Theatre Arts

Emily Alice Bice
Noa Shapiro Gelb
Lindsey Simone Zinbarg

**Performing Arts Management Concentration**
Jocelyn Aptowitz
Nicole Danielle Bocchi

---

Master of Music

**Chamber Music**
James Thomas Campbell
Mickayla Chapman
Carrie Chen
Hye Jin Cho
Hee Won Joseph Chung
Aaron James Covey
Anthony Michael DeMartinis
Minji Kim
Yu-Hsien Lin

Jonathan Mashburn
Michelle Elizabeth Riechers
Kelsee Vandervall
Weiwei Xu
Evan Joseph Zegiel

**Collaborative Piano**
Evan Christopher Hines
Shane Thomas McFadden
Nicholas Roehler

**Composition**
Douglas Hertz Friedman
Brendan Gilbert McMullen
Daniel Alexander Zlatkin

**Conducting: Choral**
Yongmin Kim
Suzanna Marie Mathews
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Master of Music

Conducting: Orchestral
Tal Benatar
Jotaro Nakano

Improvisation
Dominic Bierenga
Sunghin Lee
Marcus Elliot Miller

Music Education
Vincent Anthony Inendino

Performance: Cello
So Young Jang
Pedro Ricardo Sánchez Mijares
Kelsee Vandervall
Kamyron Miles Smith Williams

Performance: Clarinet
James Thomas Campbell
Catherine Heiba
Katelyn LaPrairie
Nicholas Alexander Hale Thompson

Performance: Double Bass
Cindy Wei Xin

Performance: Fortepiano
David Belkovski

Performance: Harp
Celisa Christine Gutierrez
Kristin Celene Quint

Performance: Oboe
Aaron L. Robinson

Performance: Organ
Sarah Beth Simko

Performance: Percussion
Aaron James Covey
Anthony Michael DeMartinis
Griffin Moore Harvey
Jonathan Mashburn

Performance: Piano
David Belkovski
Carrie Chen
Joonghun Cho
Minji Kim
Yu-Hsien Lin
Weiwei Xu
Hanyan Zheng

Performance: Saxophone
Erik Steven Anundson
Sean Alexander Meyers
Anthony Michael Wyatt, Jr.

Performance: Trombone
Zongxi Li
Austin John Muusse

Performance: Trumpet
Michelle Elizabeth Riechers

Performance: Tuba
Jonathan Jones
Evan Joseph Zegiel

Performance: Viola
Hee Won Joseph Chung

Performance: Violin
Anna Natalia Berntson
Nathaniel Charles Cornel
Reuben Kebede
Bram Kaspar Margoles
Clayton Penrose-Whitmore
Chase Andrew Ward

Performance: Voice
Micaela Stark Aldridge
Rachel Samantha Barg
Mahari Allene Marie Conston
Dorian Dillard II
Elise Marie Eden
Michael Gerard Floriano
Camron Eugene Gray
Helen Mary Stewart Hass
Tanner David Hoertz
Kayleigh Anne Jardine
Yazid T. Pierce-Gray
Kevin Starnes
Madeline Paul Thibault
Christopher A. Wolf

Piano Performance and Pedagogy
Alissa Marie Freeman

Specialist of Music

Performance: Cello
Wesley Anne Hornpetrie

Performance: Clarinet
Danny Mui

Performance: Flute
Maria Fernanda Castillo Rodriguez

Performance: Trumpet
Kyle Anthony Mallari

Performance: Viola
Hsuan Lee

Performance: Violin
John Bian
Tobiah Murphy

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Media Arts
Kiran Bhumber
Daphna Raquel Raz
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Master of Fine Arts

Dance
Al Sanchez Evangelista
Sydney Rebecca Casser Schiff
Fabiola Ochoa Torralba

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Founded in 1941, Patricia D. Hurn, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Margaret R. Adzima
Jaclyn Elizabeth Allen
Brooke Allgeyer
Lydia Elaine Arthur
Pavan Rama Babu
Kaitlin J. Baker
Sara Elizabeth Balint
Sarah Elizabeth Barber
Blake Gregory Bauer
Emily Evon Beargie
Victoria Lee Bearse
Karina Marie Becker
Karl Berkemeier
Emily Bish
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Blackburn
Anna Marie Blockowicz
Karsen Justine Bonifer
Taylor Marie Bringard
Cayley Jane Brenk
Emily Morgan Brewer
Brittany Marie Brodie
Andi Burdalas
Austin Marie Bunker
Natalie Alexis Burke
Nicole Leann Burns
Gina L. Cannon
Shardonnai Carvin
Tiffany Chang
Diana Lynn Charboneau
Caitlin Choi
Jessica J. Choi
Silvia Juyeon Choi
Jolene Michelle Cook
Zachary Michael Chornoby
Kelly Rose Creal
Ellen Culver Criswell
Makenna Rae DeBuck
Kaitlyn M. DeGrace
Tess Susanne DeWulf
James Anderson Ditomassi
Rachel Nichole Donabedian
Katie Nicole Douglas
Christine Edwards
Sara Eter
Jennifer Ann Feutz
Lauren Elizabeth Filler
Kiley Ann Fravel
Jennifer Gabbard
Helen Galliani
Sydney Jo Gafner
Grace Patricia Gasior
Annemarie Lynn Gebhard
Lauren Ann Giurlanda
Hanna Strongin Glanzman
Brittany Lynn Gray
Margaret Robinson Gray
Emma Gell
Julie Green
Lindsay Marie Grzegorzewski
Corinne Natica Lela Hauck
Brianna Danielle Hawkins
Michaela Raine Hewitt
Austin Joseph Hill
Sarah Elizabeth Hoffman
Alexander J. Houser
Megan Mackenzie Hunter
Taylor Noelje Jaaska
Mikaela Jaklic
Kelli Rae Johnson
Mikayla Ann Johnson
Olivia Jones
Allison Kathleen Juchartz
Sara Marie Katje
Sarah Marie Kelly
Amanda L. Kessel
Gloria Eunjim Kim
Karissa Koomen
Caroline E. Kremers
Taylor James Krupp
Abigail Louise Lafrate
Olivia Michelle Lang
Anna E. Latterner
Celine Michelle Leduc
Carmela Leone
Erin Lightner
Makiya A. Long
Ashley Kay Lucas
Erik Wood Lukkari
Andrew Joseph Malik
Amanda Grace Mascolo
Renee Elizabeth Mauzolf
Madelyn Paige Maue
Rachel McAuliffe
Kaeley McGraw
Margo Medenbach
Olivia Merritt
Julia Montgomery
Rhodene Mullings
Christina Raeid Oshana
Meghan Joan Ostrander
Jacqueline Grace Pakulski
Abigail Rose Palisin
Kevin C. Pasquale
Juliet E. Paterson
Kathleen Z. Peng
Brandon S. Perry
Marisa Anne Polsinelli
Nicholas Popp
Ayisha Porties
Katherine Elizabeth Powers
Amber Marie Prong
Alexander E. Proudfoot
Olivia Katherine Quinn
Samantha K. Rapanos
Karly Anne Rapp
Alexandra J. Richlich-Resendiz
Jane Elizabeth Roach
Christina Renee Rockwell
Clare Romano
Joan Rosello
Angela Lynn Rysdky
Victoria Sanderson
Jaclyn Marie Schaumburger
Allison Lynn Schlegel
Zeineb Selmane
Alyssa Marie Sheehan
Sharon Shen
Caroline Louise Sheppard
Katia Shipilband
Xin Shu
Bernadette Siklosi
Erin Kathleen Similuk
Rebecca Ann Singer
Ethan T. Slabaugh
Awbreigh Layne Slagle
Morgan Mckenzie Smith
Analiese Nicole Snider
Nina Angela Solis
Rachel Christine Stephanak
Elisabeth J. Stromberg
Kathryn Sarah Szczeczowski
Demetria D. Thompson
Brenda Tidwell
Julie M. Tillotson
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Kelsey E. Uppleger
Madison Kate VanAllsburg
Danielle Vieni
Lydia Danielle Warren
Samantha Fraleigh Warren

Collin D. Watkins
Molly Kay Wawro
Richard Weise II
Amanda Paige Winey
Rachel M. Wittenbach

Angela Louise Wysocki
Emily Rae Young
Crystal Ann Zair
Karina J. Zanyk McLean
Mary Killeen Zawlocki

Master of Science in Nursing

Acute Care Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
Abigail Apple
Courtney Cherniak
Kelley Ellis
Ann Miller
Shana Lynne Schneider
Kimberly Siebert
Samantha Southworth
Holly Melissa Thompson

Jessica Katherine Pazur
Jaclyn Mae Phillion
Christina Marie Popovic
Amy E. Sanders

Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Cindy Engle
Shantae Mico Johnson
Zachary Salaysay
Kelsie Smith

Alisha M. Marchand
Bridget A. McLaughlin
Debra Marie Lefever Rhizal
Jeannine Marie Rice
Ashley Katelyn Spaulding
Caroline Rose Tackett
Natasha A. Welker

Nurse Midwife and Family Nurse Practitioner
Nafisah Walaila Rajah McClendon

Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
Alison Baade
Nicholas Badgley
Mike Barrett
Christine Cho
Caitlin Henderson
Justin Hines
Mallory Rose Milavec

Family Nurse Practitioner
Jordan J. Rimsa

Health Systems and Nurse Leadership
Debra Mae Koesler

Nurse Midwife
Brianna Kohl

Doctorate of Nursing Practice

Renee F. Clemons
Kelly S. Grimshaw
Raja Issa
Suzanne White Knight

Franklin Vance Schaller, Jr.
Laura A. Schipper
Elizabeth A. Shea
Stephanie Lynne Soulia

Deborah L. Tetzky
Mallory Elizabeth Fox
Emily M. Marlow

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Founded in 1941, Cathleen M. Connell, Interim Dean

Graduate Certificate

Global Health
Olivia Bouchard
Clara Claudia Djimandjaja
Madeline Rose Farron
Andrea Lynne Laynes Guytingco
Rachel A. Jonassen Bittman
Evelina Kutyma
Lukonde Mulenga
Amanda J. Schoonover
Lauren Smith
Katherine Trujillo

Zeyuan Wang
Caroline Rose Wixom

Health Care Infection Prevention and Control
Laura M. Abington
Joel A. Begay
Harirhar Bhattacharai
Mica Marie Blauw
Isaac Kim
Jessica Ann Plemons

Amber Rose Thomas
Amanda Thorne
Caroline Marie Kinchen Yuhas
Yu Zhao

Health Informatics
Sean Bolourchi
Quian Callender
Ashley Haglund
Suiyuan Huang
Rachel A. Jonassen Bittman
Graduate Certificate

**Health Informatics**
Pegah Kazemifar
Andrew Miller

**Injury Science**
Sara Feldman

**Public Health Genetics**
Hayder Husham Al-Hasani
Austin James Fobar

**Risk Science and Human Health**
Yonas Abebe
Lindsay Anderson
Leah Danielle Bedrosian
Jacqueline Elizabeth Cardoza
Qi Gao
Lindsey Marie Green

Master of Public Health

**Environmental Health Sciences – Environmental Quality and Health**
Yonas Abebe
Aubrey Anne Brewer
Qi Gao
Lindsey Marie Green
Shannon Leigh Hamilton
Stacey Lane Mulka
Mary Amanda Nagy
Andrea Pugh
Christopher Gerard Schaitkin
John Mckay Tierney

**Environmental Health Sciences – Industrial Hygiene**
Yonas Abebe
Katherine Barrett Galen
Andrea Lynne Laynes Guytengco
Benjamin K. Moore
Allyson O’Connell
So Rah Oh
Anthony Oliveri
Taylor Anne Tarpey
Emmanuel Nestor Zervoudakis

**Environmental Health Sciences – Occupational and Environmental Epidemiology**
Amanda J. Schoonover
Lauren Smith

**Environmental Health Sciences – Toxicology**
Lindsay Anderson

**Epidemiology – Epidemiology Methods and Application**
Laura M. Abington
Mikayla Barry
Harilhar Bhattacharai
Mica Marie Blauw
Freida Anne Blostein
Shannon Bolde
Yue Chen
Sandra Aimée Giramahoro Coyne
Alyssa Currao

**Epidemiology – General Epidemiology**
Emily Anne Boddien
Zoe Alison McGavin
Danielle Perino
Jelena Verker

**Epidemiology – Global Health Epidemiology**
Karen Jane Burke
Linh Dang
Moira Faye Dickinson
Joseph Gunden
Cynthia Gutierriz
Nina Brooks Masters
Lynn Marie Metz
Angela Marie Rudnicki
Luke Matthew Shenton
Richard Wayne Watkins
Holly J. Whitney
Kyra Elise Wicklund
Monica Lily Yost

**Epidemiology – Hospital and Molecular Epidemiology**
Hayder Husham Al-Hasani
Joel A. Begay
Kyle Abraham Campbell
Kayla Ann Carter
Liam John Hicks
Lara Khadr
Isaac Kim
Jeremy Kuo
Andrew Miller
Katherine Alice Miller
Matthew M. Orbain
Michael David Osterman
Jessica Ann Plemmons
Brett Slajus
Hannah Daniela Steinberg
Amber Rose Thomas
Stephen Thomas Tryban
Caroline Marie Kinchen Yuhas
Felix Zhu

**Epidemiology – Occupational and Environmental Epidemiology**
Leah Danielle Bedrosian
Alison Anne Webster Bowman
Jacqueline Elizabeth Cardoza
Kali Elizabeth Defever
Taylor Sullivan
Weiya Xu

**Health Behavior and Health Education**
Mohammed Alharazi
Amna Ali
Kerent Amaya
Shivali Yogin Amin
Lindsay Anderson
Tahoora Ansari
Addn Hailemariam Araya
Manuel Avina
Avery Avrakotos
Stephanie Grace Barger
Emily Lauren Barish
Anuhyaa Bhogineni
Danielle Bohn
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Master of Public Health

Health Behavior and Health Education
Olivia Bouchard
Hannah L. Brady
Yael Braunschweig
Tanaka Chavanduka
Sandrine Aimée Giramahoro Coyne
Anna D. Cupito
Emman Dabaja
Clara Claudia Djimandjaja
Brittany Arianna Dowse
Alana Janell Eason
Hannah Eck
Katherine Viviana Espana
Lacey Nicole Evans
Zainab Issam Farhat
Madeline Rose Farron
Sara Feldman
Matthew Anthony Fiorillo
Austin James Fobar
Brian Thomas Fennell
Julie Evelyn Fynke
Vikrant Garg
Hadlee Elizabeth Garrison
Kayla Gosselin
Marc Hanosh
Taylor Dawn Hautala
Tyler Hicks
Madeline Lucille Higgins
Rachel A. Jonassen Bittman
Minji Michelle Kang
Tess Kilian
Tori Leigh Lawson
Jamie Love-Nichols
Jaclyn Martin
Pragya Mathur
Jarvia Breonne Meggett
Ashley Caroline Miller
Sara Elizabeth Lehto Miller
Jessica Milne
Luokonde Mulenga
Iris Anne Mustich
Janani Muthaiya
Matthew Robert Nagy
Raven Shaquoria Odom
Jillian Ondreyka
Faith Alexandria Ozer
Patrick Parkinson
George Joseph Perrett
Geila Rajae
Myselle Ramlal Singh
Sade Richardson
Rosanna Rios-Spicer
Julian Roby
Kate Satterfield
Allison Seeley
Claire Seigworth
Elizabeth Serrano
Yeri Shon
Stephanie Lynn Sigale
Katherine R. Smith
Alexis Grayce Stanton
Stephanie Stevanovic
Courtney Renee Tatum
Katherine Trujillo
Mai Nhia Vang
Riley Leona Wagner
Caroline Rose Wixom
Patricia Yeh
Jessica Youngblood

Global Health Management and Policy
Travis Donahoe
Heather Anne Harmon
Ellen Rose Mork

Health Management and Policy
Rajisa Abdulle Omar
Jonathan Chavis
Alycia Cucka
Athena Rosetta Curtiss
Loay S. Kabbani
Karalyn Anne Kiessling
Ying Xian Lim
Kristen Lunde
Ana Teresa Montoya
Ozioma Onyinyechi Osuagwu
Jen-Hsia (Sharon) Shen
Paawan Singh
Brandi Megan Smith-Gordon
Karen Tachian
Yuanchao Xie

Nutritional Sciences
Sean Bolourchi
Samuel Chey
Samantha Alexandra Chuisano
Lenora Goodman
Danielle Jones
Maya Peters
Ryan Matthew Pinti
Whitney Elizabeth Sharp
Nicole Urdahl

Nutritional Sciences – Dietetics
Breanna Lee Anderson
Alexandra MacCarthy Babcock
Emily Bair
Laura Anne Burr
Anqi Chen
Dandi Chen
Elyse Cloeter
Emily Anne Compton
Cody Michael Cousineau
Kyla Cross
Margaux Gabrielle Empey
Nicholas R. Falkiewicz
Lingxiao Fan
Nicole Anne Flynn
Rina Hisamatsu
Anna Nicole Jones
Isa Kujawski
Amanda Lownes
Anju K. Madan
Natalie Manitius
Katherine McManus
Liza Meira Metz
Takuro Miyazaki
Cassidy Morgan Pont
Tianna Kaitlyn Saint Marie
Alexandra Sheth
Detrick S. Snyder
Leah S. Webster
Andrea Wotan
Erin Elizabeth Zettell

Master of Health Services Administration

Health Management and Policy
Dana Sami Abufarha
Medhane Amanuel
Julia Ashkinazi
Sarah Beatty
Bailey Benoit
Lauren Ashley Bevill
Sarah Elizabeth Brown
Quian Callender
Matthew Rowan Canter
James E. Carpenter
Leslie Cecilia Cerpa
Margaret Ann Command
John David Crist
Jacob Cross
Charles Anthony Crotteau
Elisa Hope Dack
Dave Fife
Jenny Colleen Gaffney
Valerie Kay Gallagher
Suchitra Ganesh
Saurav Gangopadhyay
Kathryn Jean Garry
Karen Tachian
Yuanchao Xie

Health Management and Policy
Daniel Garret Gessel
Lauren Rachael Goldman
Lakshmi Gopalakrishnan
Emily Clarke Goyert
Laurie Mae Gustafson
Erica Guynn
Ashley Haglund
Kristoffer Hammarstrom
Kathryn M. Harmes
Christopher Johnston Harrity
Michael Henry
Aaron Hopkins
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Master of Health Services Administration

**Health Management and Policy**
- Allison Ju-Chen Hu
- Julia Martha Iyerger
- Pegah Kazemifar
- Daniel Graham Kesterson
- Jasmine Kurakula
- Amrutha Munoz-Rumsey
- Jasmine Oesch
- Eric Alan Olsen
- Ashton R. O'Malley
- Annie Oxner
- Toluope Olusiji Oyasiji
- Anthony Z. Parel
- Jessica L. Prieskorn
- Ashley Patricia Reid
- Annie Riggs
- Lititia Satpathy
- Rituja Shah
- Swapnil Sheth
- Shannon Smith
- Samuel Tzou
- Chad T. Whelan
- Kara Wilson
- Jiequn Constance Yang
- Patricia Yeh
- Liz Zhang
- Xuanya (Bill) Zhang

**Global Health Management and Policy**
- Madeleine Julia Frank
- Marianthi N. Hatzigeorgiou
- Shivani Vijaykumar Patel

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

**Biostatistics**
- Jonathan Alexander Boss
- Luke Chen
- Shengying Chen
- Siying Chen
- Yue Du
- Fang Fang
- Han Fu
- Chao Gao
- Xiaoxi Geng
- Austin Hill
- Kimberly Erin Hirschhorn
- Katherine Libby Hoffman
- Diana Farhat Homay
- Abhay Hukku
- Robert Vincent Klemmer
- Kristine Fang-Liu Lan
- Chen Liang
- Yuran Liang
- Heyun Ma
- Jie Ma
- Tianwen Ma
- Ying Ma
- Michelle Theresa McNulty
- Daniel John Molling
- Emily Kathryn Moran
- Hieu Huu Nguyen
- Emily Roberts
- Benjamin Joseph Rooks
- Stephen Salerno
- Lulu Shang
- Woosub Shin
- Catherine Susan Smith
- Kaixi Song
- Nicole I. Wakim
- Miaow Wang
- Andrew Whiteman
- Jingyu Xi
- Guangyu Yang
- Xubo Yue
- Yuqi Zhai
- Christina Wenling Zhou
- Ziwei Zhu
- Yongwen Zhuang
- Brian Fry
- Katherine He
- Jeffrey Lee Nadel

**Environmental Health Sciences**
- Jacob Immanuel Kvasnicka
- Luyi Li

**Epidemiology**
- Olivia Lauren McGovern

**Nutritional Sciences**
- Molly Elizabeth Carter
- Yifan Shen
- Zeyuan Wang
- Matthew Wilson

**Toxicology**
- Andrea Francesca Cruz
- Joseph Louis Skulsky
- Tsu Wei Tasha Gloria Thong

**Clinical Research**
- David Coulton Cron
- Darya Dabiri
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Founded in 1951, Lynn Videka, Dean

Master of Social Work

Aroosa Bashir Ahmed
Noran Mohammed Alsabahi
Nicholas A. Anastasia
Johanna Ancheta
Mariana Argüelles Alcazár
Paola Esperanza Arroyo
David Michael Awadalla
Angela Bach
Nicole Baker
Alexis Jordan Barkin
Samantha Marie Bender
Lauren Francis Beriont
Gabrielle Bowyer
Rebecca Brewis
Iris Joyce Devine Candelaria
Margaret Kemp Cease
Jake O. Cinti
Sarah Margaret Cissell
Charles Coleman
Mikisha Course-Deason
Candace Cullens
Gloria Damian Almaraz
Rebecca Rae DeKorne
Jacob Ehrlich
Lisa Stadig Elliot
Ashley Elizabeth Elliston
Zainab Issam Farhat
Mathilde Elisabeth Finnegan-Kennel
Berkley Evan French
Erica Maria Galvan
Erin Nicole Garbarino

Valentina Alejandra Garrido Lopez
Erica Lauren Golden
Alana Susan Goldstein
Andrea Guerrero
Emily Therese Gutman
Vina Hadyanto
Marlena Hanlon
Caroline Greer Henderson
Julia Anne Henrikson
Andrea E. Hill
Leah Nicole Josephson
Danielle Marie Kaatz
Juhee Kim
Ngwe Kien Kimbeng Belinda
Matoaka Taylor Kipp
Jonathan Eric Kris
Jason Lam
Katherine Marie Layton
Brooke E. Leach
Madel Leal
Valerie Roedenbeck Maloof
Charly Marin
James Patrick Murtha III
Pamela Ann Pensler
Jenna Ilyssa Pickman
Leslie Pittman
Vanessa Renee Marie Pruitt
Adria Louise Raggio
Stephanie Rene Ralls
Sadé Richardson
Natalie Mindle Schafer

Ariel Bess Schonfeld
Alyssa Michelle Schutt
Esther Lauren Shachar-Hill
Zachary R. Shapiro
Stephanie Ingram Skinner
Christian Charles Snyder
Ilana Chaia Soumekhian
Olivia Camille Strauss
Shawna Lee Symons
Suzanne Shu Xin Tham
Colleen Kate Towler
Samantha Megan Voss
Micalah M. Webster
Lawrielle Simone West
Kiah Shavonne Williamson
Kelsey Ryan Young
Eli Jeffrey Zucker
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT
Founded in 1956, Susan E. Borrego, Chancellor

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Bachelor of Applied Science

Jaquetta L. Bailey
Brittany M. Grass
Phillip J. Kennedy
Daphne M. McClelland
Amanda M. Perkins

Rima N. Sabbagh
Cheryl A. Schofield
Jeremy J.Sinka
Christopher B. Skalecki
Tasha L. Smith

Renona M. Smutny
Phil W. Stevens
Whitney E. Von Schmittou

Bachelor of Arts

Lars J. Abela
Fatimah M. Alshakhl
Callie A. Ancic
Marissa L. Anderson
Ashley N. Anselmo
Dominique A. Arndt
Jenilee L. Bailey
Eriatta T. Bates
Audrey E. Beauchesne
Jordan D. Bellant
Kathleen E. Berta
Shelby J. Blair
Tory L. Boccaccio
Erika N. Booms
Katie A. Bostwick
David F. Brasseur II
Kathleen M. Callahan
Adam L. Campbell
Danielle N. Campbell
Kaitlyn N. Campbell
Virginia H. Choe
Rodney A. Cobbins
Karyl C. Cocke
Daniel C. Conner
Savannah R. Coomer
Shayla J. Coughlin
Cheyenne C. Cox
Blair R. Davis
Michelle A. Davison
Ryan E. Dishman
Kameelah F. El-Amin
Moussa I. Elston
Lauren A. Farmer
Taylor K. Finkbeiner
Joshua J. Forte
Emily J. Gifford
Megan E. Groeneveld
Trudy A. Grogan
Rachel J. Gunther
Kaylon K. Hamlett

Lejia Harris
Andrew J. Harrison
Cody R. Hatfield-Myers
Katelyn R. Hawhee
Kolin P. Hedden
Samantha D. Hortop
Nathaniel L. Hudson
Rozena R. Hutchinson
Heather A. Inman
Emyn A. Isa
Michael A. James
Chelsea L. Johnson
Marisa A. Juarez
Cassie K. Kamradt
Jeanette L. Kears
Julie M. Kemp
Christina L. Kennedy
Alhana H. Khobeir
Brett T. Kovel
Lana M. Kowalski
Ali Y. Krairy
Richelle M. LaBarge
Austin A. LaFaye
Eli LaRocque
Andrew G. Landberg
 Charity F. Lloyd
Nico M. Loney
Jasmine S. Love
Rhea D. Luczek
LeeAnn J. Lum
Ashara B. Manns
Alyssa N. Margetson
Meghan T. Marsh
JacQue R. Martinbianco
Adam M. Mayle
Cynthia R. McClane
Stephen J. McGuire
Nicole M. McLeod
Tyler S. Meganck
Emily L. Meixsell
Melissa S. Messing

Sean A. Metcalfe
April M. Middleton
Call L. Montrull
Christin D. Morgan
Tiffany E. Muma
Kate M. Murdoch
Jordan B. Nash
Samuel D. Nobles
Miah J. Norris
James A. Odr
Stephen D. Orr
Garrett C. Popour
Michael P. Puro
Jessica C. Robinson
Steven D. Roland II
Mallory J. Russell
Ameer M. Rutherford
Megan J. Rye
Erin A. Sack
Dennis J. Scott, Jr.
Brittany L. Severn
Thomas C. Shalla, Jr.
Sammi L. Smith
Amber L. Stabenau
Daniel J. Stohlin
Melissa A. Thorpe
Ashley N. Toton-Trombley
Morgan A. Troxell
Tyler J. Tupps
Alissa R. Varner
James W. Vasceur
Samantha L. Viola
Annabelle R. Ward
Danielle R. Wetherell
Ian K. White
Ryan M. Wier
Kate E. Williams
Paul A. Wixson
Kala C. Wood
Mary E. Wooley
Bachelor of Fine Arts

William K. Alston  Bryley M. DeFriez  Janice E. McCoy
Marie G. Blacknall  Steven Djurovski  Nicole M. Norman
Caroline E. Bodell  Kristen N. Eynon  April R. Nunley
Taylor J. Boes  Dolan E. Frick  Michael J. Pajtas
Timothy F. Brandt  Nikki R. Hart  Farrell S. Tatum
Christina L. Cuba  Connor D. Klee  Kimberly L. Weymers

Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Study

Jeanette L. Routhier  Jasmine N. Scott

Bachelor of Music

Maranda M. Dahl

Bachelor of Music Education

Matthew S. July  Kristopher K. Kress

Bachelor of Science

Noor R. Abdalla  Sierra Q. Dennis  Monica R. Malloy
Einas S. Abutalib  Isaac A. Diener  Paul R. Manion
Jon N. Adolph  Lina A. Eltahir  Caitlyn G. Mansour
Daniel J. Agar  Courtney E. Eudy  Matthew J. McCloskey
Noor D. Alawwa  Jacob E. Federspiel  Janice E. McCoy
Jessica Aldanai  Kathryn A. Fishwick  Kyle T. McElhiney
Andrea Aliatim  Alicia D. Franz  April E. McNeill
Fatimah A. Almahdood  Gabrielle K. Gantos  Sergio A. Mendoza
Deema Almansour  Nicholas J. Gauthier  Derek J. Mesecar
Abdul M. Almounajed  Skylar M. Gray  Jared E. Miller
Mohammad Awad  Jennifer L. Grindstaff  Madalyn K. Moon
Kylie P. Arthur  Anthony M. Hansen  Ali O. Mukhtar
Benjamin C. Aurand  Rachael K. Havens  Anthony C. Napolitano
Mohammad Alsarraj  Megan P. Hubarth  Quill M. Neuville
Mahmood F. Alzuhair  Trina L. Huffman  Ashley M. Payne
Maryam K. James  Ashley N. Hunt  Marc D. Payne
Jacob Z. Babb  Maryam K. James  Brittany L. Pettway
Dominique A. Baldwin  Jeffrey S. Kabel  Corina D. Privett
Kristin A. Ball  Stacey M. Karichhoff  Yashica P. Puchimanda
Timera P. Bates  Sarah E. Kellett  Cole J. Rauh
Ariunbold Batsaikhan  Dennis R. Kelllogg  Daniel T. Resta
Jared M. Bennett  Alhana H. Khobeir  Cameron L. Richardson
Kathleen E. Berta  Antoine P. Khobeir  Brandon R. Robertson
Kayla M. Blunt  Emily S. Kiser  Miles M. Roblyer
James R. Bovee  Jennifer T. Klapko  Amanda L. Rocheleau
Sarah M. Briggs  Noah T. Knutson  Courtney N. Ruggles
Aaron J. Burch  Larry A. Kuipers, Jr.  Mohammed Salam
Krysta A. Bykkenon  Josh J. Kurnik  Mena N. Salman
Brittnie K. Cannon  Haley G. Lambitz  Tina M. Sanchez
Zackary J. Clor  Steven D. Landis, Jr.  Darcie M. Schultz
Stuart J. Coffey  Gary D. Landrum  Yazeed I. Shamieh
Chelsea M. Collias  Rachel A. Lawrence  Dylan R. Shepard
Meagan K. Conklin  Jason A. Lawson, Jr.  Taylor L. Shepard
Daniel J. Corey  Christopher Lincoln  Matthew E. Smith
Candice L. Daoast  Azaria R. Lively-Doll  Alexiss W. Standokes
Evan E. Dembo  Holly M. Macarthur-Zhong  Wendy C. Storm
# UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

## Bachelor of Science

- Amanda L. Stubbert
- Stephanie Sustaita
- Allison G. Switalski
- Michael A. Szczepanski
- Joshua D. Thompson
- Julia M. Thompson
- Adam N. Tokar
- London C. Townsend
- Kimberlee A. Trainor
- Tylor N. Turkovics
- William S. Turner
- Taylor A. Twohig
- Chloe A. VanTol
- William D. Vandercook
- Taylor A. Vensko
- Brent A. Watson
- Jamie J. Westrick
- Donald W. Wilcox III
- Catherine A. Wilhelm
- Davidson E. Williams
- Teria S. Woods
- Justin A. Wrubel
- Carlena A. Wygant
- Ashlie R. Young
- Joseph L. Zilinski III

## Bachelor of Science in Engineering

- Hussam R. Al-Khouri
- Jessie B. Cloman II
- Wesley J. Goodwin
- Dennis E. Hadden
- Mathew L. Hallock
- Qi Jia
- Runlai Liu
- Eli W. Miller
- David A. Odom
- Tamim Reza
- Tara R. Schubring

## Master of Arts

### Applied Communication

- Eric K. Yingst, Jr.

### English Language and Literature

- Dana M. Heidtman
- Ashley M. O’Brien
- Shiloh M. Slaughter
- Ruth L. Stover-Lange

### Social Science

- Rhonda K. Banks
- Casey W. Drobek
- Joshua D. Kennedy-Crawford

## Master of Science

### Biology

- Steffanie K. Anderson
- Brittany N. Douglas
- Courtney E. Higgins
- Karen M. Ickes
- William J. Marshall
- Kurt J. Shuler
- Anjela R. Sullenger

### Computer Science and Information Systems

- Sailab M. Ajmeri
- Amrutha Varshini
- Naga Sai Cherukuri
- Shivani Chittipolu
- Bhavani Dourla
- Matthew E. Gross
- Katie Kalata
- Sai Teja Madireddy
- Kavya Lahari Mandadapu

### Arts Administration

- Kerry L. Bellinger
- Mary C. Kelly
- Anna M. Schulle

### Liberal Studies

- Steven W. Bannow
- Trina J. Downer
- Maris B. Wallag

---

*Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School*
Master of Public Health

Amy L. Bacon  Asim M. Elbakheet  Mallory F. Miller
Danielle D. Blasdell  Hannan S. Guenther  Ashley T. Page
Erin M. Brown  Meghan L. Kiehna  Amanda L. Parker
Kandy R. Campbell  Jordan E. Kietzman  Aneesha Singh Ram
Halima E. Curry  Komi B. Kilero  Shawn M. Schutt
Sarah L. Devitt  Rachel M. Mahon  Toni N. Takacs
Ashley L. Duval  Alysa N. Miller  Jennifer M. Wisniewski

Master of Science

Health Education

Sherelle M. Bell Brown  Bianca Z. Donald

Doctor of Anesthesia Practice

Dee A. Berry  Yoo Eun E. Gulden  Bradley Stelflug

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Paul C. Dieleman

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Michele M. Bird  Julie A. Mulcahy
Shiela Ghosh  Saima Nosheen

School of Management

Bachelor of Business Administration

Kyle D. Aiken  Senna R. Harmon  Olivia Norfolk
Ahmed A. Alhisan  Steven H. Hemric  Justin R. Noye
Mohammed H. Alqahtani  Goni A. Ishak  Jalen L. Nunn
Brandon A. Aulph  Cory A. Kline  Bradley S. O’Brien
Tyler Borkowski  Matt J. Korpi  Yuchen Ouyang
Kevin A. Brunner  Jennifer Le Bron  Tony R. Palacios
Keith S. Burton  Alicia S. Leggett  Jacob S. Pelch
Anna L. Campanella  Xin Lin  Travis L. Pemberton
Christopher W. Carvounis  Brandon R. Love  Ann M. Roda
Courtney J. Chambers  Travis A. Manier  Selena R. Rodriguez
Hane Cho  Dominic N. Marciszewski  Katlyn D. Roe
Samantha M. Courneya  Nicholas J. Matthies  Hannah R. Schult
Ryan J. DuCharme  Cameron A. McIntosh  Wyatt D. Short
Cody D. DuVernois  Joshua D. McIntosh  Mataya B. Simmons
Stephanie Eagle  Jaylen A. McKinney  Nicholas M. Skalecki
Michael A. Engle  Kenneth A. McKinnon  Garrett S. Smith
Emily M. Francis  Andrew D. Michaud  Adam R. Stites
Angela L. Guerrero  Jason M. Mitchell  Amy J. Sullivan
Kyle T. Guerrero  Maxwell D. Montney  Kyle J. Susalla
Heidi H. Gulla  Promice R. Mosley  Gabrielle T. Sutton
Kimberly M. Gyomory  Olivia J. Nagel  Joshua D. Tatterson
Adham V. Habbas  Katie E. Newton  Susan V. Thorp
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

Bachelor of Business Administration

Julie Vihonsky
Celeste D. White
Charles H. Wilhelm III

Karlee A. Williams
Amanda M. Wilson
Javonte J. Wyatt

Graduate Certificate

Attah O. Saleh

Master of Business Administration

Damilola A. Alao
Aaron J. Chamberlain
Kalvin L. Charania
Stephen M. Daly
Chu-Shih Deng
Kelly K. Forster

Asa D. Halliday
Michael E. McGahey
Kishan A. Modia
Yang Moore
Eric A. Netkowski
Joyann O’Brien

Britt M. Patterson
Bhavana S. Sanap
Miguel F. Thimmann
Shane P. Trese
JaQuita S. Welch

Master of Science in Accounting

Joseph Gaiefsky
Chenghao Gan

Sun Oh
Julia Riddell

Ryan J. Thomas
Amy D. Tytar

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Fatmeh Barada
Nissrin Barade
Laura A. Bellinger
Thomas A. Bellman
Jagger A. Bennett
Kywona D. Bernard
Baylie D. Bettinger
Ashley J. Boik
Tiffany L. Burnham
Carrie E. Carlson
Jenna M. Carmody
Devon M. Chalut
Sasha A. Chavez
Natasha R. Christian
Cassie A. Coleman
Melissa M. Cummer
Ashley A. Davis
Alisha M. Demo
Heather R. Drost
Lisa G. Edmonds
Amy B. Edwards
Anthony D. Ellis
Shaneca D. Embry
Danielle B. Emerson
Obianuju O. Enwere
Emily L. Fairbanks
Alecia A. Green
Darica D. Hardy

Paige B. Hope
Ashley N. Houchin
David B. Hughes
Ronald D. Isaac, Jr.
Grace M. Jastrzembski
Deanna L. Kaczorowski
Anne N. Katoula
Amanda M. Keller
Amanda M. Kennedy
April S. Kentish
Lindsey K. Kerr
Amanda C. Kirby
Christopher L. LaGraff
Brooke E. Liebler
Kaitlyn M. Lowe
Kelly S. Lucik Starr
Jerome A. March
Jeffery A. Maurus
Janille Meyer
Danielle J. Middleton
Ashly N. Miller
Steven T. Moon
Brandy L. Myers
Amelia M. Namou
Alicia M. Newman
Karissa L. Palmer
Laura R. Patterson-Hala
Tina M. Peplinski

LeeAnn R. Pinchock
Lindsey M. Ploof
Carla Portillo-Medrano
Jolanda M. Price-Yancy
Courtney S. Quick
Deanna J. Reed
Torey L. Renkiewicz
Dana L. Rinard
Albert G. Rossner IV
Mary F. Schmidt
Jane M. Speer
Sydney M. Spielmaker
Liz I. Stouffer
Nicholas E. Sweet
Amy L. Tessmer
Tyler J. Trapp
Shardea N. Turney
Michelle M. Urben
Stephen B. Venable
Swati Venkatachalam
Jessica P. Walker
Katheryn F. West
Tawana Williams
Violet M. Wilson
Tamaka D. Wood
Lauren E. Yaroch
## UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

### Graduate Certificate
- Beth E. Davis
- Carol Donnelly
- Jennie R. Krull
- Brenda J. Pontillo

### Master of Science in Nursing
- Michelle B. Villareal
- Ashley J. White

### Doctor of Nursing Practice
- Sara M. Baker
- Lisa A. Brannack
- Jill A. Brown
- Nicole S. Cameron
- Gillian M. Clifford
- Denika L. Dalton
- Jessica L. Douglas
- Keith M. Ferguson
- Kelly K. Forster
- Maranda C. Gary
- Suzette M. Goff
- Naomi Y. Grasso
- Fariba Hajy Iseyedsoleiman
- Emily K. Hoeft
- Kelly R. Howard
- Stacy L. Jones
- Josephine M. Kamendat
- Natalie A. Korona
- Sara A. Lindsey
- Jennifer L. Ludvig
- Eucheria Mbata
- Suzanne J. Miron
- Margaret A. Morrison
- Erin Muladore
- Rattan Nagi
- Chia-Hui Neilly
- Maria B. Nielsen
- Christin J. Porro
- Anne C. Rader
- Amy M. Raetz-Benner
- Mistey M. Rayl
- Tonya K. Rezmer
- Laura K. Semelbauer
- Robin A. Shisler
- Kryn L. Sisco
- Paris L. Spangler
- Carolyn D. Stewart
- Erica L. Stone
- Kyle D. Taylor
- Vy T. Than
- Amorena L. Tompkins
- Lodica Wallace
- Wendy L. Webster
- Allison Williams
- Jaclyn L. Wolf

## UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN

**Founded in 1958, Daniel Little, Chancellor**

### COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND LETTERS

### Bachelor of Arts
- Ali T. Ahmed
- Ahamima Akther
- Besmiah L. Al-Ansari
- Audrey Laura Allen
- Madeline C. Allen
- Nashwah Almri
- Sarah Ashley Ames
- Jasmine Brianna Anderson
- Mariam Zein Ankouni
- Nadeen Wissam Aoun
- Johnathon D. Aparidian
- Cortney R. Armstrong
- Masooma Asghar
- Hibah A. Atalla
- Nabilah Eleni Baidoun
- Kristen Rose Bailey
- Lamese Hussein Bazzi
- Rola Wajih Beidoun
- Fatima Youssef Berro
- Amina B. Berry
- Malak Beydoun
- Abigail M. Bigenho
- Jory Blacklock
- Laura C. Boguszewicz
- Madison Paige Briscoe
- David Todd Burnaska
- Marisa A. Burrell-Pryor
- Elizabeth Catherine Bury
- Chelsea Denise Bushido
- Jeffrey Alan Cain
- Kylie Emilie Capps
- Ashlee Carroll
- Shaina Lynn DasGupta
- Monica Marie De Roche
- Steve M. Deschamps
- Deanna Lynn Dib
- Carley Jean Dunlap
- George Joseph El-Khoury
- Diamond Chevonne Embry
- Matthew J. Enright
- Donnakay Estell
- Noah Seth Eversole
- Jordan Marie Ewald
- Noor Tarek Mustafa Fahmy
- Brittany Lee Falsetti
- Khodr M. Farhat
- Hareem Fatma
- Alia N. Ferdaous
- Samantha M. Ferrier
- Danielle Marie Gale
- Omitra Cydni Gates
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN

Bachelor of Arts

Suemaya Ghaleb
Amanda Lynn Gironza
Jeffrey Ryan Glavin
N’Kenge N. Gonzalez
Jahara Grady
Rose L. Greenhill
Duua Nazih Hachem
Aya M. Hamadah
Effet Hamadah
Rola Hammoud
Zachary Hay
Jason P. Helle
Angelo Grant Henderson
Brenda Hernandez
Yessenia Hernandez
Bradley M. Hinken
Michael Jason Holley
Emily Jane Homeister
Ashlynn Christine Holley
Mark James Hurley
Kimberly N. Hymes
Rwan M. Ibrahim
Emily Catherine Ifversen
Alexander Reid Ingesoulian
Alexander James Jagodziński
Eric J. James
Narmin Jarous
Hussein B. Jeafar
Forrest F. Johnson
Sara Irene Johnson
Alexander F. Kandah
Matthew A. Karczewski
Giavana Gus Kassab
Ali M. Kassira
Heaven Leigh Kayal
Sierra Dawn Kelher
Sara Maria Kellenberger
Ali Jalal Khaireddine
Bianca Zahra Khatifshahidi
Jordan Travis Kinney
Aaron Z. Kipfmiller
Tara K. Knapp
Christopher James Kotcher
Schuyler Kroske
Madison Mirelle Kuzma
Briyanna L. Lahr
Emily Lynn Lane
Alexandria Lynn Lawrence
Brandon L. Lee
Robert H. Lemay
Catherine L. Lencione
Rachel Lauryn Leonard
Justin Henry Leslie
Melissa Mary Levesque
Lindsie Lee Liles
Alec David Lonal
Kathryn Elizabeth Long
Nicole Renée Louzon
Joshua A. Lumsden
Elizabeth Lundy
Nadine Yasser Mahfouz
Mary Makled
Paige L. Malay
Tessa Grace Mallett
Daniel Scott Mandziuk
Nicholas A. Manzella
Horia Mihai Marcu
Armando Marín
Fatima Mashrah
Zachary Taylor Matthews
Shelby Lauren Mazur
Jeffery C. McFarland
Alexander T. Mende
Andrew Michael Merritt
Sura Merza
Candice Nicole Mickens
Autumn Renee Mitchell
Mawj M. Mohammed
Jeffery Moore
Jake Moreno
Hooman Nasser Muslmani
Katherine Elizabeth Mysliwiec
Sarah S. Nabhan
Hawraa Mouhamed Nagi
Samira A. Nahshal
Adel Mahmoud Nasser
Alaa M. Nasser
Shareen Nasser
Luke AlexanderNAV
Richard M. Nehring
Kevin Patrick Norton
James Anthony O’Connor
Joseph Ryan Oliverio
Khadeeja Paracha
Elizabeth Ann Pastula
Brianna Grace Patrick
Andrew C. Paulo
Stephanie Ellen Pettovello
Kimberly L. Pham
Matvey Polin
Mikayla Angelique Polly
Kimmie Lee Price
Mohammed M. Rahman
Veronica Lynn Rates
Arlisa J. Robinson
Imane H. Roumieh
Brock Andrew Rowberry
Lawrence Rubel
Hannah Rose Ryniak
Mariam Saad
Samer R. Saad
Teeba Hamid Sadoun
Jay Sands
Guilherme Yuji Sano
Cierra Felice Savage
Mario Joseph Scala
Kali Christie Sclater
Narimeen F. Shammami
Freeman Jerome Shields
Heyam Salah Shohatee
Cory Nolan Shults
Curtis Blaise Sieczkowski
Mohamed Slim
Michael John Smith
Zachary R. Smith
Cody William Staub
Renee S. Summers
Kelsey Maureen Sutyak
Christopher James Tait
Gregory W. Thomas
Eric Russell Thomas
Daijae Ariel Thompson
Tiffany N. Topor
Ofelia Torres
Mariam Toure
Candice Nicole Tudor
Darius Cornell Turner
Justin L. Van Fleet
Jonathan Tyler Vartenoff
Kaitlin Shelby Veal
Joseph Marshall Vetula
James Vincent Wade
Laura Mattie Walker
Micah C. Walker
Christopher Alan Wasinski
Kimberly Rebecca Watson
Nicholas J. Weigandt
Joseph Thomas Wellinski
Julia Michelle Wells
Stephanie K. Wilks
Courtney Eileen Williams
Madalyn Molina Willis
Alexander S. Woodill
Zachary J. Woolston
Nicholas Michael Yax
Mallori Young
Noor Zein
Michelle Annette Zerkich

Bachelor of General Studies

Alana Dora Dimascio
Raphael S. Drake
Anthony Daryl Green
Rechjeal Renee Holmes
Estasia L. Sweat

100
Bachelor of Science

Ahmed I. Abdulreda
Samer Al Ismaeel
Zahra Taisier Al-Tawab
Mustafa Aldabbagh
Yousif M. Ali
Emida Aliko
Ametalsalam M. Aljahmi
Mariam J. Aoun
Castille Leigh Asmann
Noura M. Ayad
Ali Baydoun
Nadine Bazzi
Brittany A. Bergstrom
Nichole C. Bowman
Ali Chaaban
Fatima Hassan Chahine
Rachel S. Chandra
Anthony Samuel Cieri
Christopher Edward Conn
Joannes Paula Roga Cupino
Matthew Sean Daratony
Nicholas E. Diroff
Brian John Egri
Karleen El-Ashwak
Sarah El-Habash
Alexander James Fitzgerald
Miranda May Geisinger
Ahmad Syed Ghani
Chloe Haag
Nida Haider
Brody M. Hall
Hassan A. Hamadi
Deanna K. Harajli
Amber Nichelle Hinton
Nivine Adib Hmiedeh
Timothy Arthur Hollman
Sierra Zeitz Holmes
Brigitte Alma Hutter
Huda H. Ismail
Eric J. James
Ibtehal M. Kadhim
Nour K. Kadouh
Adam Stefan Kollipara
Ziad Noras Kutob
Robert Daniel Lucas
Michael John Mastrogiavanni
Sabrina Mastroianni
Rudy Jamal Matti
Michelle Megan Marie McDevitt
Ali Al Akbar Mochaimeh
Justin D. Murray
Batoul Ali Nasser
Sarah Nasser
Christina N. Oakley
Hassan M. Omeis
Muhammad Abdullah Osto
Aileen Reene Peer
Emmet G. Phillips
Alejandra Nayeli Quiroz
Rafey Abdul Rehman
Katera Anna Rincon
Ali M. Rizk
Fedaa Saleh
Nicholas Mark Schofield
Samantha Jean D. Sequito
Omar S. Shabandri
Joseph Aaron Sledzinski
Mariam A. Sobh
Jesse B. Tarala
Candice Nicole Tudor
Arouj Virk
Nayab Z. Virk
Jessica Van Kieu Vo
Broderick J. Wagerson
Samantha A. Walker
Taylor Jeanne Wilson
Justin Mark Woodward
Mahdi Farazdak Zahed
Jennifer Zavalitskaya

Master of Science

Psychology

Amanda Kay Espinoza
Mallory Lynn Stankovich

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Liberal Studies

Julie Mae Walker Altesleben

Master of Public Administration

Candace Cox-Wimberley
Kenneth Vincent Floro
Carol Lynne Furlong
Rae Lynn Harris
Keisha Lynn-Katherine Jackson
Michelle Matchett
Angela Rose Milledge
Christopher Steven Mosetti

Master of Science

Applied and Computational Mathematics

Lourdes Gizelle Guerra
Ehab Abdulla Tarmoom
William Irwin Johnston
Nicholas Andrew Nalepa
Donald M. Patterson
Anthony Michael Sader

Environmental Science

William Irwin Johnston
Nicholas Andrew Nalepa
Donald M. Patterson
Anthony Michael Sader
Bachelor of Business Administration

Rana Mohamed Abdelkhaliq  
Bushra Abdelsaheb  
Mason Anoir Agemy  
Ian Edward Aiken  
Al Yaqadhan Saud Al Hamimi  
Rawan Amur Saleh Al Hashimi  
Faris Mohammed Almuqaddam  
Amal Abdul Rahman Abdullah Al Zadjali  
Sarah Abdul Hameed Ghulam  
Rasool Al Zadjali  
Muhab Alayoubi  
Marica T. Ashley  
Mitchell C. Azzopardi  
Mohamed Ridha Abed Banoon  
Emily R. Bargardi  
Uranzaya Batsaikhan  
Awatif L. Baydoun  
Bridget Bernadotte  
Kajol B. Bhatt  
Abir S. Bidi  
Hassan Chaalan  
Anik Chakroborty  
Madina A. Chamas  
Sara Y. Chami  
Andrew Joseph Choraszewski  
Fariba Choudhury  
Ricky T. Christian  
Evan A. Copeland  
Christopher William Pius Coscia  
Joslyn Covault  
Nicholas David Cunningham  
Russell Lee Cuthrell  
Maya Dahger  
Hussein Daher  
Meera Das  
Leanne Elizabeth Dawood  
Nader M. Dawoud  
Christina Elena de Cardenas  
Miguel Arturo De La Rosa  
Benjamin F. Debusschere  
Matthew S. De Claire  
Christina M. Denomme  
Sydney Karsten Dodds  
Kristen Toni Domez  
Christopher A. Douglass  
Mohamad Elarab  
Natalie Elizabeth Erickson  
Deleana Marie Eschelman  
Lisa Marie Fauber  
Hadi Adel Fawaz  
Anthony Dease Fick  
Krenar Fraholi  
Dora Marietta Furtos  
Safaa Sahir Georges  
Gordon Howard German, Jr.  
Morgan D. Gibbons  
Sarah Jamal Hachem  
Rashad Hamidov  
Daniel R. Harris  
Dione Alaina Harris  
Deanna Howanietz  
Nour A. Ismail  
Fatima A. Issa  
Kristen Alexa Johnstone  
Hyoseob Joo  
Skyler Kallabat  
David A. Kasper  
Colin Patrick Kelly  
Ji Hyun Kim  
Lukas Han Knoer  
Rahul Koneru  
Carmen Teresa Kuderik  
Justin Christopher Larson  
Marie Giselle Laurent  
Winston D. Lazarte, Jr.  
Steven Matthew LeBlanc, Jr.  
Denise S. Lewis  
Tao Li  
Zhuoyan Li  
Shiyu Liang  
Loren A. Lide'-Latham  
Ian P. MacDougall  
Rafael R. Madrigal  
David James Mann  
Sophia Maryoush  
Derek DeVonn Mathis  
Emily Jean Mayes  
Peter C. Mayhew  
Olivia Anne McKenzie  
Carlo Vincent Meli  
Elena Maria Mendoza  
Riley Alexandra Miller  
Mohammed R. Mohammedsaed  
Marybeth Muliett  
Kladi Myslimaj  
Andrew Paul Nicoletti  
Najahe S. Norman  
Sean A. Nowak  
Kira E. O'Brien  
Adam Robert Olweean  
Jamila Osseili  
Alexander M. Pappas  
Shivam H. Patel  
Raven Armanni Payne  
Alexis Pearcy  
Kristjana Pecaj  
Kyle J. Perkins  
Aimee Rose Piestrak  
Patrick J. Pinkowski  
Maria Magdalena Radu  
Clinton Lucas Randall  
Nakayla Jaynae Reese  
Hawraa Ridha  
Devin M. Robinson  
Rebecca M. Rowe  
Amal Mohamed Saleh  
Mohamed Mohammed Saleh  
Rayan Saleh  
James Paul Sanford  
Derek T. Schulz  
Bijan K. Scott  
Megan C. Secombe  
Erica S. Shrum  
Avi Singh  
Madeline M. Smerdon  
Allen C. Snowden, Jr.  
Rakan O. Soubra  
Shelby A. Spaw  
Mark Switzer  
Emily Marie Szymanski  
Ryan Joseph Theisen  
Anthony Thomas  
Gage Ray Throgmorton  
Roderick O'Neal Tucker  
Nicholas Sean Vance  
Joseph Jerome Vitale  
Pasquale Vittorio Vivenzio  
Nicholas Wagner  
Nicole A. Williams  
Shakela Janae Williams  
Alexis Elana Willis  
Gabriela Brianne Wilson  
Robert S. Wood  
Mason Garrick Wypych  
Rayann Yassine  
Aqsa Zahid  
Tyler J. Zapalski  
Ayman I. Zeebari  
Zeinab Zein  
Juliane Ziturinskas
Master of Business Administration

Angela M. Agius
Muhajer Alabdul
Muna Ebrahim Aldaaysi
Samia Marie Ayyash
Allison Marie Barnhart
Naseem Jeanette Bokhari
Kathryn C. Bommarito
Nathaniel Evan Clarke

Melissa Lee Close
Eric K. Edwards, Jr.
Adam John Finzel
Noel D. French
Irina Grak
Margarita Montes Mann
Lisa M. Martens
Prajakta Mehendale

Paul David Piper
Elizabeth L. Slapnik
Mitchell Craig Thumme
Sean Ryan Warren
Michael James Wilhelm
Michael Gordon Yerke
Joseph Anthony Zywiol

Master of Science

Ali Abbas
Frasanna Kumar Aduri
Ahmad Al Halabi
Israh Ali Al-Zuad
Benjamin Dennis Annor-Adjaye
Ganapathi Bala Ramesh
Derek M. Berger
Youssef Chami
Yujie Chen
Glenn Anthony Davis
Daniel A. Genord
Akash Reddy Ginjala
Sawsan Hagediab
Lahari Iyyunni
Gokhan Izgi
Mrunmayi D. Kokardekar

Shaochen Li
Zelin Li
Lisa Lin
William J. Lokers
Siddartha Malla
Srinivasa Teja Mannem
Haley Katherine McConnell
Junqi Min
Matthew Randolph Molnar Sri
Venkatesh Narahari
Liang Nie
Simisola O. Oyeleye
Vinutha Pedamalla
Aditya Raghava Rangavajhula
Sneha Ravichandran
Danilo L. Salzano

Daniel Joseph Scipione
Marissa Simovski
Anshu Singh
Joshua Michael Slaviero
Sanjana Sridhar
Akif Muhammad Tahir
Yuqian Tan
Santhi Monika Reddy Tangaturi
Mitchell Craig Thumme
Akshata Surendra Tikhe
Mohamed Bassel Toukatli
Timothy Paul Wardle
Mitchell Wood
Ruizhu Xie
Shivam Banwari Yadav
Xin Zeng

Master of Science in Accounting

Steven W. Cheung
Benoit Konango-Nyobe

Wenjun Shao
Xuan Wang

Yongli Alina Xu

Master of Science in Finance

Benjamin Michael Dziobak
Angela Rosa Kinney

Jeffrey Ryan Larsen
Shruti Mundhra

Oluwasegun Emmanuel Omotoso

Bachelor of Arts

Fatma A. Achkar
Chelsea Marie Olivera Acuna
Gharam Mohamed-Saleh Ahmed
Qammash Saleh Aljabaly
Safa Aljabaly
Batoul Baiz
Jaclyn Barakat
Zeinat Hussein Bazzi
Julia M. Beck
Brittany Nicole Beasley
Soleil Berry

Deirdre Kay Lena Carter
Hannah Elyse Cole
Hoda Saleh El-Alami
Courtney Nicole Franchok
Amber Lee Grand
Zeinab Ali Hammoud
Abigail Ann Hanna
Hosn Mohamed Hussain
Waris Saajid Jafry
Kennyly Andrea Jones
Zena H. Kamaleddine

Vivian Teresa Kesto
Carol Puiman Luk
Alaeddine Maatouk
Deborah Ann Maclin
Layla Makki
Layal Oussama Mallah
Nadia Mansour
Rachel Diane Maple
Alyse Shereee McDermott
Courtney Newby
Mariam Ismail Saab
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN

Bachelor of Arts
Dana S. Sandakli
Lana S. Sandakli
Natelege Mariama Sims
LaShanda Lyna Smith
Trevor Thomas Stoltz
Megan Louise Swick
Tasneem M. Taha
Amanda Tokko
Kaitlin Elizabeth Tracy
Robin Michelle Wilson

Bachelor of General Studies
Heidi M. Miles
Kholood Ali Shohatee

Bachelor of Science
Abdullatif G Abdulghani
Asraa N. Alhawli
Raja Altaae
Jessica Han Mai Doan
Maryam Nour
Emma Mae Watters

Master of Arts
Community Based Education
William Henry Paris III
Stephanie Nicole Walker
Jenna Rae Pennybacker
Early Childhood Education
Maureen Kelsey Ronayne Ryan
Educational Technology
Malak M. Bazzi
Jennifer Lynn Brown
Samuel Thomas Vomastek
Mary Nour
Emma Mae Watters

Master of Arts in Educational Leadership
Jennie Marie Blair
Ahmad Imad Charara
Jennifer Tracie Fryzel
Mona Hojaj Bazzi
Samar Naji Khachab
Renee Michelle Kronsperger
Michelle Jeanne Maci
Kelley Marie Murphy
Sanaa ElAbed Noureddine

Master of Arts in Teaching
Lisa Rosemary Phillips

Master of Science
Health Information Technology
Umkulthoom S. Alrubaai
Candace Marie Mills
Meghal Kumar Patil
Eva J. Pointer
Sanaa ElAbed Noureddine

Doctor of Education
Regina M. Walker
Carrie Donn Zielinski

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts
Education
Rachel Elizabeth Applebaum
Sarah Elizabeth Boisvert
Kelly L. Carlin
Ann K. Glotfelty
Katlin Anne Macari
Asmahan A. Mashrah
Emily Terese Matash
Natasha Victoria Rondeau
Magdalena Szlezynska
Maria Zambrano
Bachelor of Science

Computer and Information Science
Bageshri Bhavsar
Isaac Joseph Butler
Samia Chahine
Anthony Alonte Chua
Sean M. Croskey
David Keith Edwards
Daniel H. Fawaz
Adam Gabriel Giaccaglia
Luis A. Gonzalez-Prendes
James A. Grear, Jr.
Issam Jassim
Durwin Harvey Johnson II
Brandon Stephen Leon
Ali H. Mazeh
Christopher J. Murdoch, Jr.
David Orzel
Luke T. Pacheco
Aristotelis D. Papaioannou
Maximilian Thomas Petretta
Nicholas R. Ponikiewski
Anthony Steven Charles Sewell
Egil Shijaku
Edward J. Stark
Matthew Joseph Stockert
Patrick Ian Taghap
Yanzhen Wang

Computer and Information Science Mathematics
Yanzhen Wang

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Bioengineering
Yousuf A. Algaradi
Hadwan Ali Hadwan
Noshin Hussain
Manal H. Makki
Fatima Alea Mallad
Evan J. Mosley
Travis Chad Reed
Andrew Shabo
Jacqueline N. Sloan
Michelle Tooma
Bradley Todd Tumas

Computer Engineering
Vishal M. Bhushan
Samuel Blaga
Robert Blinu
Joshua Devon Dunn
Fernando Esparza
Ryan Adam Kott
Stephen William Mara
Carl L. Shearer, Jr.
Brandon James Smyth
Alan Wu

Electrical Engineering
Ali Abdallah
Nabil M. Aboutaleb
Abraham A. Ahmed
Owace Adnan Alldais
Mohammed Aljadiri
Nayef A. Almurisi
Huel Alshohatee
Christopher M. Bargman
Elias Bazzi
Robert Blinu
Joshua Devon Dunn

Rommel Beltran Gabrito
Florin Flavius Gherghinis
Ahmed Ali Issa
Dima Khanafer
Brandon Robert Ley
Stephen William Mara
Khaled Mused
Rami M. Nazarko
Chafeek Hani Nehme
Hussein Sayed
Carl L. Shearer, Jr.
Ali Mohamed Sofyan
Ghansah Kereem St. Amie
Zaid Tawil
Daniel James Vanden Berg
Alex Maurice Vann
Omar Abdul Wahab

Engineering Mathematics
Nicholas David Bratto
Jacqueline N. Sloan

Industrial and Systems Engineering
Yousef M. Almawri
Eric A. Beas-Penaloza
Kelsey Amber Carden
Alexandra Scott Elwell
Brigette Alma Hutter
Georgette Javarinis
Marilyn Mallush Mazaira
Kody R. McCollum
Kathleen Lynn Rubenson
Megan Lynne Sellers

Manufacturing Engineering
Georgette Javarinis

Cybersecurity and Information Assurance
Mazen Abed Hammoud

Software Engineering
Assam Al-Zookery
Kenny Scott Bean
Christina Diane Centivany
Ahmed Qusay Hashem
Haroon Iftikhar
Rico Kahler
Nesrin A. Mohammed
Dominic Angelo Retli
Mohamed A. Saleh
Jacob Edward Tufts
Ryan Michael Wilk

Mechanical Engineering
Huda Khalid Abbas
Ridha M. Abdulridha
Husam Al Mamari
Saif Salim Rashid Al Mamari
Saif Mohammed Rashid Al Mukhaini
Farah Mohammad Bakri
Mohamed Y. Baydoun
Ryan J. Beesley
Chirag Bhushan
Michael Gerard Brannigan
Nicholas David Bratto
Emil Adrian Buia
Bilal Chaabi
Parth P. Dave
Andi Diko
Mahdy Ezzat Farhat
Austin Taylor Fike
Julianne Patricia Gerring
Michael Ghanayem
Hadwan Ali Hadwan
Bogdan Havrisicu
Ayej Ahmad Hazime
Noshin Hussain
Safaab R. Hussein
Paul J. Jacobson
Wael Jayyousi
Joshua Johnson
Adam Waad Konja
Jacob Thomas Kremm
Manal H. Makki
Fatima Alea Mallad
Mizuki Matsui
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Evan J. Mosley
Sanjay Patel
Awais A. Qamar
Amir Reza Rahmani
Aaron T. S. Rao
Travis Chad Reed
Nicholas Joseph Rize

Justin Daniel Rujan
Jacob Skylar Schoon
Richard Sheardown
Kyle R. Shinaberry
Austin C. St. Peter
Stephanie Marie Suter
Michelle Tooma
Amanda Ann Trembley
Samuel Tsegga
Gaspere A. Vitale
Colin Patrick Murphy Warner
Meredith Alyse Williams
Matthew Michael Zamieski

Robotics Engineering
Benjamin James Pollatz

Doctor of Philosophy

Automotive Systems Engineering
Prasanta Kumar Dey

Computer and Information Science
Hanzhang Wang

Information Systems Engineering
Chang Liu

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Computer and Information Science
Kulthom Reis Aboali
Sweta Agrawal
Heena Ali Mulla
Neelankra Allia
Dhanyata Balakrishna
Jackie Lynn Cobb
Shantanu Vijayrao Deshmukh
Muhamed Farooq
Aparna Garg
Zhenjie Hao
Steven W. Houran
Greeksma Karupolu
Huaxin Li
Justin L. Mendenhall
Kal Red Myrick
Akhshata S. Nayak
Mahender Pallapu
Aksh Pivate
Jeffrey Francis Quesnells
Vikas Rajendra
Shashank Shivardrappa
Linxi Zhang

Daniel M. Clifford
Colton J. Dovier
Mohamed Elsayed
Raquel Guadalupe Estrada
Akshay Gala
Sagar Govil
Hillary M. Gregory
Adrian John Guseth
Paul Christopher Hopkins
Matthew K. Looby
E0 Omanovic
David Wynn Philion
Omer Saleh Shaibi
Radhika Abhilash Sawant
Jeffrey Michael Szuma

Program and Project Management
Kevin M. Balcom
Sonam Chauhan
Lee Scott Folgmann
Kelly A. Genzlinger
Swetha Padma Priya Intj
Sreehari Mohanakumar
Mayuri S. Patil
Mark C. Shaof
David Norman Wood

Software Engineering
Shalini Bansal
Ansaar Beg
Jake M. Bock
Gayathri Ganesan
Bhaskar Konisetty
Shweta Mane
Alexander Taylor Myers
Stephanie Susan Rankin
Joseph Andrew Sisk
Natpinij Sowapart
Shan E. Zehra

Engineering Management
Christopher Allen Bixler
Praveen Chandra
Master of Science in Engineering

Automotive Systems Engineering
Venu Vardhan Raju Raju Adluru
Praveen Arshid
Krishnapriya Atluri
Rajat Bansal
Mahesh Chandra Bettenahalli
Krishnamurthy
Sunil Bilgi
Sahil Bishnoi
Gautham Reddy Bolla
Atish Bong
Manohar Reddy Cherreddy
Sai Kamalnath Chitirala
Venkataeswararamasurya Avinash Varma Datla
Kaustubba A. Deshpande
Venkata Ramana Murthy Garbham
Ganes Hassan Muralidhara
Matthew James Hubbard
Sai Raghu Raj Ivaturi
Dhananjay Sainath Joshi
Samip Shrikant Joshi
Calvin B. Josha
Sai Bhargav Kadempally
Ankit Khurana
Andrew Henry Kokoska
Manoj Michael Kothapalli
Aditya Sanjay Kothari
Tarun Krishna Prabhakar
Adarsh Srinivas Krishnan
Mayuresh Satish Kulkarni
Rohit John Manavalan
Nikhil Manjunath
Pavan Kumar Mavinkere Revanna
Jash Murjani
Pasupuleti Rahul Naidu
Rahul Ravi Nair
Sujith Nakka
Kevin Charles Pasch
Rinkesh Patel
Prakash Balasaheb Patil
Vinay Pochu
Charish Putta
Pranava Radha Krishna
Alan Abraham Rajan
Prajwal Rangaswamy
Christopher M. Rawsky
Naga Sachin Rekula palli
Steven Douglas Schofield
Srinivasan Senthilnathan
Kushal Rajeshkumar Shah
Gurbaksh Singh
Chetan Prathik Srikantha
Pragadeesh Subramaniam Venkatesh
Abhinav Sureshbabu
Neeraj Vasant Takale
Mahendar Thanniru
Sravani Tulasi
Vinoth Kumar Vaithiyam Jankiraman
Sriharsha Vallapuneni
Sanjiv Valsan
Siva Vikranth Vayugundla
Rohit Vedachalam
Revanthbhimu Vunnam
Umang Vyas
Xiaohang Yu

Bioengineering
Kai Duan

Computer Engineering
Steven J. Brettschneider
Bharath Chandrashekar
Benjamin Michael Dale
Raymond Cuevas Llonillo
Christopher Louis Mkolajewski
Clayton David Northey
Krishnasivani Perugu
Manoj Raut
Brittany Maryanne Smith
Muhammad Tayyab
Anoosh Kumar Reddy Varidhireddy
Durga Venkata Siva Suryaji
Yarramsetti

Electrical Engineering
Mohammad H. Badaoui
Trent R. Barkdull
Caitlin Marie Bateson
Ali Akram Bazzi
Mouhamed Salem Bseileh
Akshat Shashikant Deshpande
Aldo Paull D’Orazio
Yi Feng
Nikhilesh Govindarajan
George Ryan Kelly
Guangliang Liu
Qihan Liu
Ruirui Liu
Mostafa Mohamed
Derek R. Napierala
Prajakta Pimple
Shravan Pottiuru
Frank W. Raffaeli
Ramsamir Ravath
Nabil Sleiman Salame
Mohammad H. Salameh
Neha N. Sant
Zhengshen Shu
Ka Wai Kevin So Zhao
Jiahua Tian
James Douglass Tyler
Fnu Vindhyea
Adam L. Wright
Tianbo Xu

Energy Systems Engineering
Ramachandran Ganesh
David Alan Huffman II
Dominic Leo Lanni
Samuel McClure
Venkata Sai Phani Dinakar
Nishanthupudi

Industrial and Systems Engineering
Vamsi Krishna Addagatla
Alexander G. Ancinec
Jackie Ayoub
Arindam Banerjee
Shreya Danda
Mohamed Ahmed Elmadari
Amandeep Gujral
Sandieep Harirapura Janardhana
Lisa Victoria Hebert
Jeremy Robert Hilliard
Vardhan Rajendra Ijare
Yingxi Jin
Karthik Yadav Ketham
Sachin Korada
Vishwanath Krishnamoorthy
Ashtik Kumar Kulkarni
Omkar Rajendra Kulkarni
Prateek Kulkarni
Abhishek Nagesh Kumbhar
Jiayi Li
Shuosun Li
Aowen Liu
Xiaole Liu
Sheetal Madarapu
Asmita Mehendarge
Kashyap Ashwinkumar Mehta
Srikanth Nagishetty
Abhilash Narla
Paul David Piper
Niranjan Ramesh
Vishwaajit Prakash Ransing
Mayuresh Vijay Savargaonkar
Narendran Sekar
Dishant H. Shah
Mohammed Farahz Siddiqui
Hafiz Abdussaboor Tariq
Yourui Tong
Samrat Vittal
Muhuai Wu
Ying Zhao
Xindi Zou
Master of Science in Engineering

Manufacturing System Engineering
Peter Botros
Neeraj Sanjay Karmarkar
Anirudh Vijendra Utpat

Mechanical Engineering
Monish Alapati
Abhilash Reddy Babu Reddy
Tomas E. Bacci
Christian Thomas Bach
William P. Baker
Alexandra Marie Bashier
Ameya Ganesh Basutkar
Santhosh Bellarpadi
Ananthapadmanabha
Hannah Maria Bever
Sruthi Bobba
Craig Bosanko
Michael Shannon Boyle
Michael L. Burke
Bingqi Cao
Avin Weith Castelino
Mani Sarath Chintalapudi
Shalin M. Dhumal
David Neal Doellstedt
Harrison Lee Douglass

William J. Fischer
Nikhil Gadwal Ramesh
Ricardo Granados
Ethan Grossman
Christopher J. Guarracino
Snehit Reddy Gurram
Sophie Elisabeth Hardig
Janarrtanan Jothimurugan
Nicholas R. Kalweit
Timothy Scott Karcher
Sari George Kassar
Neela Kantham Naidu Konisi
Ronald J. Koslakiewicz
Chirantana Kuchimanchi
Jingran Li
Zexun Li
Bharath Prasanna Lokkur
Abhishek Anant Mangoli
Likith Manjegowda
Venkatesh Mantur
Lucas Paul Marshall
Paul Sujeeth Marumudi
John W. McDonald
Sampat Uday Tej Merupula
Aqheel Mohammad
Andrew John Mozer
Sai Rohith Mudduluru

Rahul Konchady Nayak
Narayan Nazare Lakshmeesha
Anthony Joseph Pagliualungo
Sankeerth Reddy Pakala
Nicholas Anthony Quatrano
Alan Lane Reintjes
Samrat Sanjay Shinde
Jason Solocinski
Sai Kiran Sridhar
Megan Renee Stable
Nikhil S. Subramaniam
Michael Stephen Sylvester
Ruchika Tadakala
Ranjith Tallapalli
Christopher W. Thomas
Steven Douglas Uppllegger
Raja Vikram Vangala
Venkata Rama Sai Teja Velivelu
Sathwik Reddy Venreddy
Nishanthraag Reddy Venuturla
Dawei Wang
Kendra White
Monica Mae Wilson
Linyan Xiang
Yuxiao Zhang

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION

Founded in 1969, Thomas A. Finholt, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Information

Robert Alterman
Edward Anderson
Jessica Andrews
Renee Armstrong
Christian Baird
Yusuf Lee Bell
Carly Belloff
John Billings
Bari Blitzer
Eric Blohm
Nicholas Boesel
Jonathan Bracci
Robert Bracci
Jessica Brown
Emma Burger
Haoliang Cai
Alissa Chan
Hunter Charvat
Allan Chen
Yuxuan Chen
Julien Childress
Audra Christophersen
Mackenzie Rosenzweig Chyatte
Matthew Isaiah Clynes
Amos Cone
Joseph Constantino
William Cooper
Maximilian Darr
Khyatee Desai
Salvatore Di Gioia
Susan Doong
Colleen Feola
Mackenzie Ledare Francisco
Luis Gago
Owen Gatto
Samara Gould
Gauri Govil
Terrence Green
Jonathan Gropper
Zoe Halbeisen
Karan Hallon
Rebecca Naomi Henry
Samantha Holzhauer
Shizhong Hu
Madison Huffman
Sabine Hutter
Ethan Mark Jannott
Kennedy Kaufman
Thomas Kidd
David Kim

Hyorim Kim
Rachel Kim
Suji Kim
Andrea Kopitz
Juliana Lam
Uriel Lee
Jamie Leeds
Mathew Lefkofsky
Brandon Levine
Julia Locke
Meagan Londa
George Lu
Peter Mack
Tanya Madhanii
Adam Mason
Jessica Mathis
Amanda McLeod
Paige Mittenhal
Samantha Moross
Lauren Murphy
Bharat Nair
David Nguyen
Madeline Nowicki
Hyungmook Oh
Kathryn O’Neil
Bachelor of Science in Information

Diana Oum
Wade Penman
Jamie Perlmutter
Evan Pesch
Thomas C. Pickren
Ibrahim Rasheed
KendraRepo
James Roeser
Jaclyn Rudolf
Joana Rushiti
Anna Scheppele
Kelly Elizabeth Shashlo
Zachary Sherman
Charles Shin
Len Shirase
Elle Leora Shwer
John Strainer, Jr.
Jessica Stuart
Abigail Suldan
Mithil Suryadevara
Nealon Suthersan
Angel Lina Tsai
Mara Varady
Abril Vela
Tyler Walker
Allison Wanderer
Fernando Wang
Abbey Warren
Avery Wein
Joanna Weingast
Nathan Wellek
Malaysha White
Alissa Wilson
Olivia Withers
Julia Shuyue Wu
Benjamin Zimmerman

Graduate Certificate

Health Informatics
Quian Callender
Ashley Haglund
Suiyuan Huang
Rachel A. Jonassen Bittman
Pegah Kazemifar

Master of Health Informatics

Srishti Agrawal
Misbah Ayesha Ahmed
Oluwisisi Ajetunmobi
Erin Bagazinski
Lindsay Kathryn Brown
Brian Ming Chen
AnnBao Phuong Duong
Madia Essiet
Beltran Figueroa
Ryan StevenFreeland
Gratiana Wang Fu
Adam Gitterman
Jeremy Griswold
KhalidMohammedbassam G.
Hawary
Euijin Jung
Reham Khan
AliehVanessaKimbeng
Ping-Jui Ko
Dahee Lee
Jin Xiu Lu
KristenMcGarry
Johan Mosquera
AlfredoNovoa
ChinmayRavindraPandit
StephanieElysePodolsky
Thomas Pu
Nithya Rajendran
ShrutiSaiRavishankar
John Rincon-Hekking
MeritaSeferi
ShubhumSidhar
EtiowoNkenekeUsoro
TianshiWang
DeahanYu
BinghuiZhang
AnnaZheng

Master of Science in Information

Michael Anthony Abboreno
Adaeze Ajoku
Gaurang Alat
Sophie Amberkar
Adam Anderson
Bess Anderson
Navdeep Singh Bagga
Aravind Kumar Bharathy Mohan
WeiCai
TaitAllenChamberlain
AmyChen
HongyuChen
MingjieChen
Po-Heng Chen
Rebecca Chen
Yi-Ann Chen
JanetCheng
JayChoi
Cathy YeeChow
JulieCruz
Stefan Deuchler
Brad DeVries
Saskia DeVries
Anand Doshi
ColinDrayton
YongjaDuan
SageEsposito
MathildeFinnegan-Kennel
Mei Fu
Casey Gamble
Joshua Patrick Gardner
MadisonGoforth
RutaGokhale
Yujin Gu
Ankita Gupta
Jatin Gupta
Pallavi Gupta
SaulEdgarHankin
StevenHardge
JacobMichaelHaspiel
QuameshaLaGeneHayes
Marcy Held
Tsung-Wei Ho
TylerHoff
Kelly Hovinga
Paris Hsu
Xi Huang
Keunseok Hur
Hanna Jeon
Ru Jia
Lola Jiang
Sili Jiang
Sneha Joshi
ManikandanKandadaiVenkatesh
Kenji Victor Kaneko
VibhutiRajeevKanitkar
HaramieKim
SueGyoung Kim
Young Eun Kim
EmilyJane Koelzer
ClaireYoukyung Koo
Deepak Krishna
Stephanie Ying-Chen Kuo
Jason Lam
Sharon Lee
Chong Li
SCHOOL OF INFORMATION

Master of Science in Information

Xianyue Li
Yu-Shan Li
Hui Liang
Kehan Liao
Andrew Jun Lin
Haoyou Liu
Shanmeng Liu
Shuang Liu
Tianyi Liu
Yu Liu
Huanchen Lu
Junxu Lu
Yuehan Lu
Jun Luo
Joseph C. Lueck
Nathaniel James Magyar
Claire Marshall
Brian Severin Matzke
Kristin Elizabeth Mayer
Desiree Yvonne Jessena McLain
Zoe McLaughlin
Evan Ross Metsky
Jill Meyerson
Chelsea Miller
Mary Catherine Moeller
Jasmine Mou
Dylan Nelson
Thao Huong Nguyen
Jiayi Nie
Maulishree Pandey
Nicholas Pandolfi
Wilson C. Parson
Olivia Louise Patercsak
Russel Peterson
Alyssa Pierce
Yingjin Qi
Hrishikesh Vinay Rao
Ben Rearick
Josue Reyes
Vanessa Rychlinski
Broghan McVicar Sagers
Nisreem Salka
Ginelle Sanchez Leos
Purva Sane
Abhaneel Sarma
Hope Schaeffer
Jane Seong
Tongyun Shang
Mayank Sharma
Ali Sharman
Amy Shih
Brennan Sieck
Rahul Deo Kumar Sinha
Katherine Louise Stadtmiiller
Michael Staggs
Kaiwen Sun
Omkar Ranjan Sunkersett
Paul Suvansupa
Sarah Swanz
Sarah Swiderski
Molly K. Szymanski
Aaron Tang
Raden Tonev
Colin Tyrell
Meg Urisko
Sarah Vander
Chen Wang
Ruihan Wang
Jennifer Ware
Sonakshi Watel
Zoe Meredith Grace Wilkinson
Saldana
Jeremy James Wolverton
Jie-Wei Wu
Sigi Xia
Xiyun Xiang
Chengyi Xu
Yilin Xue
Gale Chih-Yun Yang
Hsin-Ju Yen
Muhan Yuan
Yize Zang
Yihui Zeng
Weiran Zhang
Jingshu Zhao
Shijie Zhao
Ling Zhong
Shuyao Zhu
Yidan Zhu

PENNY W. STAMPS SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN

Founded in 1974, Gunalan Nadarajan, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Isra Abdo
Marissa Nichol Andreou
Abigail Marie Barrera
Victoria Bornstein
Chu Cheng
Brianna Marie Despenza
Kristina Ann Dittrich
Victoria Kaye Essex
Mara Adrienne Ezekiel
Megan Elizabeth Foreman
Madeleine McLean Fougerere
Isabel Garcia
Megan Alyssa Gizzi
Peri Kelton Gruenwedel
Adrian Hanna
Anna Frances Hardig
Anna Elizabeth Kaiser
Ahliyah Marie Kim
David J. Kim
Hannah Klapper
Lilly Lee
Stephanie Lee
Maya A. Littlefield-Wilkinson
Morgan Malone
Elliot Elaine Melk
Michelle Min Peng
Cyndie Kay Robinson
Soo Yeon Ryu
Ellen Casimira Seidell
Cole Andrew Stabnick
Alexandria Noel Valdes
Ana J. Vincent
Zhaozhao Wang

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Olivia Rose Allen-Wickler
Samuel Jacob Bertin
Zoe Black
Ashley Megan Bock
Nina Lauren Mateo Brewster
Alison Ann Elaine Burnell
Alexa Ann Caruso
Sophia Lara Castro
John Vincent Chaney
Sara Elizabeth Ciaramella
Ian Matthew Crowley
Arica Paige Cykier
Mallory Caitlin Donahue
Alicia Odile Finnorn
Dara Denise Firoozi
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Carly Paige Francis  Andrea Levy  Rachael Elizabeth Rose
Laura Garzone  Heidi Mae Liu  Emma Laurent Schau
Rachel Catalina Germaine  Hannah Christine Mabie  Mark A. Schissler, Jr.
Hannah Mai Gordon  Shannon Danielle Maiers  Ami Maree Seal
Grace Kathryn Guevara  Grace Elizabeth Martinez  Sydney Freeman Shaffer
Ellen June High  Gisela Victoria McDaniel  Jennifer Elizabeth Siciliano
Taylor Li Houlihan  Larkin Meehan  Julia Elaine Stocki
Jack Leo Hyland  Shelby Meyer  Christopher Amiel Terrell
Joseph Anthony Iovino  Sarah Anne Neff  Lian Wen Marel Wardrop
Karli Ann Johnson  Sanjana Mehta Pandit  Grace Elisabeth Westwood
Rachel Emily Krasnick  Sol Park  Ki Young You
Nia Simone Lee  Juli Ann Polise  Daphine Wang Zhao
Benjamin Leigh  Katherine Raymond
Margaret Anne Lemak  Elizabeth Reeck

Bachelor of Fine Arts in Interarts Performance
Anna D. Brooks  Ian Ross Jackson Renstrom
Anina Dassa  Claire Isabel Zimmeth

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Design
Integrative Design
Scott Franklin Dailey  Prerna Sunil Dudani  Priyanka Raju Dantuluri
Brandon Richard Keelean

Master of Fine Arts
Art
Stephanie Vania Brown  Robert Joseph Fitzgerald  Brenna K. Murphy
Brynn Higgins-Stirrup

SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY
Founded in 1984, Lori Ploutz-Snyder, Dean

Bachelor of Arts
Sport Management
Ryan Michael Armbruster  Matthew Stephen Cassar  Jacob Feldman
Chandler Gregory Barense  Katherine Elizabeth Choppin  Ryan Marc Fellman
Austin M. Batka  Peter Alexander Cladouhos  Ross Andrew Florin
Harry Jason Benjamin  Katherine Fitzgerald Conklin  Kieran Stephen Clay Foreman
Justin David Bergman  Davis James Crocker  James Walter Fouga
Jared Berson  Jared Matthew Dacosta  Mikenzie Raye Francis
Joshua Steven Broner  Charlie Daley  Jordan Mitchell Gertzman
Nathaniel Key Busch  Shane Decker  Roxanne Nicole Glasser
Jack Michael Bushell  Dylan Garrett Deitch  Benjamin Sebastian Glod
Rachel Nannette Byrd  Hailey Lucie Doctor  Louis Robert Goldsmith
Jordan Marc Camina  Cameron Bilal Dotson  Nicholas Patrick Gruch
James A. Campbell  Thomas Allen Dozeman  Charles Joseph Hadlock
Anthony Candiello  Jillian Nicole Dunson  Dianté Harris

PENNY W. STAMPS SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
Bachelor of Arts

Sport Management
Riley Jacob Stewart Holder
Christopher Addison Jacobson
Delaney Victoria Jodice
Ryan Andrew Kapustka
David Benjamin Katz
Dennis J. Kim
Joshua Benjamin Klein
Jacob Kostner
Nathan David Kramer
Nicholas Charles Krohn
Hojoon Lee
Adam Lenarsky
Brandon Eric Levine
Aron Liebig
Edward Ross Lilienfield
Kathy Hyunchae Lim
Jesse Dante Lippin-Foster
Sydney Gabrielle Lipsitz
Alexander J. Lorenz
Daniel Louis Maentz
Bree Marie Marich
John Michael Mason
Hunter Joseph Mejaly
Garrett Charles Miller
Grant Phillip Minkow
Connor Enrique Mora
Tess Ann Morales
Noah Samuel Morris
Kyle Patrick Mueller
Alexander Reed Needelman
Riley Nelson
Chandler Sloane Reiter
Lee Reiver
Duncan Robinson
Nadia Roopnarvar
Rachel Sydney Roth
Brett Stephen Rubenfire
Oliver Edgar Scherick
Michael Lawrence Schwartz
Eric Joseph Shubitsowski
Nell Frances Shuldiner
Brendan Michael Skinner
Ryan Patrick Smith
Tell Ross Sutton
Megan Takahashi
Joseph Robert Templin
Ryan Tice
Austin Patrick Turner
Konstantinos Dimitris Tzavaras
Jennifer Rebecca Wagley
Samson David Waisanen
Nikki Lynne Walel
Garrett Alexander Wallace
Jesse Michael Waxman
Danielle Weinstock
Chase Dalton Winningham
John Wood

Bachelor of Science

Athletic Training
Emilee Patricia Blouin
Caitlin Ann Brinkman
Brady Kathleen Covert
Chelsea Nicole Hills
Mark Myunghwan Hwang
Callie Cristina Jeske
Evelyn Annette Lechner
Samuel Jennings Schroeder
Shaina Mayah Marie Sondakh-Doran
Amanda Ujkashi
Rachel Lynn Barrett
Bergen Bauer
Sabrina Ann Bernardo
Emily Brooke Biederman
Ahad Amin Bootwala
Cassidy Ray Bouse-Eaton
Caroline Elizabeth Bowman
Samantha Rose Brener
Matthew Gerard Brown
Meghan Anne Campano
Marie Louise Carp
Avneet Singh Chadha
Rachel Lynn Ciarkowski
Gaia Cicervich
Kalie Ciara Cole
Victoria Lynne Cushman
Jack Vincent Daffada
Hannah Gordon Dalton
Haley Dennison
Joseph John DeVita
Alyssa Rose Dillon
Danielle Rose Doppelt
Sarah Elizabeth Doyle
Abigail Rae Drumright
Emily Nicole Elliott
Michelle Flora
Zachary Alan Gerndt
Madeleine Colleen Glew
Elana Robyn Goldenkov
Shane Kelly Gordon
Emma Paige Gottidiener
Julia Rose Grammatico
Tiffany Teresa Hackett
Kelly Nicole Hafer
Micah Harris
Samantha Hawke
Lindsay Eleanor Hendrickson
Maryam Heshmati
Danielle Anne-Marie Hogarth
Kristina Monique Hollis
Hunter Millet Holsinger
Riley Jay Horn
Mallory Anne Hudson
Alison Nicole Iafrate
Arielle Elise Iafrate
Daniel Benjamin Jessop
Danielle Reiko Johnson
Jessyca Anne Judge
Konstantinos Christos Karabetsos
Jacqueline Leah Katz
Lyndsie Rebecca Katz
Cameron Michael Kennedy
Donna Lee Kert
Mattea Marie Krasky
Emily Marie Krueger
Rachel Dara Leibovitz
Gabrielle Mary Leonardi
Rachel Danielle Lesnik
Sandyvul Lopez Zeledon
Elizabeth Lusk
Maisey Lynn Lyons
Dominick M. Macksoud
Jonathon Michael Mancini
Lindsey Rose Mathis
Kara Margaret McConaghy
Kellye Christine McGlumphy
Jordan Erik Menczer
Nathaniel Brandon Messenger
Ellen Margaret Miller
Nathaniel Nelson Miller
Esther J. Min
Rahul Mishra
Margaax Ciara Mistor
Nicole Marie Montalbano

Health and Fitness
Elissa Leigh Arnold
Bailey Warner Baker
Lorena Balic
Adam Belcher
Ashley Taturn Conk
Jaclyn Kate Dostik
Alexandra Ault Gregg
Andrea Mae Kooistra
Dana Renee Levine
McKenna Elaine Mahacek
Paige Marissa Mandel
Hannah Meier
Rebecca Lynn Myers
Maddison Rotner
Jenna Marie Trubiano
Evelyn Jaye VanDeWege

Movement Science
Elizabeth Ayumi Abe
Melody May Allyn
Erin Rosemary Almony
Michaela Ann Andrini
Moira Elizabeth Armstrong

SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY
SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY

Bachelor of Science

Movement Science

Hollis Angel Moore
Julian Michael Moore
Jamie Lynn Morrissey
Thomas Lee Nelson
Aren Eugene Newby
Thomas Nguyen
Zachary Allan Ohs
Emily C. O’Neill
Samantha Ruth Parkinson
Alea Ann Penner
Sean Bradley Penoyer
Amanda Kathryn Peters
Marion Anne Philippe
Jaclyn Michelle Pontell
Jake Presto
Zainab Rasheed
Stephanie Marie Rasmussen
Rachel Nichole Rienstra
Rachel Anne Rockwell
Madeline Rose Rodgers
Andrea Marie Rousseau
Serena Saake
Hannah Rose Schreitmueller
Allison Lauren Gosen Schulte
Taleen Shahrigan
Emma Leigh Sheffert
Shera Lynn Shevin
Erin Shy
Jacob B. Slominski
Alexandria Elizabeth Snell
Jayne Elizabeth Sowulewski
Ashley Kiersten Spaulding
Ann Elizabeth Starling
Blaise Anthony Stearns
Kristen Alexandra Stiffler
Robert Matthew Stitzel
Garrett Joseph Sutton
William Baron Thompson
Annie Kim Tran
Jordan Phillip Walsh
Jason Weng
Kyle Richard White
Landon Ian Wood

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Kinesiology

Mengyang Liu

Master of Science

Kinesiology

Alexa Rae Beemer
Catherine Cheung
Yuemei Lu
Amina Nicole Peters
Jacob Michael Rudock
Jennileeusannah Thompson
Swallow
Jiaqi Wang

Movement Science

Michael Jau-Lan Lee
Joel Licea

Sport Management

Casie Elizabeth Ammerman
Abigail D. Asma
Tiffany Christina Bevel
Rayon Andre Black
Lydia Hope Ellsworth
Thomas Edgar Evans

Matthew Freeman
Griffin Newell Haddad
Alexandra Louise Harrigan
Hongyu Li
Darius Jamar Murray
Alexandra Catherine Norton
Mikaela Elizabeth Pierce
Caroline Elizabeth Winograd
Zhonghu Xing
Sicong Zhang

GERALD R. FORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY

Founded in 1995, Michael S. Barr, Joan and Sanford Weill Dean of Public Policy

Bachelor of Arts in Public Policy

Molly Aronson
Mario Arribas
Carolyn Ayaub
Caleb Beavers
Dylan Bennett
Kyle Butler
Charles Callis
Claire Cepuran
Vineet Chandra
Evan Charney
Tiffany Chau
Tierra Christian
Joseph Cianciola
Victoria Colbert
Daniel Distler
Bridget Doyle
Brock DuCoin
Lauren Farrell
Peter Fawley
Emily Fulks
Geoffrey Gamm
Caroline Garau
Stephanie Guschting
Areeba Haider
Joshua Hoffman
Gloriela Iguina-Colon
Ibrahim Ijaz
Ross Jablon
Nadine Jawad
William Jermyn
Bachelor of Arts in Public Policy

Emily Kabeshita
Aditi Katti
Benjamin Keller
Sarah Khan
So Jung Kim
Irene Kwon
Samuel Lawrence
Gabriel Lerner
Cara Levy
Clara Li
Ellen Loubert
Elizabeth Makuch
Joshua Martin
Aviel Mendelson
Camelia Metwally
Talha Mirza
Imad Mourad
Rhea Ninan
Audrey Pittman
Lisa Pomeranz
Connor Priest
Kaitlin Putnam
Grace Pynnonen
Kate Reinertson
Jill Rosenfeld
Meghan Rowley
Jordan Sandman
Anna Silver
Christian Villanueva
Stephen Wallace
Kathryn Warbel
Andrew Watkins
Ella Webb
Julia Weigand
Melanie Wellstein
Francesca Werner
Chandani Wiersba
Emma Will
Ashley Wilson

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Science, Technology and Public Policy

Tyler J. Cousins
Elizabeth Frances Cloos Dreyer
Gilberto Soria Mendoza
Rachel Leah Wallace

Master of Public Administration

Samir Bejanov
Mukti Deb
Ryan Christopher Moya
Matthew Thomas Nestopoulos
Geila Rajaee
Andrew Todd Sczygielski
Esteban Andres Zolezzi Sanchez

Master of Public Policy

Rodrigo Acevedo
Fandi Achmad
Mohammed Abdulkhaliq A. Alharazi
Nana Agyei Asare
Avery Avrakotos
Muhammad Yahya Javed Bajwa
Hannah Sparks Bauman
Jonathan Edward Beam
Peter Blank
Kate Blessing-Kawamura
Michael Bloem
Daniel Jack Botting
Thuc Bui
Luis Diego Campos
Nikhitha Cheeti
Nathan Christie
Alexandra Leigh Clayton
Desmond Rynn Cole
Anthony Cozart
Gabrielle Jacqueline Horton
Yucheng Hou
Kayla Hoyer
Juan Ramón Jaimes
Kristina Marie Kaupa
Nicholas McChesney Kelly
Meghan Mary Klaric
Tatsuhiko Koizumi
Matthew Alexander Kretman
Aaron Neil Ledbetter
Anna Christina Lenhart
Olivia Lewis
Meizi Li
Carmille Lim
Mengyu Liu
Anthony Lizarra
Sarah Michelle Magnelia
Abess Hassan Makki
Ayaz Mammadov
Xiaolu Meng
Luz Viviana Meza
Lydia Jane Miller
Jacqueline Ann Mullen
Erica Muñoz-Rumsey
Jeongmin Oh
Kyle Olsen
Harold Edwin Marnala Panangian
Preston Joseph Parish
Natalie Anne Peterson
Alana Podolsky
Minahil Raza
Stephanie M. Roman
Nathaniel Paul Samuelson
Kururama Yananiso Sánchez
Ginelle Maria De Jesus Sanchez
Leos
Larry Justin-Gian Sanders
Tri Setyoningsih
Shireen Nazari Smalley
Gilberto Soria Mendoza
Michael Staggs
Sean Michael Stone
Anna Catherine Strizich
Mariah Lee Van Ermen
Kalia Vang
Melvin Preston Washington II
Masako Watanabe
Naoto Watanabe
Tomoyoaki Watanabe
Alexi Williams
Wesley Williams
Carmen Ye
Karen Anne Yocky
Jongeun You
Jessica Youngblood
Allison Brown Zimmermann
August 2018

The following is a preliminary list of the candidates for degrees to be granted upon completion of formal requirements.
Certificate of Graduate Studies

Survey Methodology
James Thomas Erbaugh
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS
Founded in 1841, Andrew D. Martin, Dean

Bachelor in General Studies
Charles Dean Dryer
Sydney Elizabeth Groot
Chelsea Lynn Hamm
Leah Frances Hirsh
Patricia King Masterman
Brady Antoine Tysinger IV
Aminta Natalia Valmon-Charles
Paul von Specht-Embach
William Paul Weichert V

Bachelor of Arts
Michelle Elizabeth Abramczyk
Mitchell Serge Acheson
Shamina Alam
Farhan Syed Ali
Sierra Rae Alley
Najeebullah Amini
Alexandria Antonelli
Marina Bader
Janice SuHyun Bae
Dorian Imani Ballard
Marine Therese Yvette Barjol
Kourtney Yvonne Bell
Kyle Thomas Brown
James A. Brown III
William Francis Bund IV
Brooke Callaghan
Harry Joseph Champion
Kit Ying Grace Chan
Olivia Choi
Vianni C. Cobb
Dallas Kayla Colligan
Gabriel Nissenbaum Colman
Andrew Blackstone Colton
Leah Elizabeth Davis
Evon Sandeep Dholakia
Patrick James Dietz
Hanyue Ding
Natalie Drobny
Andrew N. Duncan
Sylvie McNulty Epstein
Brittney N. Evans
Vanessa Fong
Piper Friend
Sydney Fuller
Yi Gao
Ian Xavier Gardner
Natasha Kirstin Geller
Erin Brooke Goldberg
Adriana Marie Goodloe
Savannah Grace Gross
Joseph Grant Hagemann
Christopher James Hammersley
Noah Hunter Hicks
Lana Hinojosa
Salim Omar Huerta, Jr.

Mia Kathryn Hutchinson
Ellis Hyman
Malcolm Jones
Lauren O. Kay
Christian Michael Kennedy
Rishabh Kewalramani
Claire Lucille Kieffer-Wright
Kim Do Hun
Han Joon Kim
Jun Hyeong Kim
Dominique Rasheen King
Justin Kirk
Nicole Korn
Dylan Thomas Koschtial
Victoria K. Kreuzer
Bradley John Kubat
Jacob Michael Lada
Scott Weston Lautner
Ian Leach
Nicolas Lebed Crespo
Grace Lee
Rebecca Liang
Christopher Leclaire Lievois
Dallas Rae Lindenau
Emily Elizabeth Lopez
Alfredo Vidal Lopez Rizo
Wenxi Lu
Clint Lyders-Petersen
Olivia Rose Mandell
Joshua Michael Mandilk
Sam Ariel Marks
Esteban Martinez
Lauren Beth Matson
Braden Andrew McConnell
Nicole Michele McDowell
Gavin McGregor
Connor Ryan Meckfessel
Rebecca Kathryn Miller
Aliyah Mitchell
Taylor Renee Moberg
Mehdi Mohammad Ali
Felipe Nicolas Montes de Oca
Dustin Raye-Michael Murphy
Mary Margaret Obrien
Nicholas Peter Orr

Cherish Nebeshanez Parrish
Owen James Peters
Weston Trevellyan Priest
Sarena Louise Prince
Alinah Jeanne Purdy-Sachs
Wesley Sinclair Pytlowany
Nathalie Jo Rahmes
Kaviraj Vaidya Raman
Matthew Paul Ramirez
Daniel Scott Reed
Stephen Paul Reed
Graham Pellegrom Riley
Stephanie Lucy Robinson
Sophia Cole Rome
Lauren Christine Royce
Mira Helen Ruder-Hook
Jasmine Christine Russell-Yeh
Chaewon Sagong
Ryan Salzman
Allison Nichole Shuff
Peyton Elizabeth Silver
Hannah Joonghwa Sim
Sharonda Nicole Karlese Simmons
Brett Corey Skywalker
Brian Chapman Smith, Jr.
Ryan Douglas Smith
Nicole Amanda Snyder
Thomas Paul Sorek
Summer Hope Stern
Joshua Camaj Stewart
Sherelle Arnelle Streeter
Tiffany Tanubrata
Cheyenne Elizabeth Travioli
Alexander Michael-Bartha
VanderKlipp
Carly Ann Ventimiglia
Clarke L.T. Walker
Charles C. Wang
Jared Wangler
Ayla Lillian Wing
Abigail Lydia Worth
Ruling Xue
Ashley Marie Zwack

Bachelor of Science
Morteda Abidalhassan Alaamiri
Farid Alsabeh
Kamel Yehya Aoun
Callie Belanger
Nick Bevacqua
Annie F. Campbell

Alexander James Carson
Eric Robert Chapman
Sarah Jeanne Chartier
Zachary Alexander Colton
Mikela Grace Dean
Palak Rajiv Desai

Maya Deshmukh
Elin Vesselinov Eugeniev
Yasmina Farah
Grace Louise Fisher
Alyssa Garcia
Madeleine Gerson
Bachelor of Science

Peyton Elizabeth Goethe
Meredith Catherine Grupe
Alex Haase
Rebecca Lindsey Harris
Rheanna Samantha Henney
Abdu Rahman Hijazi
Gabrielle Julienne Hodges
Lauren Louise Hoff
Katelyn Hom
Amy Raihanah Binti Husain
Jae Min Hwang
Raveena Amrika Jagarnauth
Mehreen Jamil
Tiara Lynn Jhons
Shin Heuk Kang
Tanvi Kartal
Jun Beom Ku
Kelsey Kulka
Matthew Allan Laird
Matthew Thomas Lee
Jiaqi Li
Marco Antonio Liera
Alexander London
Christopher James Lopez
Jason Z. Lu
William Gerald Lucier II
Eliza Cate Lugten
Hannah Sybil MacDonald
Cailin Margaret McLean
Muhammad Memon
Megan Ann Mitchell
Natalie Marie Moesta
Mohamad Mourad
Thomas Owen Mullen
Leah Munson
Syed Kumail Ali Naqvi
Enkhtur Narantungalag
Yunfei Nie
Martin Noyd
Jenna Nutter
Carla Obeid
Kayla Marie Oberleiter
Jimin Oh
Deborah Odirachukwumma Okeke
Michella Aurora Lee Parlett
Neil U. Patel
Caitlin Christine Pellett
Stephanie Wendy Perez
Hayley Jane Petit
Hannah Lee Pettibone
Abigail Smith Potts
Joshua Stuart Rabotnick
Joshua Caleb Robinson
Morgan Paige Rondinelli
Mingzhe Shao
Mengjie Shi
Swarna Shil
Abrielle Rose Sommers
Aliya Debra Lan Spotts
Roxana Taginya
Serena Anna Thariath
Ethan Scott Thompson
You Tian
Reno Torres
Nour Farouk Toufaily
Michelle Kim Tran
Komalpreet Kaur Tur
Zunaira Qamar Virk
Lynsey Marie Wall
Megan Elizabeth Wampler
Xueqi Wei
Laura Katherine Weisz
Andrew Paul White
Sydni Williams
Lauren Marie Wischer
Qishen Xu
So Young Sarah Yang
Yichangle Zhao
Sheng Zhong

Bachelor of Arts

Mia Elizabeth Bowers
Michelle Antoinette Helner
Isabella Alysses Isaacs-Thomas

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Science, Technology, and Society
Carla May Dhillon

Master of Arts

Applied Economics
Atsushi Kawakami
Supatthrarat Suphrom
Ivy Tran

Statistics
Amirhossein Meisami
Master of Science

Earth and Environmental Sciences
Gephen Rebecca Sadove

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Mariah Kenney

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Founded in 1850, Marschall S. Runge, Dean

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Cellular Biotechnology
Grace Mahony Kroner

Master of Science

Biological Chemistry
JonCarlos Anderson
Ali M. Farhat
Alexander Henry Fischbach
Aditi Gupta

Pharmacology
Siqi Sun

Physiology
Lucas Allen
Abir Sardar Azeem

Christine Byun
Ahmad Jaafar Chehab
Nathan Douglas Cowdin
Grace Egan Denney
Kevin Toni Eid
Kianna Marie Eurick
Reid Fursmidt
William Thomas Gribbin
Joseph John Hellrung, Jr.
Mussa Ibrahim
Vivian Liu
Mollie Nicole Mahoney

David James Miller
Lauren Theresa Mills
Marissa Ray
Bradley Patrick Richey
Joel Rose-Kamprath
Aaron Mitchell Schwark
Merna Falah Sitto
Alaina Marie Skotak
Joshua Michael Szczepanski
Joseph George Taranto
Galloway Andrew Thurston
Raquelle Wilson

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Founded in 1875, Laurie K. McCauley, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene

Megan Rose Bilbee
Brooke Boss
Andrea Jae Butler

Michelle Enos
Jerri A. Jones
Rebecca Marie Merryfield

Brandy Zantello
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Dental Hygiene
Denise Guadiana
Wafaa M. Nabilsi

Endodontics
Carolina Cucco
Hooman Rabiee
Dmitry Vodopyanov
Hassan Yehia

Orthodontics
Sarah Joanne Baxter
Lauren Christine Ehardt
Sara Dean Schutte
Gregory Lee Sencak
Brandon S. Shoukri
Kyle Lemart Taylor

Restorative Dentistry
Najla Neamatallah M. Al Turkestani
Salim Ali S. Algarni
Shawna Lee Jackson

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Founded in 1876, James Dalton, Dean

Doctor of Pharmacy
Chelsea Paige Liebowitz

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Founded in 1895, Alec D. Gallimore, Robert J. Vlasic Dean of Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
John Andrew Dawson
Shadi Khan

Biomedical Engineering
Ryan Carse
Daniel Gebrezgiabhier
Taylor Lorraine Hedrick

Chemical Engineering
Richard John Doktycz
Carmine Michael Finelli
Reed Wesley Hostrander
Rachel Fiona Krupp
Cameron Robert Stitt

Civil Engineering
Anna Jacoba Schmeissing
Malcolm Perry Thompson

Climate and Meteorology
Tyler Renee Underwood

Computer Science
Zachary James Cavazos
Maverick Cook
Joseph Daniel Franc
Konstantin Golobokov
Oliver Ewald Graff
Ashrant Kohli
Umang Amit Latha
Zachary S. Nofzinger
Angel Manuel Perez Torres
Rakesh Raja
Charles Celestino Rogers
Madhav Sharma

Data Science
Arya Taylor
Peijia Yu

Electrical Engineering
Rahul Hingorani
Leila Marie Syal

Environmental Engineering
Alexandra Price

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Sameer Arora
Corinne Elizabeth Beemer
Winston Budiman
Usukbayar Enkhjargal
Ellen Marie Green
Daniel J. Huang
Christopher Michael Hudson
Jasen Liman
Sabrina Lin
Xubo Liu
Jenna Michelle Locricchio
Danielle Marzetti
Matthew John Miller
Vedant Kevin Shah
Mark Anthony Spencer
Nicholas William Theodoracatos
Muhammad Umair
Michelle Yumi Vander Lugt
Linwei Zhang
# Bachelor of Science in Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials Science and Engineering</th>
<th>Mechanical Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jason Daniel Kertayasa</td>
<td>Megan Lifei Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Lee</td>
<td>Jordan Elizabeth Bannan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yatri Jayesh Patel</td>
<td>Austin Seth Friedant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shane Cherokee Penn</td>
<td>Dalton Enrique Geraldo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panyakorn Rakpanitmanee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrielle Rose Sommers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas C. Walkinshaw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences</td>
<td>Thomas Coppeans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Sciences and Engineering</td>
<td>Corinne Florie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Master of Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automotive Engineering</th>
<th>Global Automotive and Manufacturing Engineering</th>
<th>Systems Engineering and Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Brownridge</td>
<td>Stella Hocevar Brochado</td>
<td>Samuel David Pierangelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Schreiber</td>
<td>Mohammed Mehdi Dhanjy</td>
<td>Ryan Prescott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Systems Engineering</td>
<td>Alexandre Hideki Kobuti</td>
<td>Gustavo Rodolfo Nieto Santillana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Bernard Powers</td>
<td>Jake Taylor Krapes</td>
<td>Abbie Elizabeth Swoboda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Weigelt</td>
<td>Ashley Dee Legato</td>
<td>Leslie Elizabeth Urff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ryan Marshall Legato</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Felipe De Castro Macedo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering</td>
<td>Systems Engineering and Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Hang-Chun Lin</td>
<td>Paul Robert Burns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natacha Comandante Lou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Elizabeth Tomaszewski</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Bonk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Combs-Hurtado</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science in Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Chemical Engineering</td>
<td>Industrial and Operations Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Marie Capeling</td>
<td>Alec Ajay Desai</td>
<td>Daniel Kenneth Lawlor Pippen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alissa Marie Ebenhoeh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School*
A. ALFRED TAUBMAN COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

Founded in 1913, Jonathan Massey, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Architecture

Zachary Effa  Rebecca Liang  Christopher Nelson

Master of Architecture

Ashish Bhandari  Genevieve Joan Doman  Aimee Christina Wolf

Master of Urban Design

Kunheng Han  Samuel James Kirchner  Kelsey Lauren Ryan

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Urban Planning

Urban and Regional Planning
Michelle Bennett Rubin

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Founded in 1921, Elizabeth Birr Moje, Dean

Bachelor of Arts Education

Kristina Maria Garza  Evan McKae O’Leary  Jessica Stephanie Thompson
Anastasia Stacey Georginis  Brenna Elizabeth Potter
Ricky Mei  Caitlin Michelle Smith

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Educational Studies

Subeeta Abdul Majeed  Nicholas Peter Gavin  Ryan Meier
Mark Edward Anderson  Jacob Daniel Gorski  Michael Paul Moody
Mariam G. R. S. Awad  Melissa Rae Gressman  Bushra Murad
Kelly Elizabeth Bindon  Erica Elizabeth Halsey  Frances McNamara Nemeroff
Tara Bowen  Mayssam Hussein Khorbatly  James Daniel Newark
Kelsey Meredith Brown  Marica Zamarrom Jurkovic  Ross Andrew Newman
Brandon William Burch  Nicholas Kaczanowski  Olubusayo Oyeyemi Olojo-Adeoye
Caleb R. Coon  Devin Alan Kelsey  Eve Palinski
Kimberly Carol Coughlan  Carolyn L. Kodis  Jeremy Parker
Lorrryn Thanh Cruz  Theodore Kuchar  Danielle Nicole Peyerk
Monica Dalmia  Rebecca Labov  Lauren Rose Plotzke
Eric Daly  Leila Camille Lester  Charles Alexander Posigian
Alexandra Margaret De Loof  Shuang Li  Denise Ann Roark
Erica Decker  Alicia A. Lovejoy  Nicholas Steven-Nguyen Robbins
Claire Federhofer  Molly Paisley McClean  Hanna Elizabeth Robey
Max David Foehringer Merchant  Cate McCraw  Matthew Patrick Salgat
Jessica Ashley Scott
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Master of Arts

Educational Studies
Minami Seki
Ryan Jon Silvester
Brandon C. Smith
Alexander James Snow
Ashley Stanley
Courtney Viola Stewart
Jeremy P. Stotz
Hanna Hall Sturgis
Kathleen Rochelle Thompson
Xin Tong

Katie Lynne Torkelson-Regan
John Tsirigotis
Koumei Christensen Tsunoda
Samuel Hawkes Upton
Jacob David Van Oosterhout
Alexandra Lauran Wagner
Emma Lane Walde
Conall Edward Walsh
Shuxian Wang
Siqi Wang
Emily Nettie Angel Wark

Kathryn Elizabeth Whited
Melanie Maria Wiggins
Jalen Hunton Williams
Sheridin Wright
Liangke Yang

Higher Education
Carolina Dominguez-Burciaga
Reuben Kapp

STEPHEN M. ROSS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Founded in 1924, Scott DeRue, Edward J. Frey Dean of Business

Bachelor of Business Administration

Ann Halkerston Boehrler
Thao My Tran
Peijia Yu

Master of Business Administration

Jaewon Ahn
Varisa Anuntarumporn
Hirohisa Arakawa
Manit Bhandari
Konstantinos Charizanis
Nicholas John Ellies
Yuichi Fujikawa
Evan Nicholas Garber
Carlos Antonio Gonzales
Jae Ho Ha
Cheng-Chun Hsu
Ye Hu
Shotaro Ichikawa
Yurika Ishikawa
Patsanan Jarukornsakul

Hyung Gon Joo
Hyuck Jung
Kosuke Kikuchi
Seung Hon Kim
Jungsun Kim
Toshiya Kumazawa
Melody Li
Naween Limssakul
Nicholas Benjamin Martens
Robert Michael McAndrew
Takao Nakamura
Nuttavuth Nundhapana
Masamitsu Obayashi
Nattha Pattanasakpinyo
Michael M. Pavlovic

Pakpoom Phungchittisarn
Pajaree Prasitsak
Kasem Pruksananonoda
Christine Lynn Rickard
Jay Anil Sanghavi
James S. Saris
Stephen Michael Smith
Noriyuki Suzuki
Tomohiro Suzuki
Nobukazu Takahashi
Kavita Tangkeow
Patnaree Tanyaset
Aishwarya Varma
Moriatsu Yamada
Fang Zhou

Master of Management

Zilu Wang
SCHOOL FOR ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY
Founded in 1927, Jonathan T. Overpeck, Samuel A. Graham Dean

Bachelor of Arts
Brooke Callaghan
Gavin McGregor
Sarena Louise Prince
Summer Stern
Sherelle Arnelle Streeter

Bachelor of Science
Lauren Louise Hoff
Eliza Cate Lugten
Cailin Margaret McLean
Aliya Debra Lan Spotts
Ethan Scott Thompson
Megan Elizabeth Wampler

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science
Natural Resources and Environment
Peter Alsip
Erin Michaela Barton
Nicholas Weill Boucher
Qihong Dai
Ho Hsieh
Andrew Kinzer
Chelsea Lia Lisiecki
Jesse Thomas McCarter
Christine Lynn Rickard
Hannah Morgan Schaefer
Bradley Louis Weiss
Yilun Zhao
Huayun Zhou

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE
Founded in 1940, Melody Lynn Racine, Interim Dean

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Dance
Abigail Lydia Worth
Performing Arts Technology:
Music Concentration
Benjamin Brown
Theatre Performance:
Acting
Kourtney Yvonne Bell

Bachelor of Music
Composition
Rachel Jenna Epperly
Connor J. Reinman
Charles Andrew Yokom
Music Theory
Connor J. Reinman
Performance:
Cello
Braden McConnell
Performance:
Euphonium
Elliot Polot
Performance:
Violin
Carmen Gagliardi Flesher

Bachelor of Science
Sound Engineering
Mitchell Graham
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Master of Music
Music Education
Danielle Carrier
Bradley Davis
Bridget Duffy-Ulrich
Katelyn Louise Fauls
Emily Alyn Hage
Chelsea Cherie Hill
Jennifer Kustec
John Arthur Lam
Edward David McDonald
Eric Allen O’Brien
Rachael Palajac
Erika Nicole St. Denis

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Founded in 1941, Patricia D. Hurn, Dean

Master of Science in Nursing
Acute Care Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
Amal Almutairi
Ranya Bafail
Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
Stephanie Suzanne Bonynge
Shannon Fragozo
Christie Marie Graziano
Christina M. Lawson
Kristen Joy Kelting
Family Nurse Practitioner Post-Master’s Certificate
Kristen Elyse Bourgon
Primary Care Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
Susan Datema

Doctorate of Nursing Practice
Li Wen Huang
Emily M. Marlow

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Founded in 1941, Cathleen M. Connell, Interim Dean

Master of Public Health
Epidemiology – Hospital and Molecular Epidemiology
Noah Newman
**SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK**
Founded in 1951, Lynn Videka, Dean

**Master of Social Work**
- Lila Adoure
- Hayley Christine Arrol
- Samantha Juliet Bell
- Marie Anne Benner
- Kathryn Paige Bennett
- Saskia Berrios-Thomas
- Emily Colleen Betkey
- Adrienne Victoria Bordo
- Kelsie Irene Bowman
- Cassandra Boyd
- Rachel Briegel
- Andrea Buckley
- Emma Elizabeth Buist
- Emily Ann Carlin
- Rebecca Linda Chavez
- Kelsey Marie Corr
- Rebecca Ann Currie
- Lindsey Nicole Daoust
- Eriana Sondra DeKalita-Mull
- Taylor Elizabeth Dent
- Kortnee Lynne Dill
- Ashlea Elizabeth Dull
- Kayla Marie Durocher
- Raquel Julissa Estrella
- Abby Fedewa
- Kayla Michele Gates
- Kelsey Lynn Gatza
- Rosa Qiao Genetti
- Gabby Gesulgon
- Najah Hamka
- Lauren Ann Hartman
- Morgan Taylor Hull
- Olivia Rose Irwin
- Katlin Morgan Johnson
- Colleen Anna Karim
- Erin Keller
- Holly May Kilbourn
- Isabel Christine Knuth
- Nicole Lyn Koetje
- Ashley Marie Krause
- Ryan William Kunz
- Bethany Riane Lewis
- Shelby Lynn Lonnerstater
- Tashi-Kali Makeda M-Acket
- Mya Marie Mallad
- Sarah Emily Marinetti
- Shaylin Alissa McCann
- Jordyn Taylor McCarthy
- Brittany McIlreavy
- Casey Rose McMillan
- Margaret Rose Mosey
- Amy Nicole Nickerson
- Kara Marie Nicolosi
- Krista M. Norred
- Susanna Cathryn Oakley
- Greg D. Osberg
- Isabelle Rose Pacitto
- Joshua Paul Panter
- Mackaully Lucia Parada
- Kyrie Philbrook
- Rachel Lynn Piper
- Margaret Anita Prigge
- Danielle R. Psaila
- Jordan Amanda Quinn
- Emily Frances Rau
- Jessica Lynn Reeves
- Kelly Beatrice Rocks
- Amanda Beth Rose-Horne
- Rachel Rowden
- Loreley Salazar
- Samantha Anne Schab
- Laura Marie Schepis
- Alexis Ann Smith
- Alyssa M. Smith
- Carlie Lynn Snaap
- Rachael Hope Snyder
- Derek William Stache
- Rebecca Steigerwalt
- Charles Jason Stewart
- Kate Helen Stros
- Kelsey Roberta Thompson
- Olivia Taylor Tolonen
- Jasymn Tooles
- Amber Marie Trombley
- Madeline Grace Viergutz
- Katrine W. Weissmantle
- Sarah Katherine Weissman
- Aleya Marie Williams
- Deja Nichole Williams
- Heather Wise
- Brooke A. Wolters
- Ashley Marie Zuverink

**UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT**
Founded in 1956, Susan E. Borrego, Chancellor

**COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES**

**Bachelor of Applied Science**
- Tony P. Howell
- Dana E. Johnson
- Mike J. Poll II
- Jeffrey T. Shelton
- Monsenaray Sheppard
- Dominique D. Strong

**Bachelor of Arts**
- Mirvat Ataya
- Salvatore D. Ausiello
- Emily K. Birchmeier
- Nancy A. Bissett
- Jerry R. Bradshaw III
- Tawana D. Branch
- Brandon E. Brown
- Rusharra C. Euwing
- Mikayla A. Gilman
- Fatima Hafez
- Quinton R. Kraft
- Shenthea S. Mangrum
- Kaitlin J. Marshall
- Lauren D. Mixon
- Daisha E. Ramsey
- Andrew C. Scott
- Eljesa Vitija
- Amber L. Wasylyshyn
- Rebecca R. Wilhite
- Chad E. Young
- Andrew T. Zimmerman
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Charles H. Brown, Jr.  Christian B. Howard  AJ J. Welty
Stephanie A. Chisnell  Jason M. McCormick

Bachelor of Science
Hamzah Almehdhar  Gabriella M. Garland  Jason D. Keel
Carl J. Amrhein  Brittney N. Guidebeck  Kaitlyn L. Petrone
Benjamin L. Bauer  Alex T. Hassett  James L. Quarles
David S. Blight  Benjamin J. Heilner  Benjamin J. Savoie
Darien D. Clay  Madeline M. Hundley  Jordan N. Van Dusen
Jacob D. Gangl  Megan M. Kalandyk  Cydnee J. Weirauch

Bachelor of Science in Engineering
Jeremy P. Zuehlke

Master of Arts

Applied Communication
Jami M. Blaauw Hara  Stewart S. Reed III
Tracy L. Gleeson  Karen J. Riptoe
Dayne M. Hopkins  Kelia Tyson
Joshua M. Langlois  Monica S. Wielichowski
Khalilah A. Rashada

Social Science
Jon R. Ellyson

Master of Science

Biology
Audrianna M. Earegood-McCarty
Erick A. Hamilton

Computer Science and Information Systems
Jarred Bedoya

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Arts Administration
Leon C. Collins

Liberal Studies
Joshua Wentz

Master of Public Administration
Maria C. Allen  Dino W. Hines  Shayne A. Mishler
Tamara M. Bednarski  Rick J. Jones  Lauryn B. Springsteen
Bridgett J. Fenner  Krystal L. Miller
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES

Bachelor of Social Work
Jessica R. McLone          Tara M. Stimson

Master of Arts

Early Childhood Education       Educational Technology       Sarah A. Rogers
April J. Barr                  Angie D. Jewell              Austin A. Whelpley
                                    Andrew G. Lobb

SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND STUDIES

Bachelor of Science

Nour A. Alnasser          Allison J. Haw          Raina K. Richardson
Raye A. Bloomfield       Rana A. Irshheid       Tiffany M. Ricksgers
Ciara N. Brank           Morgan A. Kelly        Jordan N. Roush
Ally L. Brewer           Madison D. Liley       Melisa A. Shafer
Darius M. Buckley        Jonathon Mateen II     Rebecca L. Stewart
Sol Camacho Munoz        Carol M. McRae         Steve H. Tran
Malaka U. Cegers          Alexandria L. Perrie   Eljesa Vitija
Sarah D. Farrar          Samantha L. Quinlan    Kyle P. Yankee
Tyler M. Gregoricka      Nicholas P. Ranville   Kellie L. Ybarra

Master of Public Health

Lisa A. Bauer             Jennifer N. Kipp       Shirley-Ann A. Osei Onomah
Korbyn S. Callaway        Dionne A. Moore-Smith  Jennifer L. Thornquist

Master of Science

Anesthesia
Christopher Angell        Stephanie D. Gage       Cassie K. Schacher
Tony J. Antonino          William C. Goode IV     Sarah A. Struthers
Timothy Brunelle          Greg Johnson            Caitlyn S. Thompson
Luke Bueche               Philip M. Kodosy        Jordan E. Van Overbeke
Nicole Dub                Kendall D. Murphy       Health Education
Jason D. Flowers          Jennifer L. Pierick    Jessica C. Gutierrez
Ryan L. Frye              Andre G. Pulford

Doctor of Anesthesia Practice

Sharon Novack
Shannon T. Slabinski
Amy S. Torbenson
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Samuel Apple
Brooke A. Baker
Daniel J. Bastin
Melissa M. Bemis
Laura K. Blemaster
Rebecca L. Blundy
Joseph E. Booker II
Jacob A. Brokenshaw
Alexandra Calteaux
Shelby J. Chambers
Brittni N. Cruse
Christin P. Curtis
Taryn N. Edsall
Joel M. Ford
Bryan A. Forton
Matthew D. Fox
Ruoxi Fu
Roman M. Glazewski
Monica R. Godoshian
Michael A. Golowic
Riley Groenevoud
Kayla M. Hahn
Alex M. Heffner
Rebecca L. Hersh
Madalina I. Hill
Alexander M. Holdren
Adam M. Kingsbury
Khoa M. Lam
Marcus B. Lewis
Meghan M. Lucero
Zachary J. McConnell
Seth J. Meyer
Samantha G. Miller
Daryl Moore
Eric D. Mowery
Erica L. Naughton
Eliana H. Neuman
Rina B. Pandya
Hiteksha P. Patel
Emily J. Rousch
Benjamin J. Sachs
Molly M. Schab
Alex Schraer
David J. Schwarz
Abbey R. Stuhldreher
Holly N. Tipp
Clayton B. Tomczyk
Katie Tscharn
Alexander L. VanSlyke
Priyanka G. Villanassery
Will Wakefield
Joshua D. Wenzlaff
Marie K. Whitt

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Fahad N. Alkhalouf
Talal A. Alotaibi
Mortda A. Alubidan
Stacey Babut
Henry Beard IV
Erin E. Bell
Jacob R. Brownfield
Mark C. Carter
Mariah L. Dominguez
Kyle A. Hedges
Jacob C. Hewitt
Amy L. Lazar
Alex H. McCliment
Madison E. McCrum
Hanna M. Moncrieff
Dominik C. Neal
Matt B. Richards
Meagan A. Rinck
Lauren J. Rowley
MarLou L. Smith
Lindsay B. Townsel
Charles R. Wetherford
Cody C. Yearn

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Jason R. Abbasspour
Brock Atamer
Amanda G. Bronson
Christin P. Curtis
Shane Emmons
Michael S. Lonsberry
Rupesh V. Mahajan
Marilyn J. Montgomery
Jonathan B. Morley
Kellen J. Riker
Stephanie R. Ross
Brandon P. Sherman
Evan J. Skarbek
Ilona E. Takakura
Purnima Thapa
Jashim Uddin
Jessica L. Winowski

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING

Adam Breecher
Daniel Crane
Terrence A. White
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Megan M. Ballard  Jennifer B. Effrick  Bernice J. Morrison
William J. Behe  Hozefa M. Ezzi  Brenda A. Needham
Melissa M. Black  Leslie E. Gallimore  Matthew J. Oloff
Gwenda M. Blackledge  Steffanie J. Henige  Emily E. Pawlowski
Steven A. Bliss  Oana M. Jecu  Theresa J. Porter
Katrina Mae M. Cabreros-Abuel  Felicia M. Johnson  Patrick C. Rowan
Suzanna Calandrino  Casey M. Keast  Steven E. Sadowski
Jennifer S. Canfield  Nicole Krug  Carol L. Sass
Kathleen M. Celice  Kristine M. Lawler  Brenda S. Simmer
Christine A. Cooper  Andrea K. Lewis  Kelly R. Stewart
Andrea M. Corrie  Theresa M. Luczak  Trevor M. Storms
Vlatka Covic  Vanessa L. Maxfield  Laura M. Stuart
Andrea J. Covrea  Kristina M. McCahill  Holly L. Tews
Ashley N. Currie  Sara S. McCroskey  Paige C. Vallier
Heather S. Denski  Libby Monzo  Wendy S. Ward

Master of Science in Nursing

Georgette M. Aneed  Stephanie Gialdi  Sheri N. Mitchell
Kristin M. Asmus  Marissa R. Harrah  Andy Molnar
Amanda M. Backinger  Courtney Jesig  Whitney A. Pahl
Laura A. Bottomley Brown  Sandi L. Jones  Avani A. Patel
Christine C. Bozek  Amber G. Juhl  Courtney R. Peper
Sarah A. Cardenas  Tarrah M. Kaplan  Amber A. Ristow
Delia M. Chirila  Kim D. Kemp  Kathleen Ruffolo
Marci K. Coates  Jordan E. Knot  Alexandria R. Seager
Hilary Cooper  Rose Kody  Nick A. Shelley
Jessica B. Cooper  Maria L. Kurlenda  Nicole N. Silvestri
Tabatha J. Cronander  Linda R. Lackowski  Dustann Spalding
Brook L. Dake  Tonya M. Lott  Lavinia S. Streza
Brianne Daniel  Shanna M. MacClaren  Bernice A. Theule
Lauren M. Dunn  Ayesha Massey  Kim J. Truckner
Christine M. Gabriel  Brian M. McDermott  Brittany A. Wadaga
Colleen M. Gabriel  Tatiana M. Michura  Tamara D. Yoas

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Autumn R. Smith
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN
Founded in 1958, Daniel Little, Chancellor

COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND LETTERS

Bachelor of Arts
Mohamed Ahmad
Abdallah Hamed Alnakhal
Alicia Alonzo
Samyka Aloyo
Fatme H. Bazzi
Evan Behrendt
Brittany Borg
Fatima Ibrahim Boussi
Myka Burley
Terryn Burnett
Renee Chahil
Gabrielle Merye Clark
Nicole Corso
John Diponio
Meaghan Doran
Alicia Facey
Nadeen Farhat
Robyn Gardner
Jonathan Good
Jennifer Guzman
Anjenetta Hicks
John Higgins
Anisa Ismailaj
Nadine Jones
Ty’Ree Jones
Konstandina Laskaris
Stephen Martin
Chazlyn Miller
Amanda Mosakowski
Anthony Mottley
Abdallah Moughni
Hedy Orsette
Lekeisha Lee Osler
Rogelio Rodriguez
Shereen Sabbagh
Alexandria Schaller
Ami Shukla
Natasha Talmor
Brittany Taylor
Amanda Tome
Taylor Walton

Bachelor of General Studies
Primavera Tonatzin Flores

Bachelor of Science
Tahira Abbas
Raana Ali
Hawrah Alshinary
Nicholas Aznavour
Akshay Bhaktawara
Carly Boye
Xin Chen
Ahmad Chraim
Linda Haidar
Nariman Halimeh
Hasan Makki
Kelsey Mashike
Lisa McLellan
Jacee Simone Moore
Andrew Nicolas
Aruba Qamar
Malak Seifeddeine
Salam Smidi
Markita Stewart
Anna Wahl

Master of Science
Psychology
Ankush Bhandarkar
Katherine Lee Jester
Rula Mohammad
Holly Tacey
Jakob Williams

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Business Administration
Redhwan Abdulla
Al Anood Al Junabi
Zainab Al Zadjali
Khansaa Al-Gassid
Ghofran Alzuruﬁ
Fatima Bazzi
Lesya Bonev
Dylan Brewer
James Bushaw
Manroop Chatttha
Sasha Chukkapalli
Georgette Doro
Ashley Douglas
Waleed Elayan
Sarah Engler
Lisa Gilmore
Alexis Guerra
Kavya Reddy Guvvala
Rand Ho
Catherine House
Majedul Islam
Samii Ismail
Bazz Jewell
Minhaaz Kadir
Bachelor of Business Administration

Angela Karkoski
Samidha Sanjay Kashettiwar
Rajpreet Kaur
Krisztina Kovacs
Marilyn Manchell
Jason Markowitz
Deesha Moharana
Galen Mueller
Jamal Nasser

Kyle Niffin
Dwarakesh Reddy Palem
Manideep Pamula
Nicholas Raad
Rahul Rajendra
Courtne Ralls
Angela Schmidt
Eric Siros
Praniti Singh

Sreeraj Srinivasan
David Syrocki
Kaitlyn Szaflarski
Elizabeth Thomas
Muktheeshwar Thota
Sara Tolstyka
Bryce Tubbs
Chadi Wahid
Amy Wilson
Nadine Yassin

Master of Business Administration

Geetanjali Dutt

Master of Science

Khansaa Al-Gassid
Georgette Doro

College of Education, Health, and Human Services

Bachelor of Arts

Aya Hariri
Chelsea Rose Jensen

Waddah Saeed
Dorian Whaley

Bachelor of General Studies

Ines Ben Cheikh
Kelsey Rocheleau

Molly Stevens

Bachelor of Science

Kasmere Aaliyah Cheek

Master of Arts

Early Childhood Education
Lisa Alawie
Chantay Strother

Master of Science

Health Information Technology
Ravleen Kaur
Khristine Rivera
Bachelor of Science

**Computer and Information Science**
Petros Besieris
Daniel Hamadeh

**Software Engineering**
Ibrahim Al Khayari
Falah Alsakkaf
Asseel Hubaishi

**Bachelor of Science in Engineering**

**Computer Engineering**
Lance Gurka
David Sears

**Electrical Engineering**
Mohammed Albusabha
Yusif Alfaikhi Al-Fakih
Ismail A Alkahali
Seba Alnajjar
Kylee Bezeau

**Software Engineering**
Ibrahim Al Khayari
Falah Alsakkaf
Asseel Hubaishi

**Bachelor of Science in Engineering**

**Computer Engineering**

Noah Fenton
Abeer Ibseileh
Ali Ismail
Mohamad Makki
Rami Mounajed
Zaid Nasser
Nadine Reda
Joshua Richardson
Elham Sader

**Electrical Engineering**

Wajieh Salman
Farah Zaid Alkilanie

**Mechanical Engineering**

Hamza Amhaz
Breana Cappuccilli
Basil Eldaly
Yvonne Galdes
Ayman Joudi

*Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School*

---

**Master of Science**

**Engineering Management**
Ashley Heath
Brianna Jackson

**Information Systems Technology**
Frank Harvest
William Townes

**Program and Project Management**
Whitney Holmes

---

**Master of Science in Engineering**

**Automotive Systems Engineering**
Aniket Chandras Jadhav
Priyal Sheth

**Electrical Engineering**
Tarek Obeid

**Mechanical Engineering**
Saurabh Mali
Anuj Rathi

---

**School of Information**

Founded in 1969, Thomas A. Finholt, Dean

**Master of Health Informatics**

Inayah Habib
Nalingna Yuan

**Master of Science in Information**

Seungjoo Baek
Asha Shenoy Kudupi

Randall McCombs
Raymond Su
PENNY W. STAMPS SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
Founded in 1974, Gunalan Nadarajan, Dean

Bachelor of Arts
Laurel Dawn Aaronson
Maya Deshmukh
Emily Rose Harju
Cecilia Annabella Gorgon
Madeline Grace Helland

Natalie Sarah Robbins
Cecelia Rose Vandenbussche
Daniel Adam Vincenz
Ellen Casimira Seidell
Cole Andrew Stabnick

Alexandria Noel Valdes
Ana J. Vincent
Zhaozhao Wang

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Annie Turpin

SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY
Founded in 1984, Lori Ploutz-Snyder, Dean

Bachelor of Science
Health and Fitness
Taylor Diane Dewitt

Movement Science
Emily Rose Osterman
Holly Petrusson

Samantha Nicole Swenson
Kristin VanProoyen

GERALD R. FORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY
Founded in 1995, Michael S. Barr, Joan and Sanford Weill Dean of Public Policy

Bachelor of Arts in Public Policy
Rowan Conybeare

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies
Science, Technology and Public Policy
Ivy Tran

Master of Public Administration
Yeon Ju Shin

Master of Public Policy
Michelle Bennett Rubin
Ivy Tran
Dear Graduate:

On behalf of the Alumni Association of the University of Michigan, congratulations on your momentous achievement.

You may be leaving the University of Michigan, but the ties that bind alumni—across the miles and the years—are strong and enduring. Whether you are on the other side of the country or the other side of the world, you are part of something greater than yourself. You are now part of a community of more than 575,000+ Michigan alumni in 180 countries across the globe.

The Alumni Association is your connection to U-M. As a graduation gift, we give you a complimentary one-year membership to help you maintain the bonds you’ve created over the course of your time on campus. Use it to remind yourself of the place that you hail from, the place that has shaped you into the person you are today. Visit umalumni.com to keep the spirit of U-M close and connect to the powerful global network of U-M alumni.

So as you toss your mortarboard to the sky and venture out into the world, celebrate all that you have achieved, and remember that, with us, you are never far from the University of Michigan.

Again, our congratulations and very best wishes for your future.

Sincerely,

Ellen Agress, ’68
Chair of the Board of Directors
Alumni Association of the University of Michigan

Steve Grafton
President and CEO
Alumni Association of the University of Michigan
Learn more about this ceremony on our website: commencement.umich.edu
- Maps and shuttle routes for after the ceremony
- Inclement weather plans

Contact us at springcommencement@umich.edu with comments or inquiries about lost and found items.

Entry to the field is for graduates and commencement staff only.

At the end of the ceremony, graduates and families are directed to exit up the aisles onto the concourse. To reduce congestion on the concourse, we ask you to exit the stadium and then join your graduate or family.
Statement on Freedom of Speech and Artistic Expression

Thank you for attending this program. The University of Michigan strives to create a truly open forum, one in which diverse opinions can be expressed and heard.

It is the right of members of the University community, speakers, artists, and other invited guests to express their views and opinions at the University. We will protect the right of individuals to speak or perform, and the rights of those members of the University community who wish to hear and communicate with an invited speaker or artist.

Protesters also have a right to express their opposition to a speaker in appropriate ways, both within the confines of this building and outside the facility. However, protesters must not interfere unduly with communication between a speaker or artist and members of the audience.

If the hosts of this event or University representatives believe that protesters are interfering unduly with a speaker or performer’s freedom of expression, those protesters will be warned. If the warnings are not heeded and the interference continues, then the individuals responsible may be removed from the building.

We reaffirm these policies in order to most fully protect the rights of free expression for speakers, performers, and protesters alike, as set forth by our Civil Liberties Board in our Student Handbook, and in accordance with the U-M Standard Practice Guide; Regents’ Ordinance Article XII, Section 1; and state statutes.

Nondiscrimination Policy Statement

The University of Michigan, as an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer, complies with all applicable federal and state laws regarding nondiscrimination and affirmative action. The University of Michigan is committed to a policy of equal opportunity for all persons and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, marital status, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, disability, religion, height, weight, or veteran status in employment, educational programs and activities, and admissions. Inquiries or complaints may be addressed to the Senior Director for Institutional Equity, and Title IX/Section 504/ADA Coordinator, Office for Institutional Equity, 2072 Administrative Services Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1432, 734-763-0235, TTY 734-647-1388, institutional.equity@umich.edu. For other University of Michigan information call 734-764-1817.

Learn more about this ceremony on our website: commencement.umich.edu

This book is printed with vegetable-based ink on paper stock that is certified to the environmental and social standards of the Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®).
The Victors

Hail! to the victors valiant
Hail! to the conqu’ring heroes
Hail! Hail! to Michigan
the leaders and best
Hail! to the victors valiant
Hail! to the conqu’ring heroes
Hail! Hail! to Michigan
the champions of the West!